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Abstract
Dark Matter presents one of the key missing pieces in our understanding of the
Universe. On the one hand, there is a substantial amount of independent astronomical and cosmological observations, which provide convincing evidence for
its existence through various gravitational signatures. On the other hand, any
non-gravitational interactions of Dark Matter remain elusive, despite more than
two decades of dedicated searches in various experiments. Several of them have
contended successful detection, however, such claims remain disputed, since they
are in tension with null results of other related experiments and often suffer from
considerable modelling uncertainties.
One of the crucial unknowns entering the interpretation of direct and indirect
Dark Matter searches is its distribution within galaxies. Together with rapid
improvements in astronomical observations, this drives the need for accurate
phase-space modelling of galactic Dark Matter distribution, which will be explored in detail throughout this thesis in various settings. First, a novel method
for computing the phase-space distribution of relaxed Dark Matter component
within axisymmetric systems will be presented. This method is of particular
importance when addressing spiral galaxies and can have a significant impact
on the interpretation of direct detection experiments, which crucially depends
on the density and velocity distribution of Dark Matter in the solar neighbourhood. Therefore, the proposed phase-space distribution model will be applied
to our Milky Way and carefully matched against recent measurements of the
galactic kinematics. Furthermore, the corresponding impact on direct detection experiments and differences with respect to the traditional models, relying
on Maxwellian velocity distribution and/or spherical symmetry, will be investigated. Regarding indirect detection, new results related to expected signals
from dwarf satellite galaxies of the Milky Way will be presented, addressing the
general case of velocity-dependent annihilation cross-section. Special attention
will be given to a non-perturbative effect, commonly known as the Sommerfeld
enhancement, which can lead to a significant boost of the annihilation signals.
Similarly, as in the case of Milky Way, recent measurements of stellar kinematics within dwarf satellites will be used to bracket the astrophysical uncertainties
entering the interpretation of corresponding indirect searches. Finally, a brandnew technique for detecting dark galactic subhalos will be proposed, which relies
on the modern tools of machine learning and their ability to find subtle patterns
in complex datasets. More precisely, the possibility of detecting tiny perturbations in stellar density and kinematics, induced by transpassing Dark Matter
subhalos, will be addressed.
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1. Introduction
The 20th century will most certainly be remembered as the century of great
discoveries. This is particularly true for the field of Physics, where fundamental insights allowed us to formulate theories that able to account for nearly all
the phenomena encountered in the world around us. The advent of Quantum
mechanics triggered a revolution in the way we think about the smallest constituents of the Universe and paved the way for formulation of the Standard
Model of the elementary particles, which elegantly explains the origin of fundamental forces, apart from gravity, and predicts the behaviour of matter with
staggering accuracy over a vast range of energies. In parallel, our understanding of gravity fundamentally changed through the theory of General Relativity,
transcending the traditional concepts of space and time. Furthermore, it allowed us to pursue questions regarding the very beginnings of our Universe and
study its evolution on cosmological scales.
Despite all the success, there are still many reasons to continue our pursuit of exploring the Laws of Nature. In modern Physics, there are several
notable shortcomings, among which perhaps the most pressing one is the fact
that Quantum Mechanics, as we know it, leads to inconsistencies when applied
to curved spacetime, while the latter is a generic prediction of the General Relativity. Besides this, there are also observed phenomena, which can not be
included in the framework of the standard theories, such as the existence of
exotic forms of energy, namely the Dark Energy and Dark Matter (DM). This
thesis will be devoted to the latter, with particular focus on the distribution of
DM within galaxies, which represents one of the critical uncertainties entering
the interpretation of various experimental efforts to detect its non-gravitational
signatures that remain elusive up to this day. In chapter 1, I will begin with a
short review regarding the phenomenon of DM and various experiments aimed
at detecting its signatures. This will be followed by chapter 2, with a prelude regarding the phase-space distribution functions and Boltzmann transport
equation, where several key concepts, used throughout the rest of the thesis,
will be introduced. In chapter 3, I will discuss my work regarding the phasespace distribution modelling in axisymmetric systems and apply it to obtain the
DM distribution within Milky Way from careful analysis of kinematic tracers.
Furthermore, its implications for direct detection searches will be explored. In
chapter 4 I will instead focus on the case of annihilating DM and prospects for
its indirect detection through prompt emission of γ-rays in Milky Way’s dwarf
satellite galaxies. Again, DM phase-space distribution models will be carefully
tuned to the observations of stellar kinematics within these objects and annihilation signals will be addressed in the general setting, where the leading order
cross-section can carry non-trivial velocity dependence, paying particular atten9
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tion to the possible enhancement of annihilation rates due to the Sommerfeld
effect. Finally, in chapter 5 an exciting new technique for probing the small scale
clustering properties of DM through perturbations in the galactic stellar field
will be explored, which could provide interesting new information regarding the
nature of this mysterious form of matter.

1.1

The missing mass

The nature of Dark Matter (DM) is one of the most pressing open questions in
the modern understanding of elementary particles and cosmology. While there
exists a considerable amount of insights into its properties, at least with respect to even more mysterious dark energy that dominates the energy budget of
present Universe, we still lack a comprehensive understanding of its nature and
how it relates to other well-known forms of matter. Its first mentions appeared
more than a hundred years when leading astronomers of the time began to notice that visible matter is not sufficient to explain the motion of stars within
Milky Way. One of the first quantitative studies was performed by Swiss astronomer Fritz Zwicky, who estimated the amount of DM needed to explain the
dynamics within galaxy clusters [1, 2]. He postulated the existence of ”dunkle
Materie”, which neither absorbs nor emits light and is much more abundant
than the visible matter. His hypothesis was very provocative at the time and
rightfully disputed, as it was later shown that his estimates for the abundance
of DM were too large. However, further observational evidence in favour of the
existence of DM kept accumulating in the following decades. First undisputed
works demonstrating the need for DM component within galaxies are probably
the ones of Vera Rubin et al. [3, 4] and Ken Freeman [5], who analysed rotation profiles and distribution of visible mass within nearby spiral galaxies and
concluded that they must contain roughly ten times more DM then ordinary
baryonic matter. Their findings stimulated the astronomic community and before long additional support in favour of the DM hypothesis was found through
the phenomenon of gravitational lensing. Further, and up to now the most accurate, determination of DM abundance came in the 2000s by detailed analysis
of the anisotropies in Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation [6, 7],
which were in excellent agreement with the predictions of the standard cosmological model that contains large amounts of DM. The study of acoustic peaks
in the CMB spectrum revealed that baryonic matter consists only about onefifth of the total matter content of the Universe. In parallel with the findings in
astronomy and cosmology, the standard model of elementary particles was developed and tested through extremely accurate accelerator experiments. It was
soon clear that none of the presently known particles can constitute a significant
fraction of the DM, pointing out a blind spot in otherwise extremely successful
theory. This lead to a vast number of suggestions on how to extend the existing
models to include the dark components of the Universe and numerous dedicated
experimental searches have been performed. Unfortunately, no undisputed detection has been made so far. However, significant parts of parameter space in
many existing models have been excluded. The robustness of such constraints
and their interplay with the galactic DM distribution will be one of the main
topics throughout this work.
In the following section, I will provide a short overview of the broad set
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of observations that all call out for the existence of DM. This will be followed
by a review of a few possible explanations of the phenomenon; however, the
discussion will be unjustly brief, considering the vast amount of possible DM
candidates found throughout the literature.

1.1.1

Observational evidence

All of the evidence in favour of DM comes from astronomical and cosmological
observations of its gravitational effects. There existed hints that “bright matter” is not sufficient to explain the dynamics of astronomical objects, dating
as far back as the end of 19th century, when Lord Kelvin draw this conclusion
by estimating the velocity dispersion of stars in the Solar neighbourhood [8],
however, quantitative measurements only began to pile up after the second half
of the 20th century. I will begin the review with the initial works which were,
similarly as Kelvin’s approach, based on Newtonian dynamics of galaxies and
galaxy clusters. This will be followed by probes based on gravitational lensing,
which soon after the discovery of missing dynamical mass in galaxies provided
further proof for its existence. Finally, I will present modern measurements
related to the cosmological matter distribution, such as the CMB observations
and vast galaxy surveys, which provide us with crucial information regarding
the nature and abundance of DM.
Dynamics within galaxies and galaxy clusters
Most direct evidence for the existence of Dark Matter are probably the rotation
curves of spiral galaxies. Using simple Newtonian physics one can show that
the velocity of a circular orbit at radial distance R from the centre of the object
is given by:
r
GM (r = R)
,
(1.1)
Vc (R) =
R
where M (r) is the total mass enclosed within given radius r, while G is the
Newton’s gravitational constant. Therefore, the rotational velocity profile of
gas or stars in a spiral galaxy provides a good proxy for its radial mass distribution. In figure 1.1 rotation curves of galaxies are shown for several absolute
magnitude bins, where observations of individual galaxies were rescaled according to their optical radius Ropt (defined as the distance from centre of galaxies
to the isophote that encircles 83% of the total luminosity) and its corresponding
circular velocity Vc (Ropt ), and then stacked upon each other. They reveal that
the circular velocities of stars and gas can be attributed to the mass of luminous
matter (dotted line) only in the central part of the disk, while at increasing radial distances additional mass (dashed line) is needed to produce the observed
nearly constant Vc (R > Ropt ). From equation (1.1) it immediately follows that
the enclosed mass must scale approximately as M (r) ∝ r to produce flat rotation curves, implying DM density profile ρ(r) ∝ r−2 . This general picture
has been confirmed by many independent studies, looking at velocity profiles of
stars, as well as gas, in extensive catalogues of galaxies, always finding deficit of
luminous matter with respect to the amount needed to account for the measured
Vc (R), see e.g. [3–5, 9–13].
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Analogous arguments in favour of the existence of DM can be made for
velocity dispersion supported systems, such as elliptical galaxies or galaxy clusters. Under the assumption that these systems are virialised, their total kinetic
energy should be one half of the total potential energy, which implies:
σ2 ∼

GM
,
R

(1.2)

where σ is the velocity dispersion of the observed tracers. Both, elliptical galaxies as well as galaxy clusters, show a systematic deficit of luminous matter for the
large measured velocity dispersions of stars [14,15] and member galaxies [16,17],
respectively.
Together, these observations established a strong case for the existence of additional matter component that does not interact with light and cools much less
efficiently than ordinary matter (since it resides in halos that are much larger
than the baryonic content), implying negligible interaction rates with standard
model particles. As an alternative explanation, there were several attempts
to modify the Newtonian dynamics on galactic scales. However, such models
are becoming increasing disfavoured by modern observations, among which detailed studies of gravitationally lensed systems, discussed in the following, are
particularly hard to reconcile with such modifications.
Gravitational lensing
The bending of light due to gravitational deformation of spacetime is a phenomenon that has been known for more than a century and played a crucial role
in providing the first confirmation of the Einstein’s theory of General Relativity.
However, strongly lensed systems, where multiple images of the background object or characteristic light rings can be observed, have not been detected until
1979, when the first twin image of a quasar was discovered [18]. This provided
a new probe for the investigation of DM since strongly lensed systems generally allow for accurate reconstruction of the matter distribution along the line
of sight of the gravitational lens. Within the last decades, numerous strongly
lensed systems were discovered, for which the lens mass is typically provided
by galaxy clusters, while the background sources can vary from quasars, galaxies, or even other galaxy clusters. By independently constraining the baryonic
content, the amount and distribution of DM in galaxy clusters can be determined [19], typically resulting in much better accuracy then, e.g., through arguments based only on the virial theorem. Furthermore, ever-increasing resolution
of telescopes promises a unique way to probe the clustering of DM down to the
smallest scales, which could provide clues towards its elusive particle physics
properties, for example discussed in [20–22].
While strongly lensed systems are particularly interesting, since they allow
highly accurate mass reconstruction, they are relatively rare. A much more
common type of gravitational lensing is the weak lensing, where the trajectory of light is only slightly deformed due to spacetime curvature. However, by
studying statistical properties of shear deformations in comprehensive galaxy
surveys, the global distribution of matter can be inferred, and the observations
again point towards a large discrepancy in the amount of luminous verses total
gravitational mass [23, 24]. Furthermore, weak lensing was also used to reconstruct the mass distribution in the spectacular “Bullet Cluster” [25, 26], which
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Figure 1.1: Compilation of rotation curves for galaxies with various absolute
magnitudes [13]. The rotation curves of individual galaxies are rescaled according to their optical radii Ropt (defined as the distance from centre of galaxies to
the isophote that encircles 83% of the total luminosity) and its corresponding
circular velocity Vc (Ropt ) and then stacked, exhibiting surprisingly universal
profiles. Dotted and dashed lines correspond to the inferred luminous and dark
matter accordingly.
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clearly shows the segregation of hot collisional gas and virtually collisionless
DM in the encounter of two galaxy clusters, which is extremely hard to reconcile with non-particle explanations of DM phenomena, such as modified theories
of gravity. Therefore, weak and strong lensing provides a convincing argument
in favour of non-baryonic DM hypothesis, independent of claims based on the
dynamics of galaxies and galaxy clusters.
Cosmic microwave background and structure formation
Arguably the most compelling evidence in favour of Dark Matter comes from
the observation of Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation. It contains rich information regarding our Universe, from around the time when first
atoms were formed down to the present time. Its discovery was accidental and
unanticipated; however, since all the physical processes involved are relatively
well understood, it soon became one of the most powerful cosmological probes.
In a nutshell, the CMB radiation was produced when protons and electrons
in cooling primordial plasma for the first time combined into atoms (a process
commonly known by a misleading name of recombination). This pairing of
charged particles into neutral atoms allowed the electromagnetic radiation to
travel cosmological distances without scattering and can be efficiently detected
even today. One of the amazing features of CMB is that it represents the most
accurate measurement of black body spectrum up to now, implying thermal
equilibrium and adiabatic evolution of the Universe throughout billions of years.
However, there are small differences in the temperature of radiation, depending
on the observed position on the sky, which can provide a surprisingly accurate
determination of the cosmic abundance of DM. By statistically describing the
perturbations in terms of spherical harmonics one obtains the angular power
spectrum, shown in figure 1.2, that contains the characteristic acoustic peaks
related to temperature fluctuations at the time of recombination [27]. Before
the formation of atoms, the protons and electrons could not collapse to form
large over-densities due to radiation pressure, but rather oscillated on scales
determined by the sound speed of plasma and underlying gravitational potential wells. However, the CMB angular power spectrum shows that the density
perturbations must have been growing even before the epoch of recombination,
forming structure on scales that would have been washed out if the entire matter
content of the Universe was coupled to the hot baryon-photon plasma. Therefore, the additional mass component must have been effectively pressureless,
which is a behaviour typical of non-relativistic collisionless particles. From the
amplitude and positions of the CMB acoustic peaks, one can accurately determine key cosmological parameters, among which is also the baryon-DM mass
ratio. The most recent Planck satellite measurements show that the letter lies
at Ωb /ΩDM = 0.187 ± 0.001 [28]. The CMB determination of DM abundance
is in good agreement with other observations and provides one of the pillars of
the standard cosmological model. Furthermore, it establishes strong constraints
on the DM interaction rate with primordial plasma, but also shows that it became non-relativistic long before the epoch of recombination. The observation
of CMB also has profound implications for the subsequent formation of galaxies
and galaxy clusters, which again requires a DM component.
With the discovery of CMB, it soon became clear that baryons alone could
not have produced the galaxies we see today. It turns out that the structure
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Figure 1.2: Angular power spectrum of temperature fluctuations as measured
by the Planck satellite. The acoustic peaks that contain information regarding
the matter content of the Universe at the time of recombination are measured
with stunning accuracy. Credit: ESA and the Planck Collaboration.
formation requires additional cold, i.e. non-relativistic, DM component to produce the present extreme density contrasts from the primordial plasma within
the age of our Universe. This has been formally shown through density perturbation theory, where the Einstein’s equations are perturbatively solved in terms
of density contrast, assuming nearly smooth initial conditions with small, scaleinvariant, Gaussian perturbations, as implied by the CMB. When one includes
DM, the solutions for matter power spectrum agree well with the observations
over a huge range of scales, ranging from large scale structure (LSS) surveys,
down to the scale of individual galaxies. In figure 1.3 the predicted matter power
spectrum is shown along with a variety observational constraints. Furthermore,
modern suits of numerical simulations are capable of replicating the galaxy formation from the initial perturbations and produce galaxies resembling the ones
in present Universe with impressive accuracy [29, 30], confirming the need for
cold DM in the formation of structures as we know them.

1.1.2

Dark Matter candidates

As presented in the previous section, there exist many independent observations
that point towards the existence of DM. All of the evidence, however, relies on
the gravitational effects, while other signatures, despite significant experimental
efforts to detect them, remain elusive. This puts strong constraints on particle physics models that attempt to explain the existence of DM, but does not
provide us with much insights regarding its actual nature. One of the few wellestablished DM properties is its cosmological abundance. Modern probes, such
as CMB and LSS surveys, provide us with rather accurate measurements of its
contribution to the energy budget of the Universe, which amounts to roughly
26% of the total present-day energy density. Furthermore, the baryon acoustic
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Figure 1.3: The amplitude of matter power spectrum as a function of scale
with over-plotted observed values from different surveys. The image was taken
from [28].
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oscillations, as well as limits from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis, put strong constraints on its coupling to the primordial plasma. Together with the limits from
collider experiments, these observations give us strong reasons to believe that
DM has no electric or colour charge. While the SM neutrinos fulfil these criteria, they can constitute only a small fraction of the total DM abundance due
to their tiny masses, making them relativistic even long after the Universe had
entered the matter-dominated era. This is, however, in contradiction with the
standard cosmological model, supported by CMB and LSS observations, where
DM has to behave like non-relativistic, i.e. pressureless, matter to explain the
observed growth of density perturbations. On the other hand, it remains unknown whether it consists of a single particle species or a larger collection of
fields, like in case of the SM. Strong limits on DM coupling to the SM through
new physics can be inferred and are primarily driven by results of collider experiments and (in)direct DM searches, which will be reviewed in the next section.
Much less is known about interactions within the dark sector itself. However,
several interesting upper limits on DM self-interaction rate exist from the aforementioned gravitational lensing observations of merging galaxies and small scale
matter power spectrum. Finally, from the large cosmic abundance of DM, which
must have been generated very early on in the history of Universe and survived
until today, one can conclude DM particles must be extremely long-lived or stable, with lower bounds on its lifetime comparable to the age of the Universe.
From the above properties one can conclude that DM can not be constituted
from any of the known elementary particles 1 and an extension of the standard
theory is needed.
Beyond these general properties, not much is known regarding DM, leaving
great freedom in possible theoretical explanations. This reflects in the number
of suggested schemes, raging from effective models to modifications or generalizations of fundamental theories. Given the vast amount of existing works, an
exhaustive overview seems virtually impossible. Therefore, I will in the following present only a few simple, but fundamentally different, categories of DM
particle candidates. A more complete review of viable DM models and existing
constraints can be found, for example, in [32–35] and references therein.
Thermal relics
Perhaps the simplest explanation of DM can be realized in models that assume
the existence of heavy particles that decoupled from the ordinary matter at
some point in the very early Universe. In favour of this hypothesis, we know
that the latter used to be much denser and hot in the past. Therefore, particles
scattered more frequently and with higher energies. Under such conditions, the
interaction rate of DM with SM fields could have been non-negligible, keeping
the two components in thermal equilibrium, until their eventual decoupling
due to the expansion of the Universe. Hence, DM candidates of this type are
known as thermal relics. For a single species of DM particles, it is relatively
easy to compute the cosmological abundance after the decoupling using the
Boltzmann equation and will be discussed more thoroughly in section 2.2. Here
I simply state the result for the evolution of number density, nχ , of thermal relic
particle χ with thermally averaged cross-section times relative velocity, hσann vi,
1 Possible

exceptions are exotic hadronic states, for example suggested in [31].
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responsible for conversions between DM and SM states:

dnχ
2
2
+ 3Hnχ = hσann vi (neq
χ ) − nχ .
dt

(1.3)

The terms on left hand side of the above equation are nothing but the change
in number density of χ in a comoving volume, i.e. d(nχ a3 )/dt, with a being the scale factor and H = ȧ/a the Hubbel expansion rate. The former
has be equal to the yield of pair-creation/annihilation processes, described by
the right hand side of the equation (1.3), where neq
χ stands for the equilibrium
number density of χ. Under the assumption that χ becomes non-relativistic
prior its decoupling, which is indeed the case for thermal relics with masses
mχ  GeV and weak scale hσann vi, its equilibrium abundance falls off exponentially, neq
χ ∝ exp (−mχ /T ), leading to quickly diminishing annihilation
rate Γ = hσann vinχ . Therefore, when the Universe cools below the decoupling temperature Tdec , at which Hubbel expansion rate becomes comparable
to the annihilation rate of χ, i.e. H(Tdec ) ∼ Γ(Tdec ), the freeze-out occurs and
χ’s comoving number density remains nearly constant throughout the subsequent evolution. The resulting relic abundance mainly depends on the value
of hσann vi, but also to a lesser degree on mχ , as shown in figure 1.4. Interestingly enough, one obtains the correct amount of DM for mχ ≈ 100 GeV and
hσann vi ≈ 3 · 10−26 cm3 /s2 , where the latter is of the order of typical weak
force cross-sections. Such Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) are
generically predicted in highly appealing theories of Supersymmetry [36–40],
but also in Grand Unified Theories (GUTs) [41, 42] or models with additional
compact dimensions [43, 44], where one or more of the many newly predicted
particles could play the role of DM. However, one must note that the simple picture above can get significantly modified if DM is composed of several different
particle species, leading to much richer phenomenology. Similarly, alternative
production mechanisms are also possible, such as the so-called freeze-in mechanism, where DM is assumed to have extremely small hσann vi. In this case, the
thermal equilibrium with SM particles is actually never reached, but never-theless the correct amount of DM particles can be produced in the early Universe
through pair-creation processes. Most of the discussions in this thesis will tacitly assume WIMP-like DM, namely new heavy elementary particles that have
small, but hopefully detectable, interactions with visible matter.
Sterile neutrinos
Neutrinos are one of the most enigmatic particles within the SM. Due to their
neutrality under electromagnetic and strong force, they interact only weakly,
which makes it difficult to study them experimentally. Non-the-less, several
important observations regarding neutrinos have been made, among which the
existence of their masses is perhaps the most striking one. In the SM only leftchiral states are assumed to exist, which prohibits them from obtaining masses
through the Higgs mechanism, like the rest of SM fermions. Together with other
motivations, such as the observed neutrino oscillation patterns and/or possible
source of additional CP violation needed for explaining baryon asymmetry of
the Universe, this lead to proposals assuming the existence of right-chiral (in
context of DM often referred to as sterile) neutrinos [46–49]. Since the latter do
not take part in weak interactions, they are truly neutral particles and can have
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Figure 1.4: The abundance of thermal relic DM as a function of its mass to
temperature ratio. Different colors show the evolution of number density for
typical weak (red), electromagnetic (green) and strong (blue) force hσann vi,
assuming mχ = 100 GeV. For weak scale annihilations also the evolution of
number density for mχ = 1 GeV and mχ = 1 TeV is show, demonstrating
the mild dependence of the relic abundance on WIMP mass. The image was
borrowed from [45].
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several unique properties. Unlike the left-handed neutrinos, which are known
to have tiny masses and can, therefore, constitute only a small fraction of DM,
right-handed neutrinos could be Majorana particles with large explicit Majorana masses, making them viable DM candidates. Their possible large masses
are further motivated by see-saw mechanism, that could explain the generation
of small active neutrino masses, which are in the simplest realization inversely
proportional to the ones of their right-chiral partners [50–53]. On the other
hand, such truly neutral particles could only couple to other forms of matter
through small mixing with left-handed neutrinos, which leads to stringent constraints on viable models by simply requiring that sterile neutrinos are produced
with the correct relic abundance, but at the same time sufficiently long-lived
to avoid the existing experimental constraints regarding their lifetime. An important difference that arises with respect to the WIMP-like DM candidates is
that sterile neutrinos usually act as warm DM and exhibit suppression of matter
power spectrum below certain scale, which depends on the sterile neutrino mass,
as well as the details regarding their production in the early Universe. For an
up-to-date review of viable sterile neutrino DM models see, e.g., [54–56]. While
sterile neutrinos will not be further addressed in this thesis, they serve as an
interesting alternative to the WIMP-like DM candidates, especially in the light
of several recent claims of detection of X-ray signals associated with their decays [57–59], which however remain controversial due to possible astrophysical
origin of the unexpected spectral line.

Scalar fields
Additional scalar degrees of freedom appear in many theories beyond the Standard Model of elementary particles. They often accommodate a wide range
of parameter space, where they could act as DM. Again, these scalars must
be non-relativistic and abundantly produced in very early Universe, but subsequently decouple (or always were decouples) from ordinary matter. Prototypical
examples are axions [60], originally introduced to explain the smallness of CP
violation in the strong sector, or axion-like particles [61], motivated by string
theory. From the point of view of DM phenomenology, ultra-light scalar fields
are particularly interesting [62,63], since they are expected to form macroscopic
solitonic cores of the size of their de-Broglie wavelength:
~
λ
=
≈ 1.92kpc
2π
ms v



10−22 eV
ms



10 km/s
v


,

(1.4)

where ms and v are the scalar field mass and velocity, while ~ is the reduced
Planck’s constant. This could help in explaining some observations that hint
towards the suppression in the abundance of small scale structures and existence of cores in center of DM halos, contrasting the predictions obtained for
heavy collisionless particles. Perhaps the most promising approach for detecting
ultra-light DM is by testing the shape of small scale matter power spectrum,
as for example done through observations of Lyman-α forest [64, 65], 21-cm
astronomy [66], gravitational lensing [67, 68] or careful study of galactic kinematics [69]. On the other hand, existence of axions is currently being probed
through possible coupling with electromagnetic field [70–72].
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Primordial black holes
So far I’ve presented only particle candidates for Dark Matter. The main alternative explanation is perhaps the existence of primordial black holes [73,74]. On
large scales they are expected to behave just like non-relativistic matter, however, they are fundamentally different in their nature. Since their production is
generally linked to details regarding inflation, there exist large theoretical uncertainties, as well as relatively few empirical constraints. Increasingly strong
limits on the abundance of primordial black holes can be inferred from the
microlensing observations, as well as CMB and several other probes, which together seem to disfavour them from constituting all of the DM, see [75, 76] and
references therein.

1.2

Dark Matter searches

The existence of DM is one of the most evident shortcomings of the Standard
Model of elementary particles. While the latter is highly accurate in describing
the behaviour of ordinary matter over a vast range of energies, it is only applicable to less than 20% of the total matter content in the present Universe. This
motivated numerous dedicated experimental searches, which aim at providing
new insights regarding the nature of DM component through various possible
signatures. So far, no unambiguous detection has been achieved; however, there
exist several controversial claims which drive the need for careful comparison
among different experiments and improved theoretical modelling of the expected
signals.
This section will be devoted to the three main complementary avenues of
detecting DM, as schematically depicted in figure 1.5:: i ) indirect detection
through DM annihilation (or decay) products, ii ) direct detection through scattering of DM with nuclei and iii ) collider searches, which attempt to discover
new physics by studying high energy collisions of SM particles. I will begin with
a short review of collider searches, which, however, did not show any tangible
hints in favour of the existence of new elementary particles, beyond the known
SM states. This will be followed by a discussion of indirect searches, which
rely on extremely high DM densities found in the centres of galaxies, leading
to significant annihilation rates in many theoretical models that fall beyond the
reach of colliders. In fact, various claims of excess radiation consistent with the
expected DM signals have been made. They, however, remain inconclusiveness
because of complicated modelling of background signals and significant uncertainties in the distribution of DM within galaxies. The latter turns out to be one
of the critical uncertainties also in the direct DM searches, were the controlled
laboratory environments, in which DM induced nuclear recoils are searched for,
allow reaching extremely high sensitivities and, unlike indirect searches, suffer
from much smaller background noise.

1.2.1

Collider experiments

Precise measurements and large energies achievable in modern colliders, such as
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), set them on the forefront of particle physics
probes. This is equally true in the light DM searches since a wide range of
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Figure 1.5: Schematic depiction of complementarity between the three main
avenues for DM detection. DM and SM stand for Dark Matter and Standard
Model particles respectively, while the grey circle contains new physics responsible for coupling between the two sectors.
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models predicts signatures that should be detectable through an accurate reconstruction of high-energy collisions of SM particles. This can lead to either
direct production of DM states or the discovery of new particles that are responsible for mediating the interactions between dark and visible sectors.
Collider constraints on DM particle are usually phrased in terms of effective
theories or simplified models due to their universality. Significant efforts were
also put in constraining concrete UV complete theories, such as various realizations of Supersymmetry. However, these generally introduce a large number of
free parameters and, therefore, addressing simplified models is usually preferred.
In the latter, the coupling between DM and quarks can be effectively described
in terms of four parameters, namely the mass of DM, the mass of mediator
particle responsible the interaction, and its couplings to SM field and DM. The
main avenue for detecting DM in colliders is through the missing transverse
energy (MET) and corresponding asymmetric particle emissions. MET generically indicates that scattering produced particles, which subsequently escaped
the detector without triggering any of the sensors. Such behaviour is indeed
expected for DM, as the existing limits strongly constrain its interaction rates
with ordinary matter. In the production of secluded states, further detection
signatures should appear in the form of a collimated spray of SM particles,
which is usually referred to as mono-X, where X can be either a hadronic jet,
Z/W/Higgs boson or a photon, and is crucial for reconstructing the details of
such collisions. This is particularly important for distinguishing the new physics
from incompletely reconstructed events or SM backgrounds, e.g. emissions of
neutrinos that can also escape the detector without leaving a trace, but also
learning about the nature of possible new processes. DM can manifest itself
also in other collider signatures, such as the existence of processes that are forbidden within the Standard Model or displaced interaction vertices; however,
such predictions are strongly model-dependent.
Unfortunately, no hints for new elementary particles have been discovered so
far. Therefore, one can only construct conservative limits on many extensions
of the SM that attempt to explain the phenomena of DM. Such constraints
provide important complementary information to the direct detection searches;
while the latter have better sensitivity at large DM masses, colliders can probe
models with much more massive mediator particles between visible and dark
sectors, which would result in negligible direct detection signals. Furthermore,
they could also be used to independently test possible DM origins of indirect
detection signals, provided that they fall within the energy range reachable in
colliders. An example of exclusion plots obtained by LHC for simplified models
with vector and axial-vector mediators are shown in figure 1.6.

1.2.2

Indirect detection

Strong constraints on DM properties can also be inferred from observations
of regions where its density is particularly high, e.g. centres of galaxies or
galaxy clusters. If DM particles decay, as it is the case for sterile neutrinos, or
annihilate in pairs, which is generically true for WIMP-like candidates, emissions
associated with these processes can provide one of the strongest, but indirect,
non-gravitational signatures of DM. The signals can be searched in a broad
range of channels, ranging from γ-rays, neutrinos to cosmic rays. Currently, the
strongest limits on annihilation cross-section come from γ-ray observations of
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Figure 1.6: An example of exclusion limits in the mediator vs. DM mass plane
for LHC’s CMS and ATLAS detectors. On the left/right hand side are the
results for vector/axial mediator particle. The plots were taken from [77]
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Milky Way’s dwarf satellite galaxies (dSphs) and measurements of anti-matter
fraction of cosmic rays, however, with the growing number of collected events
also neutrino telescopes will become increasingly relevant in the near future.
For a comprehensive review of indirect DM searches see, e.g., [78, 79].
The expected flux due to pair annihilation of DM into SM particles, in the
following denoted as ψ, crucially depends on the underlying DM distribution.
Given a galaxy with PSDF, f (~x, ~v ), for the DM component, the flux integrated
over the angular acceptance ∆Ω is given by:
Z
Z
Z
Z
1 hσann vi dNψ
dΦψ
=
dΩ
d`
d~
v
f
(~
x
,
~
v
)
d~v2 f (~x, ~v2 ) S(|~vrel |) ,
1
1
dEψ
8π m2χ dEψ ∆Ω
l.o.s.
(1.5)
where the DM particle χ is assumed to be its own antiparticle (otherwise an
extra factor of 1/2 is needed), mχ is its mass and dNψ /dEψ the energy spectrum
of the produced ψ particles per annihilation. This formula is applicable to the
general case, in which the pair annihilation cross-section times velocity, (σann v),
has a non-trivial dependence on the modulus of the relative velocity vrel =
|~v1 −~v2 |, with ~v1 and ~v2 being the velocities of two annihilating particles; (σann v)
is factorized into the velocity independent term hσann vi times a dimensionless
factor fully comprising its dependence on relative velocity, (σann v) = hσann vi ·
S(vrel ). By isolating the astrophysical contribution in equation (1.5), one can
define:
Z
Z
Z
Z
J≡
dΩ
d` d~v1 fDM (~x, ~v1 ) d~v2 fDM (~x, ~v2 ) S(vrel )
Z∆Ω
Zl.o.s.
≡
dΩ
d` ρ2DM (~x) hS(vrel )i(~x) ,
(1.6)
∆Ω

l.o.s.

where this definition is in analogy to what is usually denoted in the literature
as “J-factor”, which is typically limited on the standard lore of s-wave annihilations, where (σann v) is to a good approximation velocity independent and hence
hS(vrel )i = 1. In that case the expression can be significantly simplified by
noting that, according to equation (2.2), the integrals of f (~x, ~vi ) over d3 vi simply yield the corresponding DM density. However, the lack of tangible signals
from the standard WIMP annihilations motivates us to consider more general
scenarios that will be further explored in chapter 4. There are several cases in
which a non-trivial S(vrel ) arises; for example, models in which s-wave annihilations are forbidden or severely suppressed, and hence p-wave processes become
2
relevant, leading to a S(vrel ) ∝ vrel
scaling. Alternatively, non-perturbative effects due to long range interactions introduce an additional velocity dependence
proportional to inverse powers of vrel . Since DM particles in galactic halos typically have small velocities (i.e. are strongly non-relativistic), this leads to a
large increase in the expected fluxes for indirect searches. Implications of this
effect, commonly known as Sommerfeld enhancement, and its dependence on
DM velocity distribution, will be carefully analyzed in section 4.3.1.
In the case of decaying DM, the picture is analogous, however, significantly
simpler. Since decays are independent of DM velocity distribution, the differential decay flux into particles ψ is given by a line-of-sight integration over single
DM density distribution:
Z
Z
1 Γ dNψ
dΠψ
=
dΩ
d` ρ(~x) ,
(1.7)
dEψ
4π mχ dEψ ∆Ω
l.o.s.
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where Γ is the process’ decay width and dNψ /dEψ the decay spectrum. Analogously to the J-factors one can define the corresponding D-factors:
Z
Z
D≡
dΩ
d` ρ(~x) .
(1.8)
∆Ω

l.o.s.

Since one of the main goals of this thesis is to provide accurate phase-space
models for galactic DM and study their impact on the DM searches, decaying
DM is not of the prime interest and will not be further addressed. Non-the-less,
it is an interesting possibility and there have been several exciting discoveries
of X-ray spectral lines that could be due to decays of 7 keV sterile neutrino
DM [57–59].
In the remaining part of this section, I will review the latest experimental
results regarding DM annihilations into the three most promising observational
channels: γ-rays, neutrinos and anti-matter fluxes.
γ-rays
Annihilation of DM with multi-GeV rest mass into SM states is generically
expected to produce γ-ray emissions. The annihilation processes can lead to either photon-rich continuum, which is expected if DM annihilates into τ leptons,
gauge bosons or any of the quarks, photon-poor continuum if primary annihilation products are muons and electrons, or spectral lines if DM can annihilate
into two photons. Through observations of DM dominated objects, such as the
dwarf spheroidal satellites (dSphs) of the Milky Way, photons are capable of
providing the tightest, as well as highly robust, limits on DM annihilation rates.
On the other hand, massive objects, such as our own Milky Way or nearby spiral
galaxies, contain even higher DM densities, however, in these structures modelling of astrophysical backgrounds is very complicated, which makes it harder
to identify possible emissions originating from DM annihilations.
As already mentioned, one of the strongest constraints on annihilation crosssection for thermal relics with masses in the GeV range come from γ-ray observations of dwarf galaxies through the Fermi-LAT satellite. The absence of signal
allows to rule out the standard WIMP cross-section for mχ . 100 GeV [80–82]
and provides one of the most robust constraints, as the main source of uncertainty is related solely to the DM distribution within the observed objects, while
the γ-ray emissions due to astrophysical processes are negligible. On the other
hand, an excess of γ-rays with respect to the background models was found
in the centers of Milky Way [83, 84] and Andromeda galaxy [85], favoring DM
annihilations in bottom quarks, i.e. χχ̄ → bb̄ [86, 87]. However, as can be seen
from figure 1.7, such an interpretation of the galactic centre excess is in strong
tension with observations from dwarf galaxies, giving support to alternative
explanations, such as the existence of an additional population of millisecond
pulsars [88,89] or other astrophysical sources [84,90]. In either case, the presence
of these tensions emphasizes the need for careful analysis on general grounds,
where accurate distribution models for DM are used, and possible velocity dependences of the cross-section are taken into account. The constraints on DM
annihilations in the TeV mass range are driven by the observations of imaging
atmospheric Čerenkov telescopes, such as H.E.S.S [91] and VERITAS [92]. Currently, their bounds do not quite probe the benchmark weak-scale hσann vi yet.
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However, this is expected to improve with further data collection and upcoming
CTA experiment, see, e.g., [93].
Neutrino portal
An alternative approach to searching for DM annihilation signatures through observations of γ-rays is to study the neutrino emissions. Similarly as for photons,
copious amounts of neutrinos are expected to be produced in most of the annihilation channels, with the further advantage of the signals being unsuppressed
in case of DM annihilations into muons or neutrinos themselves. Several unique
neutrino telescopes have been constructed recently, among which the most important for DM searches are probably IceCube [94] and Antares [95], opening a
new window to the multi-messenger astronomy. Both of the mentioned experiments are designed to detect Čerenkov radiation in huge bodies of water, as
neutrinos interact only weakly and, therefore, very large detection targets are
needed. For the same reason, the data acquisition process is rather slower, and
one will still have to wait for a higher significance of their observations. As can
be seen in figure 1.7 they provide few orders of magnitude weaker constraints on
hσann vi then γ-ray observations, however, it should be kept noted that they are
sensitive to channels in which the photon emissions can be highly suppressed.
Anti-matter
Strong constraint on DM annihilation and decay rates can also be set from
the observations of cosmic rays. In particular, positron, anti-proton and antideuterium spectra are expected to be the key signatures, as their production
in astrophysical processes is negligible, while annihilations or decays of DM are
typically expected to produce matter and anti-matter in equal amounts. Therefore, accurate balloon-borne experiments and AMS-02 detector on board of the
International Space Station, measuring primary cosmic rays fluxes, are capable of providing crucial information regarding the nature of DM. Similarly to
the galactic centre γ-ray excess, there exist well-established excess of the galactic positrons as well as anti-protons [96]. Unfortunately, DM interpretation of
the observed positron abundance turns out to be problematic, since it requires
substantial DM annihilation cross-section, inconsistent with CMB observations.
Additionally, the total electron-positron spectrum should also contain a characteristic feature if the entire excess was due to DM annihilations, but it does
not seem to be present in the data. All this together perhaps points towards
an astrophysical origin of the signal. On the other hand, the DM interpretation of anti-proton excess seems more likely. However, significant uncertainties
in galactic diffusion of charged particles, anti-proton production rates and the
possible existence of additional unaccounted astrophysical sources make it impossible to draw robust conclusions [97,98]. From the absence of γ-ray emissions
consistent with production of anti-protons in DM annihilations within dSph, the
corresponding bound on hσann vi coming from the AMS-02 measurements of antiproton flux can be significantly strengthened [99] and is, over significant range
of mχ , even more constraining then the Fermi-LAT limits from the observations
of dSphs, as shown in figure 1.7. Finally, it is worth noting that detection of
non-relativistic (or mildly relativistic, depending on DM mass) anti-deuterium
would be compelling evidence in favour of DM annihilations into final hadron
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states. The vast majority of astrophysical anti-deuterium is expected to be
produced in high-energy collisions of cosmic rays with interstellar gas, resulting
in high particle momenta, while anti-deuterium produced in DM annihilations
would necessarily have momenta well below the DM rest mass. No precise data
regarding the anti-deuterium fluxes is yet available, however, in the near future
AMS-02 and GAPS experiment should be able to provide first insights into its
energy spectrum [100].

1.2.3

Direct detection

It has been shown that just like other galaxies, also Milky Way is nested in
a massive DM halo. This allows us to study DM-nucleon interactions using
sensitive terrestrial experiments since we should be surrounded by large amounts
of DM particles. Such endeavors belong to the category of direct detection
experiments, which originally proposed by Goodman & Witten [103] more then
30 years ago. The signal can be quantified as differential recoil rate:
Z
dσ
1
dR
d3 v f (~x, ~v ) · v ·
=
·
(1.9)
dEr
mA mχ |~v|>vmin
dEr
s
mA mχ
mA Er
, µAχ =
with vmin =
,
2µ2Aχ
mA + mχ
where Er the recoil energy, mA/χ the nucleus/DM mass, v = |~v | the velocity
of DM particle in the detector (LAB) frame and dσ/dEr the corresponding
differential cross-section. For spin-independent (SI) interactions the latter can
be written as:
dσ
mA σnSI 2 2
=
A F (Er ) ,
dEr
2µ2Aχ v 2

(1.10)

where σnSI is the SI DM-nucleon cross-section at zero momentum transfer, A the
mass number of target nucleus and F (Er ) the corresponding (energy dependent)
form factor. As can been seen from the above expression, SI differential crosssection introduces a factor of v −2 within the integral of equation (1.9), which
also appears in the case of spin-dependent (SD) interactions, however, this is
not always true for more general scattering operators. In either case, on can
factorize equation (1.9) into a term determined by the specific particle physics
model under consideration times an integral that is determined by the DM
phase-space distribution, which for SI and SD case takes the following form:
Z
1
f (~x, ~v )
g(vmin ) ≡
d3 v
.
(1.11)
ρ
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|~
v |>vmin
When considering a broader range of effective elastic scattering operators, discussed in greater detain in section 3.3.1, leading order differential cross-section
can be independent of the relative velocity and, therefore, it is useful to define
also:
Z
1
d3 v f (~x, ~v ) · v .
(1.12)
h(vmin ) ≡
ρ
|~
v |>vmin
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Figure 1.7: Compilation of constraints on the thermally averaged annihilation
cross-section times velocity as a function of DM mass. Fermi-LAT stands for
the limits obtained from recent analysis of 10 year γ-ray observations of Milky
Way’s dwarf satellite galaxies [82], assuming annihilations into bb̄. Similarly,
VERITAS [92] and H.E.S.S [91] stand for limits based on γ-ray emission in
dwarfs and the galactic center. AMS-02 corresponds to recent bound obtained
from the observed anti-proton spectrum [99], combined with the null results
from Fermi-LAT observations. Limits from the analysis of neutrino telescopes,
namely IceCube and ANTARES, and their combined constraints were taken
from [101]. Finally, also the preferred parameter space for explanation of the
galactic γ-ray excess by DM annihilations into bb̄, as obtained by [102], is shown.
The vertical dashed line marks the benchmark WIMP value of hσann vi = 3·10−26
cm3 / s.
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It can be shown that the above functions, g and h, cover the velocity dependencies of all non-relativistic effective scattering operators, expanded up to the
quadratic order in momentum transfer and relative velocity. Hence, their accurate determination is of great importance for understanding the direct detection constraints on DM-nucleus interactions. The phase-space modeling of
DM distribution evidently has an important impact on the expected event rate.
Foremost, it determines the velocity distribution of the scatterings, but also sets
the maximum relative velocity between DM particles and target nuclei, which
is crucial in the interpretation of results for light (sub-GeV) DM. In the past
it has been often assumed that the local DM has Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity
distribution, truncated at escape velocity (vesc ):


v2
(1.13)
P (v) = N exp − 2 Θ (vesc − v) ,
2σ
!

 r
 2 
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2 3/2
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Such modelling, commonly known as the standard halo model (SHM), is however
very rough and can be significantly improved in the light of modern astronomical data. A possible refined PSDF model, capable of describing axisymmetric
systems, which is a reasonably good approximation for spiral galaxies, is presented in chapter 3, along with its implications for direct detection. Tabulated
g(vmin ) and h(vmin ) functions are also provided, with their associated uncertainties derived from observations of dynamical traces within the Milky Way.
DM scatterings in target materials are expected to produce one additional
characteristic feature; since the Earth is moving with respect to the Sun with a
relatively large velocity, |~v⊕ | ≈ 30 km/s, one expects to see a yearly modulation
of signal, as the direction of Earth’s movement changes with respect to the
rest frame of DM halo. Consequently, the expected signal modulation can vary
significantly for different DM distribution models, which further highlights the
need for accurate PSDF modelling. This effects will be addressed in greater
detail in section 3.3.3.
In the remainder of this section, I briefly review the most stringent limits
on DM-nucleus scattering cross-sections and present the existing controversies
regarding detection claims. For more extensive recent reviews one can see,
e.g., [104, 105]
Compilation of constraints
There exist numerous active experiments aimed at detecting nuclear recoils
caused by scattering with DM. Target materials can vary between the setups
and provide different sensitivities for different DM models. Typically either liquefied noble gas, such as Xenon, or highly pure scintillating crystals, e.g. NaI,
are used. Currently some of the strongest reported limits were achieved by the
Xenon1T collaboration, which used one ton-year exposure of liquid Xenon to obtain a bound on spin-independent (SI) and spin-dependent (SD) cross-sections
of σnSI ∼ 10−47 and σnSD ∼ 10−42 cm2 [106], correspondingly, assuming that DM
mass is around the detectors maximum sensitivity, mχ ∼ 30 GeV. This improved
the previous Xenon100 results by more than an order of magnitude and slightly
tightened the SI limits from LUX [107] and PandaX-II [108, 109] experiments,
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Figure 1.8: Compilation of constraints on the SI cross-section of DM with nucleons. Dark red contours mark the preferred parameter space for DM interpretation of DAMA results, while the orange region represents the neutrino floor.
The figure were taken from [105].
which also use liquid Xenon targets. For DM with masses around GeV and below, the strongest limits on DM induced nuclear recoils come from DarkSide-50
experiment [110], which uses liquefied Argon target instead of Xenon. On the
other hand, for SD scattering of DM with protons, the strongest constraints
come from C3 F8 and C4 F10 targets used by PICO-60 collaboration [111], which
provide an order of magnitude stronger limit then the noble gas detectors. The
corresponding limits on the SI and SD cross-section as a function of DM mass,
along with several additional experiments, are combined in figures 1.8 and 1.9.
In the near future, the bounds on σnSI and σnSD are expected to improve by an additional order of magnitude with the upcoming XenonNT and LZ experiments.
Unfortunately, such improvements will only be possible until the detectors become sensitive to the neutrino floor, i.e. nuclear recoils sourced by astrophysical
neutrinos, which will induce strong background signal and hence make further
improvements of bounds on DM-nucleon cross-section extremely difficult.
Detection claims
In the past, there have been several claims of successful DM detection. The
most notorious among them is probably the highly significant (12.9σ) measurement of the annual modulation of nuclear recoil rate, reported by the
DAMA/LIBRA collaboration [112, 113]. The modulation signal is expected to
be one of the key signatures for distinguishing DM induced recoils from various possible backgrounds and curiously enough the observed phase is perfectly
consistent with the predictions based on Earth’s orbit around the Sun. On
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Figure 1.9: Compilation of constraints on the SD cross-section of DM with
protons (above) and neutrons (below). The figures were taken from [105].
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the other hand, the inferred DM-nucleus cross-section is in severe tension with
other experiments, as shown figure 1.8 for SI interpretations of the scatterings.
Due to this large discrepancy, dedicated experiments, such as COSINE-100 [114]
and ANAIS-112 [115], have been launched with the purpose of replicating the
DAMA/LIBRA results. They use the same target material, namely NaI scintillation crystals, to eliminate the uncertainties related nuclear physics that
otherwise arises when comparing direct detection experiments based on different target nuclei. Other, but less significant, claims of DM induced events have
been made by CDMS-II(Si) [116] and CoGeNT [117,118] experiments. However,
their findings are inconsistent with other detection claims and, similarly as the
DAMA annual modulation of the signal, strongly excluded by the null results
of the most sensitive experiments.
The tensions discussed above are particularly sever under the standard approximations of SI/SD cross-section and Maxwellian velocity distribution. However, they can be somewhat lessened by allowing for more general DM-nucleus
interactions or choosing a different velocity distribution for DM. In the light
of providing more robust constraints, I will further address these assumptions
in chapter 3, where a new modelling of DM velocity distribution for refined
analysis of direct detection experiments is presented.

1.2.4

Other probes

Besides the above-described DM searches, there have been many alternative
suggestions on how to learn more regarding the dark sector. While detection of
DM in colliders or through (in)direct searches could provide essential insights
into the DM particle properties, the absence of compelling signals lead to the
proposals of numerous less direct, but still valuable probes. These range from
cosmological, constraining DM through its effects on the structure formation and
thermodynamical evolution of the Universe, astrophysical, which try to detect
DM through its influence on known astrophysical processes, to gravitational
observations, providing intricate new possibilities. While there exists a vast
literature on the topic, see, e.g., [119] and references therein, I will restrict my
attention to several most prominent suggestions.
Cosmological probes
CMB has proven itself to be indispensable experimental evidence in favour of
the existence of DM, providing a precise determination of its cosmological abundance and firmly establishing its non-relativistic, particle-like, behaviour. At the
same time it is also capable of putting significant constraints on its annihilation
cross-section, see, e.g., [120], since additional energy injection into the visible
sector around the time of recombination would drive the CMB away from the
observed nearly perfect black-body spectrum. While the derived bounds are
not as strong as the one obtained from indirect DM searches, they none-the-less
provide an independent constraint coming from a significantly different environment. Furthermore, detailed studies of the CMB spectral distortions are capable
of putting strong limits on the interaction between visible and dark sector for
DM masses well below the sensitivity limit of direct detection experiments, for
example discussed in [121,122]. Additionally, CMB provides also accurate measurement of the radiation energy density, which can be used to constrain the
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presence of new light particles.
Another interesting probe of DM are the observations of Lymann-α forest.
It is based on the fact that light emitted by distant quasars gets absorbed
by neutral hydrogen, as it travels towards us, and produces a characteristic
spectrum, exponentially sensitive to the neutral hydrogen density at different
redshifts along the way. This, in turn, allows us to reconstruct the matter power
spectrum, which is responsible for the formation of hydrogen over-densities, and
can probe scales down to k ∼ 1/ Mpc – for a recent review see [123]. As such,
it provides an important insight into the DM, constraining models in which the
collapse is halted at small scales, e.g. in models with warm, self-interacting or
ultra-light bosonic DM.
Finally, in the near future radio astronomy, sensitive to the hydrogen 21-cm
emission line, should provide us with new insights regarding the matter power
spectrum over a broad range of scales and redshifts. Similarly as Lyman-α
observations, it will be capable of further constraining the clustering properties
of DM and finding possible deviations from the standard CDM hypothesis [124,
125], as well as improving the bounds on its annihilation rate [126]. It should
also be able to rule out (or confirm) recent claims of EDGES experiment [127],
concluding that the intergalactic medium cooled faster then it would be possible
due to known physics and speculating that this could be explained by deposition
of energy in the dark sector through baryons scattering with DM particles.
Gravitational probes
Similarly to the cosmological probes, several approaches based on purely gravitational effects have been suggested in order to constrain the small scale matter
power-spectrum. Currently, the most stringent results rely on the gravitational
lensing, which has independently confirmed the existence of DM on cluster and
galactic scales, but as the quality of observations increases, it is becoming capable of addressing the small scale behaviour of DM. In fact, several spectacular
lensed systems have been used to establish the presence of DM subhalos as small
as 108 M [67,68], entering the phenomenologically interesting regime where the
cold DM hypothesis is often challenged. Besides lensing, also other gravitationally based approaches were suggested within the literature, such as observations
of tidal streams [128, 129] (i.e. stars stripped from globular clusters or dwarf
galaxies due to tidal interactions with the Milky Way) or disruptions of bound
structures [130]. Finally, with the recent improvements in the astrometric data
provided by Gaia satellite, gravitational effects of DM substructure could also be
searched in the galactic stellar field, which will be further explored in chapter 5.
Furthermore, with the detection of gravitational waves, a new window for
exploration of the Universe has been opened. Among many other exciting applications, it also provides the means to study the nature DM. This can be
either through its interplay with inspiraling of compact objects [131, 132], such
as recently observed coalescences of black holes and neutron stars, putting constraints on the abundance of PBH [133,134], or even by detecting the primordial
gravitational waves that could carry information regarding the physics responsible for inflation and reheating. Furthermore, DM composed of light bosons,
such as axions or axion-like particles, could be constrained by arguments based
on superradiance [135], which is a relativistic effect allowing radiation to extract the rotational energy from black holes. Superradiance becomes highly
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efficient for specific black hole masses (at fixed value of the scalar or vector field
mass), which would allow to constrain the existence of additional light boson
fields through exploring the distribution of black hole spin parameter at different masses, without any need to assume that these bosons couple to the SM
particles.
Astrophysical probes
Last but not least, one can also constrain the DM interaction rate with the
ordinary matter by careful study of known astrophysical processes. One such
example are the limits on DM-nucleus interactions derived from the cooling rate
of neutron stars. Since the efficiency of cooling can be rather accurately determined within the known theories, additional dissipation of energy due to DM
interactions with nuclei could lead to an observable increase in the cooling rates,
as well as depend on the surrounding DM density, see, e.g., [136]. DM capture
within white dwarfs could also lead to observable effects, such as premature
ignition of supernovae (SNe) [137,138]. Another attractive possibility is the use
of SNe as particle physics accelerators since they are capable of producing the
most violent outbursts of energy known to mankind. While the exact mechanisms governing SNe explosions are still under research, they might be able
to set interesting constraints regarding the existence of new fields beyond the
SM in near future [139–141]. As of now, probably the most interesting limits
are the ones concerning sterile neutrinos [142, 143], in the presence of which the
dynamics of SN explosions could be significantly modified.
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2. Statistical description of
Dark Matter
Statistical mechanics has proven itself to be essential when addressing systems
with a large number of degrees of freedom. This is especially true for the evolution of particle species in the early Universe, where we are typically interested
in gross quantities such as number density and temperature, while the details
regarding individual particles are irrelevant. Similarly, the statistical description also turns out to be useful for describing DM or stars within galaxies,
where again a large number of point-like objects makes it infeasible to consider
individual trajectories. By expressing the state of the systems through distribution function parametrized by the appropriate phase-space coordinates, one
can make use of the powerful Boltzmann transport equation, which is capable of
describing equilibrium as well as out of equilibrium evolution and can be applied
to either relativistic or non-relativistic settings.
Therefore, the Boltzmann equation often plays a pivotal role in addressing the phenomenon of DM in various settings. Most notably, by tracking the
evolution of particle species throughout cosmic history, it provides an essential
benchmark whether a given model fulfils the observational constraints on the
energy budget of the Universe. Furthermore, the applicability of the Boltzmann
equation to non-equilibrium systems turns out to be essential, since DM is typically expected to deviate from the thermal distribution during its decoupling
from the primordial plasma. On the other hand, the Boltzmann equation can
also be used to obtain the stationary distributions of particles in a given force
field, which is particularly interesting in the study of present-day galactic DM.
As the latter has been only partially investigated in the existing literature, a
significant amount of this thesis will be dedicated to the study of various equilibrium phase-space distribution models, which crucially enter the predictions
for direct as well as indirect DM searches.
The first part of this section will be devoted to a brief overview of key concepts behind the phase-space distribution function and the Boltzmann equation.
This will be followed by a discussion of particular limits, which are often used
when addressing the open questions regarding the DM phenomenon.

2.1

The Boltzmann equation

The fundamental object in statistical description of many-body systems is the
phase-space distribution function (PSDF), commonly denoted as f . It can be
37
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thought of as the expected number of indistinguishable point-like objects N in
a given phase-space volume at some time t:
dN (t, ~x, p~) = f (t, ~x, p~) d3 x d3 p .

(2.1)

For the purpose of this work the phase-space variables {~x, p~} will simply correspond to position and momentum, while in general different choices for the
canonical coordinates might be possible. From the above equation it immediately follows that the number density of particles n(~x) is given by:
Z
n(~x) = d3 p f (~x, p~) .
(2.2)
To obtain ensemble averages of physical quantities one simply needs to consider
the product of f with the corresponding operator and integrate out the relevant
degrees of freedom, as it is usually done when equipped with distribution functions. For example, the mean velocity and velocity dispersion of particle along
i-th axis can be obtained by the following expressions:
Z
1
d3 p f (~x, p~) · vi ,
(2.3)
v̄i =
n(~x)
Z
1
2
σi2 =
d3 p f (~x, p~) · (vi − v̄i ) .
(2.4)
n(~x)
This makes the PSDF extremely useful, since it encodes all the statistical information regarding a given system.
While f captures the state of the system, its evolution is dictated by the
Boltzmann transport equation. It can account for external forces, diffusion, as
well as collisions and conversions between various particle species. In the absence
of particle interactions, the Liouville’s theorem states that f is constant along
the trajectories of the system, i.e. the phase-space flow is incompressible. This
is not true any more for interacting particles and the change in the phase-space
density can be ascribed to collisions. This constitutes the essence of Boltzmann
equation, which can be compactly written in terms of the Liouville operator L
and collision operator C:
L [f ] = C [f ] .

(2.5)

The collision operator can contain several terms; they can be related to elastic
scattering, which only redistributes the momenta of scattered particles, but
also inelastic scatterings, that can produce new particles and/or transform one
species to another. While C can be neglected when addressing stars or latetime DM, it becomes crucial in the high energy regime, as will be described
later on in this section. The Liouville operator, appearing on the other side
of equation (2.5), measures the change in phase-space density along a given
trajectory and can be therefore expressed as the total derivative of f with respect
to time t:
L [f ] =

df
.
dt

(2.6)

Note, however, care must be taken if one wishes to apply it to non-Euclidean geometry, such as de-Sitter spacetime, which becomes important when considering
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cosmological contexts. In the following section I will first discuss the collisionless
non-relativistic limit, which is relevant for the study of DM distribution within
galaxies, and then shortly discuss the more general form, that has to be used
when computing the evolution of particle species in the early Universe.

2.1.1

Collisionless non-relativistic systems

In the non-relativistic limit, the Liouville operator takes a simple form. The
total time derivative of the PSDF can be rewritten in terms of partial derivative
with respects to time t, and corresponding chain derivatives of the phase-space
coordinates ~x and p~:
L[f ] =

∂f
~ ~x f · p~ − ∇
~ p~ f · ∇
~ ~x Φ ,
+∇
∂t
m

(2.7)

where Φ is the potential associated with the force field acting on particles. The
non-relativistic systems considered in this work, namely galactic DM and stars,
can be both very accurately approximated as collisionless point-like particles.
Therefore, the phase-space density is conserved along the trajectories of the
system, i.e. L[f ] = 0, while Φ is simply the total gravitational potential of the
galaxy. In case Φ is sourced solely by the matter component described by f , one
can use the Poisson equation to relate the two and such systems are commonly
dubbed as self-consistent, however, in real galaxies one usually has multiple
components contributing to the total mass, such as stars, gas and DM. An additional simplification, to which I will often resort in this work, can be achieved
by assuming f is a stationary solution and hence does not explicitly depend on
time, i.e. ∂f /∂t = 0. Stationary PSDFs correspond to equilibrium configurations of the system and, therefore, serve as a good leading order approximation
for the distribution of particles within objects whose dynamical times are much
shorter than their age, which is typically true for galaxies. Together with an
adequate amount of symmetry within the system (e.g. spherical symmetry),
these assumptions allow for computing f , given a density distribution n(~x) and,
if the system is not self-consistent, gravitational potential Φ. This makes distribution function modelling particularly interesting since both n and Φ can be
constrained by observations of galaxies. One of the well-known prescriptions for
computing the PSDF from density-potential pair is the Eddington’s inversion
formula, which will be discussed in more detail later on in this section.
Jeans theorems
Before turning our attention towards the solutions of the collisionless Boltzmann
equation, it is useful to revise the Jeans theorems, which are extremely powerful in setting up equilibrium distribution function models for non-relativistic
systems. There are two main formulations of the theorem with slightly different
assumptions regarding the orbits of its constituents. They both relate integrals
of motion, i.e. quantities conserved along any orbit of the system, to stationary
solutions of the collisionless Boltzmann equation. More formally, any integral
of motion I(~x, p~), which can always be written as a function of phase-space
coordinates only, must fulfil the following condition:
dI(~x, p~)
~ ~x I · p~ − ∇
~ p~ I · ∇
~ ~x Φ .
=∇
dt
m

(2.8)
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The above expression is, in fact, identical to the Liouville operator applied to
stationary PSDF of collisionless system, as can be seen from equation (2.7). This
led to the initial formulation of Jean’s theorem, which states: “Any steadystate solution of the collisionless Boltzmann equation depends on the phasespace coordinates only through integrals of motion in the given potential, and
any function of the integrals yields a steady-state solution of the collisionless
Boltzmann equation” [144].
While the theorem stated above is very neat, it does not tell us much regarding the actual integrals of motions that should be used to parametrize f .
In fact, in practice there can exist many integrals I(~x, p~), however, typically one
is interested only in isolating ones, which are defined as those that can be used
to reduce the dimensionality of phase-space trajectories. This motivated the
formulation of a more restrictive strong Jeans theorem, which relies on timeaveraged behaviour of particle orbits (for more details see, e.g., [145]). It states:
“The distribution function of a steady-state system, in which almost all orbits
are regular with non-resonant frequencies, may be presumed to be a function
only of three independent isolating integrals”. The power of strong Jeans theorem will be demonstrated several times thought this thesis, as it plays a crucial
role in modelling galactic distribution functions.

Eddington’s inversion formula
In classical physics one of the basic conserved quantities, in absence of external
forces, is the energy. Therefore, it is natural to consider a simple case where
the PSDF depends on a single integral of motion, the relative energy. In fact, it
can be shown that for spherically-symmetric isotropic systems f = f (E), where
E is the relative energy, defined as:

E ≡ Ψ(r) −

v2
,
2

(2.9)

while r is the radial distance from the center of mass in the standard spherical
coordinates and Ψ(r) = Φb − Φ(r) is the relative gravitational potential with Φb
being the value of potential Φ(r) at the boundary of the system. Such gauging
ensures that only bound particles have positive relative energy and hence f (E)
is non-zero only for E > 0. For stationary spherical systems Ψ(r) is a monotonic
function of r, which allows us to rewrite the fundamental equation (2.2) as:
Z
ρ(Ψ) =

√
|~
v |< 2Ψ

d3 v f (E) .

(2.10)

In the above equation the number density n was substituted by the more commonly used mass density ρ(r) = m · n(r), assuming that all particles (or stars)
described by f have the same mass m, which can be absorbed in the definition
of PSDF; such normalization of f will be used in the following whenever discussing the non-relativistic PSDFs. Starting from equation (2.10), one can take
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a derivative with respect to Ψ, which leads to:
√

dρ
= 4π
dΨ

Z

2Ψ

dv v 2

0

Z

Ψ

= 4π

dE
0

Z
= 4π
0

Ψ

df
dE

p
df
2(Ψ − E)
dE
dE

p

2(Ψ − E)

f (E) ,

(2.11)

where Leibniz’s rule for integral derivative was used along with the fact that
f (0) = 0 and ∂E/∂Ψ = 1 in the first line, the variable of integration was changed
from v to E in the second and integration by parts was performed in the third.
At this point one can make use of Abel transform, which relates two smooth
function g(x) and h(y) through the following integral equations:
Z

x

dy
h(y)
(x
−
y)α
0
Z y
sin(απ) d
dx
h(y) = −
g(x) ,
π
dy 0 (y − x)1−α

(2.12)

g(x) =

(2.13)

for 0 < α < 1. By identifying h(x) as f (E) and g(x) as dρ/dΨ, while setting α =
1/2, one can apply it to invert the equation (2.11) and obtain the Eddington’s
inversion formula [146]:
Z E
1 d
dΨ dρ
√
2
E − Ψ dΨ
8π dE 0
"Z


E
1
dΨ d2 ρ
1
dρDM
√
=√
− √
dΨ
E − Ψ dΨ2
8π 2 0
E

f (E) = √

#
.

(2.14)

Ψ=0

There exists only few density-potential pairs for which f (E) can be computed
analytically, however, it is not hard to perform the above integral numerically
for an arbitrary combination of ρ(r) and Ψ(r). On the other hand, the resulting
PSDF is not necessarily positive definite, which needs to be explicitly checked
after performing the inversion. In case f takes negative values for E > 0, it
means that for a given ρ(r) and Ψ(r) no ergodic stationary solution of collisionless Boltzmann equation exists. Similarly, one can check whether the solution
is stable, which is the case if df /dE > 0 for all E > 0 [147]. The Eddington’s
inversion formula makes it relatively easy to model PSDFs of spherical systems
and, therefore, it has been often used within the context of galactic dynamics
and more recently also in DM searches.
Jeans modelling
In practice one often encounters the problem of incomplete/lacking data to constrain the full six dimensional PSDF. Therefore, it is worth noting that the
solution of collisionless non-relativistic Boltzmann equation do not necessarily
need to be searched on the level of f , since one can obtain relations for its
moments by integrating out the appropriate powers of velocity. For example,
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by adopting the standard spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ) one can rewrite equation (2.7) as:
!
p2φ
∂f
pθ ∂f
pφ
∂f
∂Φ p2θ
∂f
∂f
+ pr
+ 2
+ 2 2
−
− 3 − 3 2
∂t
∂r
r ∂θ
∂φ
∂r
r
∂p
r sin θ
r sin θ
r
!
2
pφ cos θ
∂Φ
∂Φ ∂f
∂f
−
− 2 3
−
=0.
(2.15)
∂θ
∂φ ∂pφ
r sin θ ∂pθ
In case of spherical symmetry f and Φ have non-vanishing derivatives only
along r̂ direction, which significantly simplifies the above expression. By further
assuming ∂f /∂t = 0, multiplying the expression vr2 and integrating over the
velocity one obtains the so called spherical Jeans equation:
∂Pr
2β(r)
∂Φ
+
Pr (r) = −ρ(r)
,
∂r
r
∂r

(2.16)

where I have defined the radial dynamical pressure Pr (r) = ρ(r) · σr2 (r) and
orbital anisotropy parameter:
β(r) = 1 −

σθ2 (r) + σφ2 (r)
,
2σr2 (r)

(2.17)

with σx being the velocity dispersion along the x̂ coordinate. Spherical Jeans
equation turns out to be particularly useful in the study of dispersion supported
systems, such as elliptical galaxies or dwarf spheroidals. It is not hard to derive
similar Jeans equations under the assumption of axial symmetry, however, this
comes at the price of additional degrees of freedom. Non-the less, axisymmetric
Jeans equation also proved itself to be valuable in the context of galactic dynamics, as well as constraining the local DM density through the vertical motion
stars.

2.1.2

Interacting particles and non-Euclidean spacetime

Most of this thesis is based on results stemming from the collisionless nonrelativistic limit of the Boltzmann equation, which was discussed in the previous
section. However, in the field of DM physics, the relativistic generalization plays
an equally important role. It often represents the starting point for computing
relic abundances in different DM models, but also serves as a tool for exploring
their impact on the thermal evolution of the early Universe or processes like
the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis. As could be foreseen, the more general form of
Boltzmann equation differs from the non-relativistic limit in two crucial points:
at high energy densities the collision operator can often no longer be neglected,
and the geometry of spacetime needs to be taken into account. The latter can
be achieved through the following Lorentz-invariant formulation of the Liouville
operator:
L[f ] = pα

∂f
β γ ∂f
− Γα
,
βγ p p
α
∂x
∂pα

(2.18)

where xα and pα are the position and momentum four-vectors, while Γα
βγ is
the connection corresponding to the particular spacetime under consideration.
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Since one is typically interested in the evolution of particle species over cosmological scales, it is useful to write it out explicitly for the Friedmann-Lemaı̂treRobertson-Walker (FLRW) metric and assume that the PSDF is homogeneous
and isotropic, f ≡ f (t, |~
p|), i.e. following the standard cosmological principle:
L[f ] = E

∂f
∂f
− H|~
p|2
,
∂t
∂E

(2.19)

where H = ȧ/a is the Hubble expansion rate and E is the particle’s energy.
On the other hand, the collision term is highly model dependent and requires
the knowledge of microscopic properties of the particles. For a general process
χ1 + χ2 + ... ↔ ψ1 + ψ2 + ..., where χ1 is the particle species under consideration,
one can express C [fχ1 ] as:
Z
Z
Z
1
dΠχ2 ... dΠψ1 dΠψ2 ... |M (pχ1 , pχ2 , ... , pψ1 , pψ2 , ...)|2
C [fχ1 ] =
Eχ1
· [fχ1 fχ2 ...(1 ± fψ1 )(1 ± fψ2 )... − fψ1 fψ2 ...(1 ± fχ1 )(1 ± fχ2 )...]
· (2π)4 δ 4 (pχ1 + pχ2 + ... − pψ1 − pψ2 − ...)

(2.20)

where pX , EX , and fX are the four-momentum, energy and PSDF corresponding
to particle species X (in the square brackets + sign applies to bosons and − to
fermions), |M |2 is the absolute square of the relevant scattering matrix 1 , while
dΠX is the Lorentz-invariant differential three-momentum:
dΠX =

d3 pX
.
(2π)3 2EX

(2.21)

In case of interactions between different particle species, the collision operator
couples their distribution functions and the solutions often need to be computed
numerically. In the following, however, I will sketch the typical WIMP scenario,
for which evolution of number density is particularly easy to obtain, yet it
provides one of the most compelling explanations for the origin of DM.

2.2

Boltzmann equation and the WIMP miracle

WIMPs are characterized by their large mass and coupling to the Standard
Model states with the cross-section similar to typical weak force processes. By
simply assuming that WIMPs were initially in thermal equilibrium with primordial plasma, the subsequent evolution surprisingly leads to the correct DM
relic abundance, which is entirely determined by dynamics around the time of
decoupling.
An equation tracking the number density of particles can be obtained by
integrating the Boltzmann equation over the three-momenta appearing in the
PSDF, as could be expected from equation (2.2) (in the relativistic limit single
particle distribution function with a different normalization of number density
g
is conventionally used, namely a factor of (2π)
3 is usually kept explicit on right
hand side of equation (2.2), where g is the number of internal degrees of freedom
1 Here I assumed that the scattering is CP invariant. If these is not the case two different
scattering matrices enter the expression, one corresponding to χ1 + χ2 + ... → ψ1 + ψ2 + ... and
the other to the inverse process, multiplying the appropriate PSDFs in the square bracket.
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for a given particle species). By using the above equation (2.19) for L in FLRW
Universe one obtains:
Z 3
∂nχ
g
d p
+ 3Hnχ =
C[fχ ] .
(2.22)
3
∂t
(2π)
E
From the above expression it can be seen that the number of density varies
on account of two effects; scatterings can transform particles of one species
to another, while the expansion of the Universe gradually dilutes its content.
When considering the standard WIMP scenario, the collision term defined in
equation (2.20) can be significantly simplified. Firstly, one can disregard the
blocking or stimulated emission factors in the square brackets, i.e. 1 ± fi ≈ 1, as
particles are expected to be far from the degenerate state, and, by neglecting the
chemical potentials, approximate fi ≈ exp(−Ei /T ). Furthermore, by focusing
on a single 2-to-2 pair-annihilation/creation process, namely χχ̄ ↔ ψ ψ̄ with
matrix element Mχχ̄-ψψ̄ , where ψ is the SM fields to which DM field χ couples,
and using the energy part of δ-function, which implies Eψ + Eψ̄ = Eχ + Eχ̄ , one
can show that the equilibrium distribution functions of the two particles species
obey:




Eψ + Eψ̄ !
Eχ + Eχ̄
= exp −
= fχeq fχ̄eq ,
(2.23)
fψeq fψ̄eq = exp −
T
T
By defining the thermally averaged annihilation cross-section times velocity as:
Z
Z
Z
Z
1
dΠχ dΠχ̄ dΠψ dΠψ̄ |Mχχ̄-ψψ̄ |2
hσχχ̄-ψψ̄ vi = eq 2
(nχ )

(2.24)
· fχeq fχ̄eq · (2π)4 δ 4 pχ + pχ̄ − pψ − pψ̄ ,
and noting that the SM particles remain in thermal equilibrium even after DM
decouples, one can bring the equation (2.22) into the familiar form:

∂nχ
2
2
+ 3Hnχ = hσχχ̄-ψψ̄ vi (neq
χ ) − nχ .
∂t

(2.25)

The above expression is often generalized to an arbitrary combination of annihilation processes by defining the total thermally averaged cross-section
P times velocity as a sum over individual channels with final states, hσann vi ≡ i hσχχ̄-Fi vi,
where Fi can contain any number of daughter particles which, however, have to
be in thermal equilibrium with the primordial plasma. As already mentioned in
the discussion of WIMPs, the resulting evolution of number density for various
cross-sections and DM masses is shown in figure 1.4. One recovers the correct
present-day DM abundance for particles that decouple non-relativistic with thermally averaged cross-section hσann vi ∼ 3 · 1026 cm3 /s, which is comparable to
the typical weak-force processes, while the result only slightly depends on DM
mass, which can vary from GeV up to TeV scale. From the expression (2.25)
one can approximate the freeze-out yield, which is commonly expressed in terms
of number density normalized to the entropy density, Yχ ≡ nχ /s, as:
YχFO ≈

xFO
,
hσann vi MP

(2.26)
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where x ≡ mχ /T and at the time of freeze-out typically takes values between
xFO ∼ 20 − 30. For detail numerical treatment of the freeze-out mechanism see,
e.g., [45] and references therein.
As could be seen from the above discussion, several assumptions regarding
the standard WIMP scenario can be called into question. For example, DM can
have a much more complicated set of interactions, which can include processes
like co-annihilations, conversions or even decays, provided that multiple fields
are present in the dark sector. Furthermore, there can also be a non-negligible
asymmetry between χ and χ̄ particles, in which case one needs to keep track of
chemical potentials in the distribution functions, or, if DM annihilation/creation
processes are CP-violating, two distinct squared matrix elements need to be
considered in the corresponding collision terms. Since the simplest picture of
WIMPs, discussed above, is becoming disfavored by experiments, many studies
were done in the direction of relaxing these assumptions. The exact modification
of the DM evolution is highly model-dependent and exhaustive analysis falls
beyond the scope of this work; however, there exist few general categories in
terms of DM detection prospects, which will be briefly mentioned in section 4.1.
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3. Relaxed Dark Matter in
spiral galaxies
The galactic phase-space distribution of DM plays a vital role in the interpretation of direct as well as indirect searches. In the past, crude approximations
were often used, for example the combination of simulation-motivated NFW
density profile and truncated Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution. While
such simplified models are usually computationally friendly and can provide the
correct order of magnitude estimates, they do not correspond to an equilibrium solution of the collisionless Boltzmann equation. Furthermore, they are
also difficult to link to dynamical observables within galaxies, making them less
favourable in the light of newly available astronomical observations. Several
refined models based on Eddington’s inversion formula have been applied to
the study of the Milky Way, however, they are hindered by the assumption of
spherical symmetry. The latter is perhaps justifiable for dwarf spheroidals or
elliptical galaxies, but evidently provides an inadequate description of spiral
galaxies, which are characterized by their flattened stellar disks. Furthermore,
rapidly improving astronomical observations allow us to perform increasingly
detailed mass decompositions of galaxies, constraining their baryonic as well as
DM components. This is especially true for our Milky Way, which is currently
being mapped by the Gaia satellite, providing a new perspective on its dynamics, which is expected to improve even further with next-generation telescopes
such as LSST and ELT. Additional information regarding the galactic DM distribution can also be obtained from state-of-the-art numerical simulations of
structure formation, which have reached impressive accuracy in replicating the
observed galaxies. While they can not be used to study particular objects, they
can provide crucial information regarding the correlations between baryons and
underlying DM content, as well as quantify the deviations from equilibrium,
over large samples of simulated galaxies.
This chapter will be devoted to possible improvements in the modelling of
spiral galaxies and the impact they may have on DM searches. The first section provides an overview of axisymmetric phase-space distribution models and
their applicability to the study of DM. I will present in detail a computationally
efficient method for obtaining axisymmetric equilibrium distribution functions,
which was for the first time applied in the context of DM in our recent work [148],
as well as most notable alternative approaches that can be found within the literature. This will be followed by a careful analysis of the differences in velocity
distribution between spherically symmetric approaches and the axisymmetric
generalization, as well as several deviations from the equilibrium solutions that
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one generically expects to find in real galaxies will be mentioned. The second
section is devoted to our galaxy, beginning with a review of recent observational
insights and subsequent analysis of available measurements to provide updated
constraints on the DM distribution within the Milky Way. These findings will be
then used in the final section, where implications for the direct DM searches will
be discussed. In particular, the focus will be on the general case of DM-nucleus
interactions, considering the entire set of possible effective non-relativistic scattering operators, which might play a crucial role in interpreting the outcomes
of experimental searches.

3.1

Axisymmetric distribution models

Within the field of galactic dynamics disk galaxies occupy a special place. Despite their abundance and long observational history, the exact mechanisms
responsible for the emergence and evolution of their spiral structure are still
topics of active research. In contrast with dispersion supported objects, such as
elliptical or dwarf spheroidal galaxies, that can be reasonably well described via
the spherical Jeans modelling introduced in section 2.1.1, disk galaxies require
more careful treatment. Most notably, their shape is far from spherically symmetric. Furthermore, due to features like the spiral arms and/or central bars,
even axisymmetric modelling seems to be inadequate to account fully for its
dynamics. Significant advances in triaxial modelling have been made through
the use of action-angle coordinates native to the system, which exploit the full
power of strong Jeans theorem. There have also been attempts to build distribution models from a superposition of test particle orbits, often referred to as
Schwartzschild modelling. However, these turn out to be much more computationally demanding and can have highly degenerate solutions. Unfortunately,
the applicability of above methods to DM is additionally problematic due to the
lack of directly observable quantities, such as the rotational velocity or velocity
dispersion, that are typically used to constrain the dynamics of stellar populations. Therefore, the simplification to cylindrical symmetry (i.e. axisymmetry)
can be often justified, since the existing data is insufficient to constrain the additional degrees of freedom that arise in more sophisticated models. Axisymmetric
models are still capable of including the flattening of gravitational potential due
to baryonic disk, which is felt by DM particles and leaves an imprint on DM
velocity distribution, even if they reside in a perfectly spherical halo. Therefore,
axisymmetric PSDFs provide a significant improvement over previous models
that assume spherical symmetry. Apart from flattening, axisymmetric PSDFs
can also self-consistently describe the rotation of galactic components, which
is particularly important from the point of view of direct DM searches, where
the signals can be strongly enhanced or suppressed, depending on the assumed
rotational properties of the DM halo.
The latest astronomical surveys are providing us with a wealth of new information, making it possible to study the dynamics within galaxies with unprecedented precision. By combining observations of various dynamical tracers,
it is possible to reconstruct the total gravitational potentials of galaxies, while
photometric and radio observations allow us to determine the morphology and
extent of baryonic components. Using these observations, mass decomposition
of galaxies can be performed, which gives us also an estimate on the spatial
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distribution of dark matter within the studied objects. In turn, these precise
determinations of the total gravitational potential Φ and the density profile ρ
can be exploited to reconstruct the full phase-space distribution of relaxed collisionless components in spiral galaxies by finding stationary solutions of the
Boltzmann equation, in analogy to the spherically symmetric case discussed in
section 2.1.1. Evaluation of such equilibrium solution will be one of the key
topics of this section, paying particular attention to a computationally efficient
method developed by Hunter & Qian [149, 150], which was, however, up to now
applied only to stellar systems. Finally, I will mention several expected deviations of the actual galactic DM distribution from the previously discussed
equilibrium solutions and explore possible ways of including them in the modelling.

3.1.1

Computational approaches

In the case of spherically symmetric and isotropic systems, a unique stationary
solution for f can be obtained through Eddington’s inversion formula (2.11).
By imposing the less constraining assumption of axial symmetry, the situation
becomes more complicated and several possible methods for reconstructing the
PSDF exist, each with its limitations.
In the following, I will first describe an approach which assumes the absence of other continuous symmetries apart from rotations around the central
axis. This, in turn, implies a two-integral PSDF, namely f = f (E, Lz ), where
E is the relative energy as defined in (2.9) and Lz is the angular momentum
around the axis of symmetry. In this case, a generalization of the Eddington’s
inversion formula can be obtained, allowing to compute unique f (E, Lz ) for
an arbitrary axisymmetric density-potential pair. I will devote particular attention to a numerically friendly approach developed by Hunter & Qian, that
relies on theoretical foundations previously lied out by Lynden-Bell [151]. This
will be followed by a short overview of other computational methods that are
capable of obtaining the PSDF in an even more general setting. Perhaps the
most notable among them is an approach based on angle-action coordinates,
which provide a particularly convenient description of the system in light of the
strong Jeans theorem. While such modelling applies to any stationary PSDF,
allowing for the presence of all three integrals of motion and also triaxial configurations, the transformation between action-angle and real-space coordinates
is often very complicated and has, therefore, been successfully applied only to a
limited set of analytically favourable galactic potentials. Furthermore, besides
the gravitational potential and density distribution additional observational input is required to fully constrain such models, which can be done for certain
stellar systems, however, is currently infeasible in the case of DM.
The Hunter-Qian method
According to the strong formulation of Jeans theorem, for a system with regular non-resonant orbits, any steady-state solution of the collisionless Boltzmann
equation in a given stationary gravitational potential depends on up to three independent integrals of motion. For an axisymmetric configuration, the isolating
integrals are the energy E, usually defined as in equation (2.9), the component
of the angular momentum parallel to the axis of symmetry, Lz , and a so-called
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non-classical third integral I3 , which however takes an analytic expression only
in very few specific cases. Hence, most often, PSDFs for axisymmetric systems
have been assumed to depend on the first two only; while this is a limitation
of the following method, such approach is actually favourable for addressing
DM, as more general models often invoke degrees of freedom that can not be
constrained by observations.
Under the two-integral-of-motion assumption, the PSDF can be decomposed
in two parts, f+ that is even in Lz and the f− that is odd:
f (E, Lz ) = f+ (E, Lz ) + f− (E, Lz ) .

(3.1)

The even part contains information regarding the density distribution, while
the odd part describes the rotational properties of the considered system, given
that:
Z
d3 v f (E, Lz )
ρ(R, z) ≡
√
|~
v |<

2π
=
R

2Ψ(R,z)

Ψ(R,z)

Z

√

dE
−R

0

Z
(ρv̄φ ) (R, z) ≡
|~
v |<

2π
= 2
R

R

Z

√

Z

2(Ψ(R,z)−E)

√

dLz f+ (E, Lz ) ,

(3.2)

dLz Lz · f− (E, Lz ) .

(3.3)

2(Ψ(R,z)−E)

d3 v |~v | · f (E, Lz )
2Ψ(R,z)

Ψ(R,z)

Z

R

√

dE
−R

0

2(Ψ(R,z)−E)

√

2(Ψ(R,z)−E)

In the formulas above v̄φ is the rotational velocity profile around the symmetry
axis, while R and z are the radial distance and vertical height in the usual
cylindrical coordinate frame.
Analogously to Eddington’s formula, the two-integral-of-motion PSDFs can
be reconstructed via an inversion of equations (3.2) and (3.3). The approach
described below was proposed by Hunter & Qian [149] and will be therefore in
the following referred to as “HQ method”. One starts with the analytic continuation of the density ρ(R, z) and relative gravitational potential Ψ(R, z) into the
complex plane; restricting to models which are symmetric with respect to the
equatorial plane, and provided that Ψ decreases monotonically with increasing
z, one can replace the cylindrical coordinates R and z with the variables R2 and
Ψ. Hunter & Qian [149, 150] then showed that the Lz -even part of PSDF can
be computed as:
f+ (E, Lz ) =

1
√
2
4π i 2

I
C(E)

√

dξ
d2 ρ(R2 , Ψ)
dΨ2
ξ−E

Ψ=ξ
R

2

,

(3.4)

L2
z
= 2(ξ−E)

where C(E) is an appropriate path which tightly wraps around the real axis between the value of the potential at infinity, Ψ∞ , and a characteristic value Ψenv ,
which, for any given value of the relative energy E, is the value of the relative potential corresponding to the position on the galactic plane at which a circular orbit of radius Rc has relative energy E, namely Ψenv (E) = Ψ (R = Rc (E), z = 0).
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The authors propose, as useful way to parametrize the contour, to define an
ellipse in terms of a real variable θ ∈ [0, 2π]:
Ψenv (E)
(1 + cos θ) + i h sin θ ,
2
θ
ξ(θ) = Ψenv (E) + l(1 − sec ) + i h sin θ ,
2
ξ(θ) =

(3.5)
(3.6)

where the first expression should be used in case of finite Ψ∞ and the second one
in case of Ψ∞ → −∞. The parameter h controls the width of the contour in the
imaginary plane, while l is relevant only for infinite potentials and determines
where the contour reaches its maximum width. In practice it is good to keep
h small to avoid including possible additional singularities that arise from the
analytical continuation of ρ, however large enough to maintain good numerical
convergence. Having this, the crucial point becomes the evaluation of the second
derivative of the density with respect to the potential. In most cases one cannot
perform the change of variables explicitly, and is forced to use the implicit
derivation in cylindrical coordinates:

−2
d2 ρ(R2 , z 2 ) dΨ(R2 , z 2 )
d2 ρ(R2 , Ψ)
=
dΨ2
d(z 2 )2
dz 2

−3
dρ(R2 , z 2 ) Ψ(R2 , z 2 ) dΨ(R2 , z 2 )
−
,
(3.7)
dz 2
d(z 2 )2
dz 2
2

L
and z 2 such that Ψ(R2 , z 2 ) = ξ. Values of z 2 fulfilling
evaluated at R2 = 2(ξ−E)
the latter equality typically need to be found via numerical minimization routines. Further difficulties might arise if Ψ(R2 , z 2 ) contains a branch cut along
the contour, inducing a discontinuity in the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation; this typically happens for certain values of E and Lz for a system
embedded in very flattened potential and requires a proper adjustment of C(E)
and of the method in which the numerical integral is performed (this technical
issue and its possible solutions are discussed in Appendix A). Finally, one can
simplify the contour integral by using the Schwarz reflection principle, which implies that the values of integral above and below the real axis must be complex
conjugates of each other. Therefore one can shrink the domain of integration to
θ ∈ [0, π], compute only the real part and multiply the final result by factor of
2. The Lz -odd part of PSDF can be computed analogously, using the following
expression:
I
dξ d2 (ρv̄φ )
sign(Lz )
f− (E, Lz ) =
.
(3.8)
8π 2 i
dΨ2 Ψ=ξ
C(E) ξ − E
L2
2
z
R = 2(ξ−E)

It is important to note that in order to evaluate f− one needs to specify also
v̄φ (R2 , z 2 ), which is unfortunately often unknown. To surmount this one can
either assume a parametric form for v̄φ or construct the PSDF using only f+ .
This issue will be addressed in greater detail in the following section.
Similarly as Eddington’s inversion, the HQ method can be in principle used
to compute the PSDF for any choice of axisymmetric ρ(R2 , z 2 ), Ψ(R2 , z 2 ) and
v̄φ (R2 , z 2 ), however there is no guarantee that the resulting PSDF will be positive definite (i.e. physical). This needs to be checked explicitly after performing
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the contour integrals. At this point, we also note that one can check the accuracy of resulting PSDF by, for example, plugging it back in equation (3.2),
which should reproduce the initially assumed density distribution. When performing the analysis, I found my implementation of the algorithm capable of
reconstructing the initial density within a few per cent accuracy over the entire
region of interest for all the studied cases.
Action-angle coordinates
An alternative approach of modelling PSDF that is applicable to any stationary
configuration composed of regular orbits is based on the exploitation of actionangle coordinates. Instead of the usual parametrization of phase-space through
~ that coincide with the isolating integrals
{~x, p~}, one can use the actions, J,
of a given system and are hence conserved along trajectories Γα , and their
~
corresponding conjugate coordinates θ:
Ji =

1
2π

I
d~
p · ~x ,

(3.9)

Γα

θi = θi (0) +

∂θi
· t where
∂t

∂θi
∂H
=
.
∂t
∂Ji

(3.10)

According to the strong Jeans theorem, any stationary solution of the collisionless Boltzmann equation, which consists of regular orbits, has to be a function
of a maximum three isolating integrals and hence independent of θi . As a consequence, any regular orbit can be written as a periodic function of the latter,
which are therefore commonly known angles. Furthermore, it can be shown that
PSDFs parametrized with action-angle coordinates are adiabatically invariant
and therefore particularly suitable for slowly evolving systems like galaxies. On
the other hand, the mapping between the action-angle coordinates and real
phase-space often turns out unduly complicated and can be tackled only at a
great numerical expense. Several analytically traceable choices of galactic potentials and corresponding actions exist, typically relying on spherical symmetry
and power-law potential, or more generally axisymmetric potentials of Stäckel
form. However, these do not cover important phenomenologically motivated
functional forms that yield a fairly good description of galactic dynamics. In
practice, several parametric solutions for the PSDF are known, and while their
applicability to realistic spiral galaxies has remained limited, they can be refined
by iterative methods. The latter, however, again come at a great computational
expense as the actions need to be evaluated through numerical integration. More
details regarding the action-angle approach can be found, e.g., in [145, 152] and
references therein.
Orbital superposition
Another possible approach, which is often referred to as Schwartzschild modelling, relies on superimposing single-particle orbits native to the system. Given
some gravitational potential, one can pre-compute all the regular orbits, which
can be either done numerically or by knowing the appropriate set of actions,
~ These can then be used to construct their superposition and tune the correJ.
sponding coefficients to reproduce the observational features of a given system.
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Several implementations of this algorithm have been proposed, see for example [153, 154]. In this approach, there is no clear guidance for the choice of the
coefficients, and therefore the construction of PSDF is typically very computationally demanding. Furthermore, there can be severe degeneracies between
the solutions, since several PSDFs can lead to the same density distribution
or kinematic features. For DM, this is particularly problematic, since current
observations are capable of constraining only the density distribution, while
the kinematic properties remain uncertain, leading to poor constraints on the
orbital coefficients.

3.1.2

Spherical vs axial symmetry

The HQ method, described in the previous section, turns out to be indispensable for determining the phase-space distributions within spiral galaxies. The
method can be applied to the DM halo, but also stars or any other component
that is well approximated by a steady-state axial distribution of collisionless
point-like particles. In the following a representative model of a spiral galaxy
will be used to outline the main features in DM velocity distribution that differ from the spherically symmetric modelling, namely the effect of flattened
gravitational potential and flattening or rotation of DM halo itself.
Galactic potential and DM distribution
To obtain f+ for the component of interest, one needs to specify its density
profile, as well as the total gravitational potential. Spiral galaxies are typically
composed of a stellar disk with a bulge/bar structure in the centre, embedded in
large DM halo. In this section, I will consider a toy model with: i) a MyamotoNagai (MN) disk, whose potential is given by:
GMd
,
ΨMN (R2 , z 2 ) = q
p
R2 + (ad + z 2 + b2d )2

(3.11)

and parametrized in terms of its mass Md , characteristic radius ad and characteristic height bd ; ii) a spherically symmetric Hernquist bulge (we are not going
to discuss results regarding regions where the bulge is the dominant component,
hence this specific choice is not crucial), with potential:
ΨH (R2 , z 2 ) = √

R2

GMb
,
+ z 2 + ab

(3.12)

parameterized by its mass Mb and characteristic radius ab ; and iii) a spheroidal
DM halo with an oblate or prolate NFW density profile [155]:
ρsNFW (m) =

ρs
m/rs · (1 + m/rs )2

where m2 = R2 + z 2 /q 2 ,

(3.13)

parameterized by the scale density ρs , the scale radius rs and the “flattening”
parameter q. For spherical halos, obtained by setting q = 1, the corresponding
gravitational potential can be computed analytically:
ΨNFW (r) = 2πGρs rs2 ·

p
log(1 + r/rs )
where r = R2 + z 2 ,
r/rs

(3.14)
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while for oblate (q < 1) or prolate (q > 1) halos, a numerical evaluation of the
following integral is required:
Z ∞
Z ∞
du
2 2
p
ΨNFW (R , z ) = πGq
ρ(m2 )dm2
(3.15)
2
0 (1 + u) q + u U
R2
z2
where
U=
+ 2
.
1+u q +u
The above model involves a set of free parameters that need to be inferred from
observations. In this section a set of sample values will be used, which is in
rough agreement with what is typically found in spiral galaxies [12, 156–158]:
Mb (r2.2 ) = 0.05M2.2 , Md (r2.2 ) = 0.45M2.2 ,
ad
ad
, bd =
, rs = 5ad ,
ab =
3
10

(3.16)
(3.17)

where M2.2 is the total mass of the object within a radius equal to 2.2 disk
lengths. This characteristic scale was recognized to be particularly useful as
a benchmark distance for determining the fraction of DM mass in a given
galaxy [159]. We use the corresponding circular velocity V̂c ≡ Vc (R = 2.2ad ) as
a normalization scale in the rest of this section.
From spherical to flattened systems
When connecting the model to observations, one needs to fit the total relative
gravitational potential Ψtot , which is the sum of the bulge, disk and halo components, to reproduce the observed circular velocity profile in the galactic plane
Vc (R):
Vc2 (R) = −2R2 ·

dΨtot (R2 , z 2 )
dR2

.

(3.18)

z=0

It is evident that spherical, as well axisymmetric, modelling can reproduce a
given Vc (R). Hence, spherically symmetric models were used in the past to
compute PSDF of halos using the Eddington’s inversion. We demonstrate that
such simplification can drastically affect the PSDF and the axisymmetric HQ
method should be used instead. To illustrate the difference, we used a combination of spherical NFW potential for the halo and a linear combination of MN
and Plummer potential (a spherical approximation of MN potential, obtained
by setting ad → 0 and bd → ad ) for the disk:
Ψdisk (R2 , z 2 ) = xaxi ΨMN (R2 , z 2 ) + (1 − xaxi )ΨP (R2 + z 2 ) ,

(3.19)

while for the moment we omit the sub-dominant bulge component. In figure 3.1
we present the comparison of radial and azimuthal velocity distributions, as
well as the residuals with respect to the spherical limit, for various values of
xaxi ∈ [0, 1]. As the admixture of the axisymmetric potential increases, the
radial velocity distribution becomes shifted towards higher velocities, while the
azimuthal component gains power at low velocities. This results in skewed velocity distributions that can not be accurately modelled within the spherical
approximation, nor using a Gaussian profile. The differences are most significant in the central part of the halo and gradually diminish with increasing
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Figure 3.1: Radial (left) and azimuthal (right) velocity distributions in the
galactic plane for various fraction of the axisymmetric component, parametrized
by xaxi . In lower panels we show the relative difference with respect to the
xaxi = 0 case, computed at different radii.
distance from the centre, as the effect of disk component becomes negligible.
The changes in the velocity distributions naturally lead also to changes in the
velocity dispersion σ 2 (R, z), as well as in a velocity anisotropy. Analogously
to spherical systems, for which the anisotropy is usually described in terms of
radial anisotropy parameter defined as the ratio of velocity second moments in
the tangential and radial direction, we introduce here the following quantity,
better suited for describing axial systems:
β (R, z) ≡

σφ2 (R2 , z 2 )
1
− 2
,
2 σM (R2 , z 2 )

(3.20)

2
2
+ σz2
where σφ2 is the velocity dispersion in azimuthal direction, while σM
= σR
is the velocity dispersion in meridional plane (note that for f (E, Lz ) the veloc2
ity dispersion in meridional plane is isotropic, i.e. σR
= σz2 , by construction).
On the right-hand side of figure 3.2 we show that the velocity anisotropy in
the galactic plane, β (R, 0), becomes positive as the admixture of axisymmetric potential increases, with the radial velocity dispersion increasing and the
azimuthal component diminishing. In the plot on left hand side of same fig2
ure 3.2, we show the total velocity dispersion (σ 2 = 2σR
+ σφ2 ), which also
increases with xaxi . These effects are, however, again limited only to the central
part of the galaxy, where the influence of disk is significant, and slowly diminish
as one moves towards the outskirts of the system.
Similarly, one can check how the PSDF of the halo particles changes if one
varies the relative weight of axisymmetric disk and spherical halo components,
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Figure 3.2: Total velocity dispersion (left) and velocity anisotropy (right) in the
galactic plane as a function of radial distance for various fractions of axisymmetric component, parametrized by xaxi . In the lower left panel we show the
relative difference of the velocity dispersion with respect to the xaxi = 0 case.
while keeping the characteristic circular velocity V̂c unchanged:
 

dΨMN (R2 , z 2 )
dΨNFW (R2 , z 2 )
2
V̂c = −2 · R xdisk ·
+ (1 − xdisk ) ·
dR2
dR2

R=2.2ad
z=0

(3.21)
In figure 3.3 we show the comparison of radial and azimuthal velocity distributions for various values of xdisk . The span of values displayed go from xdisk = 0,
in which case one has only spherical NFW halo, to values that are representative of minimal/average/maximal disk models for spiral galaxies. The trends
are similar as when varying xaxi , since also xdisk interpolates between spherically
symmetric and increasingly axisymmetric configurations. However,
p an important difference is the fact that the local escape velocity, vesc = 2Ψ(R2 , z 2 ),
decreases with increasing xdisk , since smaller amount of total mass is needed to
produce the same V̂c . Therefore the corresponding velocity distributions become
suppressed at high velocities with respect to the halo-only case. This effect is
somewhat compensated by the aforementioned shift of power in the radial velocity distribution towards higher v, which occurs in presence of flattened disk.
The differences are again most significant in the central part of the galaxy, where
the disk component dominates, but remain noticeable even at large radii due to
the change in vesc . The interplay of these effects again highlights the need for
careful modelling that goes beyond the standard approximations.
Degeneracies in mass model decompositions sometimes make it hard to infer
the DM density profile precisely. Besides the well-known cusp/core problem,
one often faces large uncertainties in inferring the halo scale radius rs . In figure 3.4 we show the velocity probability distributions for three different rs /ad
ratios, which cover a range of values typical for the Milky-Way [160]. We find
that for large rs /ad the velocity distributions contains features that can not
be encaptured by a simple Gaussian curve, while decreasing the ratio leads to
increasingly Maxwellian distribution. An important difference with respect to
varying the admixture of disk component is that both radial and azimuthal ve-
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Figure 3.3: Radial (left) and azimuthal (right) velocity distributions in the
galactic plane for various fractions of the stellar disk component, parametrized
by xdisk . In the lower panels we show the relative difference with respect to the
xdisk = 0 case, computed at different radii.
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Figure 3.4: Radial (left) and azimuthal (right) velocity distributions in the
galactic plane for various ratios of rs /ad . In the lower panels we show the
relative difference with respect to the rs /ad = 8 case, computed at different
radii.
locity distributions get shifted towards lower velocities as rs decreases, which
leads to “colder” halos at R & ad . This can also be seen from the corresponding
velocity dispersion, shown in the plot on the left-hand side of figure 3.5. In
the right-hand side plot of the same figure 3.5, we show the resulting velocity anisotropy in the galactic plane for same rs /ad ratios, which demonstrates
that decreasing rs leads to a relative increase of the velocity dispersion in the
meridional plane with respect to the azimuthal component.
Finally, we note that the effects of the stellar disk on the halo particles soften
more rapidly as one moves along the z-axis, as compared to the radial direction.
This can be seen from figure 3.6, where we plot the radial and azimuthal velocity
probability distributions for various heights above the galactic plane. As one
moves towards larger values of z, the radial velocity distribution gets shifted
back to lower velocities, while the azimuthal components get more power at high
velocities. These trends are the opposite as one finds for increasing the amount
of disk component. However, at z  bd the velocity distribution deviates from
the one found in the spherically symmetric case, which is most evident for
R . ad .
Halo flattening
Using the HQ method, one can also study the effect of flattening or elongation
of the DM halo along the axis of symmetry. As disused before, the sphericity
of halo is controlled by parameter q, where q < 1 corresponds to oblate and
q > 1 to prolate configurations. Even though some recent studies suggest that
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Figure 3.5: Total velocity dispersion (left) and velocity anisotropy (right) in the
galactic plane as a function of radial distance for various ratios of rs /ad . In
the lower left panel we show the relative difference of velocity dispersion with
respect to the rs /ad = 8 case.
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Figure 3.6: Radial (left) and azimuthal (right) velocity distributions for various
heights z above the galactic disk, normalized to the disk height bd . In the lower
panels we show the relative difference respect to the z = 0 case, computed at
different radii.
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the Milky Way halo is very close to spherical [161], there exist claims in favour
of a highly flattened DM sub-component coming from past mergers, see [162]
and references therein. Furthermore, hydrodynamical simulations of structure
growth, which include baryons, generically predict oblate halos [15, 20] with a
significant spread in the q parameter, whose value is strongly influenced by the
formation history of the particular object. figure 3.7 shows the halo velocity
distributions obtained for a range of typical q values while keeping the baryonic component and V̂c fixed. We find that for oblate halos the radial velocity
distribution gets shifted towards smaller velocities, while the azimuthal velocity
distribution is more sharply peaked at intermediate velocities. The morphology
of the halo also affects the depth of the gravitational potential when keeping
V̂c unchanged, which in turn leads to lower vesc for q < 1, while changes are in
the opposite direction in case of prolate halos. By comparing with figures 3.1
and 3.3 we can see that flattening has roughly the opposite effect of increasing
the disk component. However, the velocity distributions in the presence of both
features are still poorly described by the Gaussian or spherical approximation.
The corresponding velocity dispersion, portrayed in the left-hand side plot of
figure 3.8, is consistent with the changes in the velocity probability distributions, as it decreases (increases) for oblate (prolate) halos. The effect remains
significant at all radii since the halo is the largest component of the galaxy and
extends way beyond the stellar disk. The velocity anisotropy in the galactic
plane showed in the right-hand side plot of figure 3.8, remains radially biased
in the central part for oblate and prolate halos, however, in the outskirts we see
different behaviours. Oblate halos generically lead to negative, i.e. circularly
biased, velocity anisotropy, while for prolate halos we find increasing radial bias
at large galactocentric distances.
Halo rotation
In order to compute the Lz -odd part of PSDF one needs to additionally specify
halo rotation profile v̄φ (R2 , z 2 ). While it can be, at least in principle, measured
for stars or other baryonic components of galaxy, we presently have no way
of inferring the rotational properties of galactic DM. Therefore, to address the
uncertainty arising from various possible realizations of f− one can adopt the
following parametrization:
f− (E, Lz ) = α(E, Lz )f+ (E, Lz ) ,

(3.22)

where α is an arbitrary functions of the two integrals that takes values in the
range of [−1, 1] and is odd in Lz . One of the simplest choices is α(Lz ) =
α0 · sign(Lz ), which has been used in context of modelling stellar components
of elliptical galaxies [145], however, it introduces a discontinuity in f (E, Lz ) at
Lz = 0. The corresponding velocity distribution Pα0 (vφ ) is simply obtained by
scaling the result obtained from f+ (i.e. for α0 = 0) by a constant factor:
(
1 + α0 ; vφ > 0
Pα0 (vφ ) = Pα0 =0 (vφ ) ·
.
(3.23)
1 − α0 ; vφ < 0
To avoid the discontinuity at vφ = 0 one could choose, e.g., α(Lz ) = Lz /Lz,max .
While the resulting velocity distribution is smooth, it is not clear whether such
v̄φ profile describes a likely configuration for DM particles or not. Therefore, it
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Figure 3.7: Radial (left) and azimuthal (right) velocity distributions in the
galactic plane for various halo shapes, parametrized by q. In the lower panels
we show the relative difference with respect to the spherical halo, computed at
different radii.
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Figure 3.9: Azimuthal velocity probability distribution at R = 2.2ad (left) and
average azimuthal velocity as a function of R (right) for PSDF with f− = αf+
and f− computed from v̄φ (R) as defined in (3.24), using ra = rs and ω such
that that the spin parameter λ(r200 /4) = 0.05.
is worthwhile considering another option, where we assume a functional form for
v̄φ (R, z). A simple choice, that was considered in the past [145], is the following:
v̄φ (R) =

ωR
.
1 + R2 /ra2

(3.24)

It corresponds to a configuration where the system is spinning “on cylinders”,
as the expression in equation (3.24) is independent of z (and this is convenient,
since the implicit derivation of ρv̄φ with respect to Ψ in equation (3.8) does
not produce additional terms). Physically, it resembles a core with solid-body
rotation that diminishes towards the outskirts as v̄φ ∝ 1/R for R  ra . The
comparison of v̄φ (R) and P(vφ ) for various rotating models is shown in figure 3.9.
As can be seen from the plots, the azimuthal velocity probability distributions
for models with α ∝ Lz and rotational profile defined in (3.24) are quite similar
at the benchmark radial distance R = 2.2ad (roughly corresponding to the solar
galactocentric distance in Milky Way) while constant α induces a sharp jump at
vφ = 0, as could have be anticipated from equation (3.23). On the other hand,
the azimuthal rotational profiles of all the considered models are noticeably
different.
Since numerical simulations are essentially the only source of information
regarding halo rotation, we follow their convention and normalized the above
f− models in terms of the spin parameter:
λ(r) = √

J(r)
,
2rMDM (r)Vc (r)

(3.25)

where J(r) and MDM (r) are the total angular momentum and DM mass within
radius r. The values of spin parameter typically found in hydrodynamic simulations range between λ(r200 /4) ∼ 0.03 − 0.08 [20] for Milky Way-like galaxies,
where r200 is the virial radius, defined as distance at which the average halo
density is 200 times the critical density. Throughout this work λ(r200 /4) = 0.05
will be assumed.
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Deviations from equilibrium

All of the above-discussed methods are derived upon the assumption that the
distribution function is stationary, i.e. in dynamical equilibrium. However, in
practice, there is compelling evidence that this is at some level violated for most
of the galaxies. While their dynamical times are small enough that they could
have reached equilibrium configurations, this is most probably at some level
violated due to interactions of nearby galaxies and their merging, or by violent
baryonic processes, such as supernovae explosions. This picture is strongly confirmed by state-of-the-art numerical simulations, where it is rare to have isolated
structures, and the inclusion of baryonic effects proved crucial for replicating
various features of the observed galaxies. Furthermore, under the assumption of
cold DM, the theory of structure formation, as well as the simulations, predicts a
halo mass function which grows nearly quadratically with decreasing halo mass
and results in roughly scale-invariant hierarchically clustered DM structures.
Therefore, cold DM halos are probably not smooth, as it is commonly assumed,
but contain a large number of subhalos, whose number density increases with
their decreasing mass. Such deviations from the assumptions used in our modelling can have a profound effect on the expected signals in direct, as well as
indirect, DM searches.
While this section will be far from a complete review on the topic, several
recent developments will be discussed, along with possible ways of accounting
for the perturbations on top of the equilibrium models. First, I will focus on
the effect of DM subhalos, which will be followed by effects arising from tidal
disruption and merging of galaxies.
DM subhalos
The cold DM hypothesis is capable of providing an explanation for a wide range
of astronomical and cosmological observations, which can not be accounted for
within conventional theories. All the relevant observations, however, measure
the gravitational effects of DM on relatively large scales, while the properties
of its clustering on sub-galactic scales remain poorly constrained. As already
stated above, within the standard cold DM lore, one expects to find an increasing amount of structure with decreasing mass [155, 163, 164]. This can be
intuitively understood by the fact that small halos form first, since larger scales
take longer time to collapse, but also start growing with a delay as they enter
the event horizon later. The details of DM distribution on small scales also
crucially depend on the assumed DM candidate, how it was produced in the
early Universe and how resilient the substructure is in subsequent non-linear
evolution, during which it could be partially washed out by effects such as tidal
forces or baryonic feedback. Therefore, it is rather unclear whether modelling of
galactic DM as smooth equilibrium component, as assumed in previous sections,
is a reasonably accurate description of real galaxies or not.
It has been long understood that the presence of substructures can have an
important effect on indirect as well as direct DM detection experiments. For
indirect searches presence of subhalos generically increases the expected signal,
since the astrophysical J-factors are sensitive to the square of DM density and,
therefore, presence of additional clumps within a given DM halo leads to larger
predicted signals, as has been noted in numerous studies [165–169]. On the other
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hand, the impact on direct detection searches highly depends on the distribution
of DM in our local neighbourhood, which could be drastically increased by the
presence of subhalo or include DM streams from disrupted structures [170–173].
Partitioning the total DM in a smooth component and subhalos has been suggested, since the equilibrium PSDF for smooth halo can be used to establish
the lower bound on the expected signal, while substructure can lead to significant boosts, provided that one of these clumps finds itself near to the Earth.
Since we currently have no means to probe whether we find ourselves within
one of these structures or not, this has to be included as an additional source
of systematic error in our predictions. The fraction of DM in subhalos, and
hence the probability to find one in Earth’s neighbourhood, can be estimated
by various semi-analytic models [169, 174–177] or by extracting their statistical abundance from simulations [178–180]. Fortunately, several recent studies
suggest that not more then few percents of galactic mass can be in the form of
subhalos at solar galactocentric distance [169, 178], which implies that majority of DM indeed finds itself in virialised and relatively smooth halo that can
be addressed through the equilibrium PSDF, f0 (E, Lz ), obtained, e.g., through
~ is
the HQ method. Provided that the subhalo probability distribution Psub (θ)
~
known, where θ is a set of relevant parameters (e.g. subhalo mass, concentration, position, velocity, etc.), one can build the total PSDF by adding up the
smooth component and appropriately weighted PSDF of the substructure:
Z
~ fsub (E 0 ; θ)
~ .
f (E, Lz ) = f0 (E, Lz ) + dn θ Psub (θ)
(3.26)
In the above expression, it was assumed that the PSDF of subhalos, fsub (E 0 ),
with E 0 being the relative energy of DM particles bound to a given substructure
in its rest frame, can be approximated by means of Eddington’s inversion formula (2.14). This is probably a good approximation in the central part of the
subhalos, where the bulk of the associated DM particles resides, while in the
outskirts tidal forces induced by the gravitational potential of the host galaxy
become important and such simple modelling becomes inadequate, but affects
only a smaller fraction of DM particles.
Tidal effects and merging of galaxies
According to the modern understanding of structure formation within the Universe, galaxies can hardly be considered as isolated systems. Typical spiral
galaxies reproduced in simulations undergo several significant mergings with
nearby smaller galaxies during their formation [181–183]. There is also an increasing amount of experimental evidence, which points towards several important merging events in the history of our Milky Way [184–187], while in
the future it is expected to coalesce with galaxies in the local group [188–190].
Such intergalactic interactions can drive the DM particles away from equilibrium configuration, through either inducing tidal forces or by depositing new
non-thermalized material into the existing halo.
The problem of non-linear halo growth and galactic merging has been extensively studied through numerical simulations. According to a recent work [191],
it is useful to split the accumulated DM within galaxies in three categories:
i ) early accreted DM, which is to a good degree in dynamical equilibrium, ii )
debris flow from recent mergers, that is partially phase-mixed, however, not yet
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reach an equilibrium distribution and iii ) streams of particles that are being
stripped through tidal forces in ongoing mergers. For most galaxies, the majority of DM is expected to be in the form of smooth component, which can
be directly modelled by an appropriate equilibrium distribution. On the other
hand, a significant amount of DM (the exact fraction can vary greatly among
different galaxies) can be in the form of debris flow, i.e. accreted through recent
mergers but not yet thermalized, despite completing several orbits within the
host. It has been recently suggested [191, 192] that the kinematic properties
of simultaneously accreted DM and stars are similar, which provides us with
a window into the phase-space distribution of debris DM component. Using
the observations of accreted stars, as was done in [193, 194], one can deduce
the phase-space distribution of DM debris flow, fDF (E, Lz ), and combine it with
the thermalized component, f0 (E, Lz ), computed through, e.g., HQ method, to
obtain the total DM distribution function:
f (E, Lz ) = f0 (E, Lz ) + fDF (~x, ~v ) ,

(3.27)

Unfortunately, no such handle exists for treating DM streams, coming from ongoing or very recent tidal stripping of smaller objects. Since they became part of
the host galaxy only very recently, their kinematic properties still closely resemble those they had in the accreted object, where DM and stars are expected to
have significantly different distributions. Luckily, an only small fraction of DM
is expected to be found in streams and can noticeably boost the direct detection
signal only if these particles are passing through Earth with high velocities compared to the smooth DM component, while the effects on indirect detection are
expected to be negligible. Possible new insights could come in the near future
from precision astronomy, that might be able to discover ongoing disruptions of
dwarf galaxies within Milky Way and provide us with accurate orbits of their
tidal streams. Additional information regarding the properties of streams could
also come from refined simulations, as their resolution increases sufficiently to
resolve small accreted structures. Similarly, treating the DM distribution during
the merging of galaxies with comparable masses or the perturbations induced
by their flybys remains an open question.

3.2

Dark Matter in the Milky Way

One of the most direct observational motivations in favour of the DM hypothesis are the rotation curves of galaxies. This is equally true in the case of
Milky Way, for which it has be established that a DM halo with local density
of roughly ρ ∼ 0.005 − 0.02 M pc−3 is needed to explain the observed circular velocities [12, 158, 195–201]. This has been independently confirmed by
studies of vertical motion of stars in the solar neighborhood, however, often requiring values of ρ at the upper limit of what has been inferred from rotation
curve measurements [202–206]. Since in direct detection experiments the local
DM density is linearly proportional with the expected nuclear recoil rate, its
accurate determination plays an important role in establishing constraints on
DM-nucleus cross-section. Good estimates of DM distribution are even more
important in indirect searches, as the annihilation signal is proportional to the
DM density squared and integrated along the line of sight. Furthermore, to
construct realistic DM phase-space models, the determination of DM profile is
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needed over the entire galaxy, since the HQ method, discussed in the previous
section, relies on the knowledge of density-potential pair throughout the entire system. Recent observations provide us with data that makes it feasible
to reconstruct the PSDF of galactic DM, which will be the main goal of this
section.
I will begin by proving a short overview of recent studies addressing the
rotation curve and vertical force field of Milky Way, which make use of the latest
astronomical observations. Subsequently, I will use their results to perform the
mass decomposition of our galaxy, with the goal of constraining DM density
distribution and total gravitational potential, which are the essential quantities
for determining the PSDF of galactic DM. These results will be essential for
the next section, where the implications for direct detection experiments will be
discussed.

3.2.1

Dynamical traces

In recent year we have witnessed drastic improvements in the quality of astronomical observations. These include: the second data release of the Gaia
satellite [207], which provided us with accurate measurements of positions and
proper motions of billions of stars within the galaxy; improved surveys of optical
transients, such as OGLE-IV [208], capable of constraining the central galactic stellar density from microlensing events, as well as providing insights into
galactic circular velocities through tracking of variable stars; a highly precise determination of solar galactocentric distance by the Gravity collaboration [209];
and many others. Therefore, it is timely to reassess the Milky Way mass composition by taking advantage of these new observations.
Galactic rotation curve
For the purpose of constraining the galactic DM content, the most interesting
information comes from the measurements of circular velocities of stars and
gas, which is related to the radial variation of the gravitational potential in the
galactic plane:
Vc2 (R) = R ·

∂Ψtot (R, z)
∂R

.

(3.28)

z=0

In light of recent observations, the most significant improvements come from
precise determination of stellar velocities by the Gaia satellite, which mapped
positions and proper motions of nearly a billion of stars within the Milky Way,
and OGLE observations of variable Cepheid stars, whose brightness can be predicted from their periodicity and therefore serve as standard candles, allowing
accurate distance determination. While these measurements mostly focus on
galactocentric distances from few up to 25 kpc, somewhat older determinations
of circular velocities from halo giant stars, which were mapped up to distances of
100 kpc by SDSS-III/SEGUE survey, play an equally important role. Finally,
additional information can be gained from circular velocities of gas, masers,
globular cluster and other tracers, which have accumulated throughout the literature in the last decades. The studies I chose to include in our analysis are:
• Eilers et al. (2019) [200]: The authors combine spectral data from
APOGEE survey with photometric information from WISE, 2MASS, and
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Gaia observations to derive the rotation curve based on 23000 red-giant
stars at galactocentric distances between 5 and 25 kpc. Their analysis
relies on solving the Jeans equation in the axisymmetric limit, assuming
that stellar number density profile is given by ν(R) ∝ exp(−R/Rexp ) with
Rexp = 3, while the radial and azimuthal velocity dispersions are estimated
from ensemble averages in radial bins. For the solar galactocentric distance they adopt the recent determination of Gravity collaboration [209],
R = 8.122 kpc, while for the peculiar velocity of the Sun they assume the
standard values (U, V, W ) = (−11.1, 245.8, 7.8) km/s [210]. In the axisymmetric Jeans equation, they neglect the tilt term, which according to their
estimate induces a systematic uncertainty of ∼ 1%. The main contribution to the systematic error arises from the assumed ν(R); they estimate
it to be ∼ 2% when varying Rexp by 30% and roughly ∼ 3% when substituting the exponential profile with a power law. Other systematic errors
(namely deviations from axisymmetry, assumed R and peculiar motion
of the Sun) are claimed to play only a minor role and are estimated to
. 1%. In total they estimate the systematic errors to be ∼ 2 − 5% at
galactocentric distances 5 − 20 kpc, while they become significantly larger
at R & 20 kpc due to an insufficient number of stars.
• Mroz et al. (2019) [211]: The authors use OGLE observations of 773
Classical Cepheids coupled with radial velocities determined by Gaia to
obtain rotation curve for galactocentric distances from 5 to 20 kpc. They
perform Bayesian likelihood analysis, constraining three possible parameterizations of the rotation curve: i ) constant circular velocity, Vc (R) =
Vc,0 , ii ) linearly varying rotation curve, Vc (R) = Vc, + dVc /dR(R ) · (R −
R ) and iii ) Persic model [10]. For the peculiar motion of the Sun and its
galactocentric distance they adopt Gaussian priors with (U , V , W ) =
(−11.1 ± 1.3, 12.2 ± 2.1, 7.3 ± 1.3) km/s [210] and R = 8.122 ± 0.031
kpc [209], that is consistent with the choice of Eilers et al.. They find
that Vc (R) = Vc,0 model provides significantly worse fit then the other
two models. While the Persic’s model gives slightly better fit then the
linear approximation, the authors note that it is inconsistent with previous results of Soufe et al. [212] at small R. Therefore, they adopt the
median values of R , Vc (R ) from the linear model to construct the final
rotation curve of the Chepeids. They consistently propagate the uncertainties sourced by peculiar (non-circular) motions of stars and their distance measurements, however, do not comment on other possible sources
of systematics.
• Huang et al. (2016) [213]: The authors derive the rotation curve out to
∼ 100 kpc using 6000 primary red clump giants (PRCGs) in the outer disk,
selected from the LAMOST Spectroscopic Survey of the Galactic Anticentre (LSS-GAC) and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)-III/APOGEE
survey, combined with 5700 halo K giants (HKGs), selected from the
SDSS-III/SEGUE survey. For PRCGs, covering the range from 8 to 17
kpc, they use Oort-like modelling that includes asymmetric drift correction [145] and perform Bayesian likelihood analysis. Possible systematics
arise due to the choice of solar galactocentric distance, R = 8.34 ± 0.16
kpc, and azimuthal velocity, Vφ, /R = 30.24 ± 0.11 km s−1 kpc−1 , as
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well as in modelling asymmetric drift due to uncertainties and assumptions regarding azimuthal and radial velocity dispersions and disk scale
length, however, they estimate all of these effects amount to errors . 2%.
For HKGs, spanning the range between 8 and 100 kpc, they adopt spherical Jeans modelling, assuming broken power-law for stellar distribution,
parametric form for the radial velocity dispersion (including Dehnen’s correction [214]) and adopting particular values of orbital anisotropy. They
estimate the systematics coming from the power-law slope of the HKGs
number densities to be ∼ 10%, while they only comment on possible further systematics due to distinct halo populations, deviations from spherical symmetry and choices of orbital anisotropy, without addressing them
quantitatively. While these uncertainties are significantly larger than the
ones associated with PRCGs (and other works discussed above), they
none-the-less provide highly valuable information regarding large galactocentric distance, which is crucial for bracketing the DM content of the
Milky Way.
• Galkin (1978-2013) [215]: Compilation of circular velocities, as inferred
from 25 different studies, based on various tracers, ranging from stars, gas,
masers and globular clusters. The provided data covers the galactocentric
distances between 2 and 20 kpc and can be simply rescaled to the preferred value of solar distance and peculiar motion, which were often chosen
differently in the original studies. While most of the included surveys are
somewhat older and come with relatively large errors, they all together
still provide valuable input due to the diversity of available tracers.

While Eilers et al. and Huang et al. provide binned data, Mroz et al. estimate
Vc for each star separately and, therefore, has to be binned to be on the same
footing as the other two studies. I also chose to bin the Galkin data, since
the complete compilation contains more than 2700 data points and includes
surveys with uncompetitively
large error bars. To perform the binning, I split
√
the relevant datasets in N bins, where N is the total number of points, chosen
such that each bin contains the same number of elements, and computed the
median, 16th and 84th percentile of each bin, as the corresponding central value
and its standard deviations. Comparison of the discussed rotation curves can
be found in figure 3.10.
Vertical motion of stars
The vertical motion of stars has been long known to provide a powerful tool for
constraining the amount of DM in the solar neighbourhood. Most analyses rely
on the Jeans modelling, introduced in section 2.1.1, recast in the galactic cylindrical coordinates. By focusing only on the vertical direction (i.e. perpendicular
to the disk), the following relation can be obtained:
 ∂Ψtot (R, z)
1 ∂
1 ∂
2
(νσz2 ) +
RνσRz
=
,
ν ∂z
Rν ∂R
∂z

(3.29)

where ν(R, z) is the number density of the tracer stars and σz (R, z) is their
velocity dispersion along the vertical axis. As can be seen by comparing equations (3.28) and (3.29), the observations of circular velocity and vertical motion
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Figure 3.10: Circular velocity as a function of galactocentric distance within the
Milky Way, as inferred by various studies used in this work.
of stars probe the galactic gravitational potential, Ψtot (R, z), in orthogonal directions, as the former is proportional to its derivative along the R̂ and the
latter along ẑ coordinate, and, therefore, provide complementary information.
In particular, the vertical motion is very useful in breaking the degeneracy between spherically symmetric and flattened mass components that typically occurs when relying only on rotation curve data. There have been several recent
studies, focusing on the thin stellar populations [205, 206] that span up to few
hundred pc above the disk, as well as thick populations [203,204] that probe the
galactic potential up to z ≈ 1.5 kpc. In our work we chose to use the findings
of Hagen & Helmi [204], since their results are largely consistent with previous
works, but also directly provide the inferred vertical force Kz (z) = ∂Ψtot /∂z.
On the other hand, I chose not to include the studies focused on thin disk only,
since they are somewhat controversial, finding evidence for an additional highly
flattened component, which is speculated to be either underestimated gas disk
or dark disk, but could also be due to departure from equilibrium, e.g. perturbations of the disk that were recently discovered by Gaia satellite [216–218].
An alternative approach of studying the vertical force is to use the full 6D
stellar phase-space information. This has been done by Bovy & Rix [202], where
they derived Kz (z = 1.1 kpc) at various galactocentric radii in the range from
4−9 kpc. Their analysis assumes that each mono-abundance population of stars
(i.e. the population of stars characterized by given [Fe/H] and [α/Fe]) follows a
quasi-isothermal distribution function (qDF) based on action-angle modelling,
where the latter was briefly introduced in section 3.1.1. They perform an elaborate fitting of the qDF parameters in several sample gravitational potentials
for 43 distinct mono-abundance stellar populations and for each of them they
derive Kz (z = 1.1 kpc), (as well as the stellar surface density within 1.1 kpc)
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at specific galactocentric radius, where the uncertainty is expected to be the
smallest. Similarly, the choice of z = 1.1 kpc is driven by the fact that it represents the mode of stellar mid-plane-distance in the dataset and, therefore, the
latter should be the most constraining at that value of z. This allows them to
derive 43 distinct measurements of Kz (z = 1.1 kpc) at various R with rather
high accuracy. Possible systematic errors are discussed in detail; they conclude
that their estimates are robust against the changes of the gravitational potential, namely rotation curve normalization Vc (R ) and its deviation from flatness
(∂Vc /∂R 6= 0), as well as changes in the assumed disk scale hight. They also
remove the dependence of their results on the choice of solar galactocentric
distance R by providing their results in terms of R̃ = R − R .
The final compilation of Kz (R, z) measurements used in the analysis is shown
in figure 3.11. As already mentioned, these measurements do not drive the constraints on galactic DM distribution, but rather serve as additional information
to break the degeneracy between disk and DM mass.
Other constraints
Additional constraints might come from other studies, such as the estimates
of galactic escape velocities [219–221], motions of globular clusters and Milky
Way satellites [222–226] or estimates of virial mass calibrated against numerical simulations [227]. On the other hand, these constraints are typically less
stringent then the circular velocity measurements and implicitly depend on the
galactic mass modelling. Therefore, I restrain from using them in the analysis,
while I explicitly checked that the obtained results are consistent also with these
measurements.

3.2.2

Galactic mass decomposition

The presence of DM has so far been inferred only through its gravitational
effects, which are essential also for determining its galactic distribution. In the
non-relativistic limit, which is well justified when addressing galactic dynamics,
the gravitational potential of the system is related to the underlying matter
density through the Poisson’s equation. Since the latter is linear in density, the
Laplacian of total gravitational potential can be written as a sum of density
distributions of various galactic components:
∇2 Ψtot (~r) = −4πG

X

ρi (~r) ,

(3.30)

i

and represents the fundamental equation in galactic mass decomposition. The
total potential, as discussed in the previous section, as well as the density distribution of baryonic matter, can be constrained by independent observations,
which in turn also allow constraining the unknown DM distribution. In practice, precise determination of baryonic mass turns out problematic, and one
can directly constrain only the morphology of its distribution, while the overall
normalizations need to be fit along with the DM distribution, to correctly reproduce the observables related to the gravitational potential, such as galactic
rotation curve and vertical motion of stars.
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Figure 3.11: Vertical force estimates as a function of height above the galactic
midplane at R ∼ R (above) and as a function of radial distance at z ∼ 1.1 kpc
(below).
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Baryonic modelling
Despite significant improvements in observational data, the distribution of baryons
within the Milky Way is still subjected to large uncertainties. This is mainly
due to the fact that we are viewing our own galaxy from within, which makes
it hard to resolve the extent and precise shape of the stellar disks, but also its
central structure. In the following, I will shortly review the current status and
describe the simplified modelling used in my analysis – for more complete works
on the topic see, e.g., [228, 229] and references therein.
The galactic bulge has been often approximated by spheroidal power-law
distribution, flattened along the central axis, with exponential truncation in
the outskirts. Since truncation radius has been estimated to lie at rtrunc ≈ 1.8
kpc, which is below the innermost reliable measurements of the galactic rotation
curve, the exact details of its morphology are not important for the analysis at
hand. Therefore, in the attempt to marginalize over the baryonic uncertainties
I will simply assume that its potential corresponds to the Hernquist ansatz,
given in equation (3.12), with appropriately small scale radius, i.e. ad . 1 kpc.
Regarding its mass, the situation is slightly better, however, still significant
uncertainties are present due to its overlap with galactic disks. One of the
strongest constraints come from microlensing observations of stars, performed
by OGLE survey, which is capable of estimating the optical depth that can
serve as a proxy of its total mass. Most of the recent studies point towards
Mb ∼ 1.4−1.8·1010 M , which however includes also the disk stars, and therefore
smaller masses, e.g. Mb ∼ 8.9 · 109 M in [158], have been often assumed in
combination with appropriate disk models. For this reasons I will only use an
upper prior on the bulge mass, i.e. Mb ≤ 1.8 · 1010 M and fix its scale length
to ab = 0.5 kpc.
Regarding the galactic disks, there are several caveats, which again makes
it hard to draw strong conclusions. Throughout the literature, presence of thin
and thick disk was often assumed, both having a double exponential profile:


R
|z|
Σ0
exp −
−
,
(3.31)
ρdisk =
2zd
Rd
zd
where Rd and zd are the scale length and scale hight, while Σ0 is corresponding surface density. The thick disk was believed to have zd ≈ 0.9 kpc and
smaller-scale length, Rd ≈ 2.5 kpc, while the thick disk was often modelled as
having zd ≈ 0.3 kpc and Rd ≈ 3.5 kpc. The ratio between their surface densities was estimated as fΣ ∼ 0.12 (with rather large uncertainties due to their
overlap), with the thin disk being the dominant one. These definitions of galactic disks were based on morphological and/or kinematic properties. However,
recent studies have shown it is more appropriate to talk about disks composed
of α-rich and α-poor stars. Unfortunately, these new definitions are largely inconsistent with the traditional interpretation, as in light of the new data both
of the disks have roughly the same mass. The observed α-rich is significantly
thicker, zd ∼ 1 kpc, and can be traced up to the solar radius, while α-poor
disk has a larger, but poorly constrained, radial extent and varying height, with
zd ∼ 0.3 in the central part and slowly increasing towards the outskirts where it
“flares” and reaches thickness comparable or even greater then the α-rich disk.
Furthermore, it has been pointed out by several authors that even further distinctions can be made by looking at other element ratios within the stars. Due
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to the lack of a coherent picture and well-constrained disk parameters I chose to
model the galactic disk, in which I also include the subdominant gas, as a single
Myiamoto-Nagai component, whose potential can be written analytically, see
equation (3.11). The validity of such modelling is supported by noticing that
combining several exponential disks (whose potential needs to be computed numerically and are therefore quite computationally expensive) with various scale
lengths leads to a total potential, which can be fairly well approximated with
the MN expression 1 . Furthermore, since in this work I am primarily interested
in bracketing the uncertainties related to the DM distribution, such modelling
performs sufficiently well in marginalizing over the baryonic uncertainties. For
these reasons I will only make use of conservative mass estimate on the total
disk mass, 1010 M < Mdisk < 1.5 · 1011 M , as well as its scale length and scale
height, adisk < 5 kpc and bdisk < 1.5 kpc.
Bayesian analysis
In order to constrain the DM distribution within the Milky Way, I used the
Bayesian approach based on Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) exploration
of the parameter space, given the set of observations constraining the total
gravitational potential of the galaxy. For baryonic modelling, a combination
of Hernquist potential (3.12), describing the bulge, and MN potential (3.11),
approximating the stellar disks and galactic gas, was used, as discussed above.
On the other hand, for the DM, I assumed two different phenomenologically
motivated density profiles, namely the cuspy NFW profile [155]:
ρs
,
r/rs (1 + r/rs )2

(3.32)

ρs
,
(1 + r/rs )(1 + r2 /rs2 )

(3.33)

ρNFW (r) =
and cored Burkert profile [230]:
ρBUR (r) =

where ρs and rs are the corresponding scale densities and radii. While in general
also a spheroidal realization of the DM halo could be considered, as was done in
section 3.1.2, there exists compelling new evidence that Milky Way’s halo is close
to spherical at the relevant galactocentric distances [161, 231] and, therefore,
spheroidal generalizations of the above DM densities will not be considered, as
they are much more demanding from the computational point of view, since the
corresponding potentials need to be evaluated numerically. Such modelling of
the Milky Way in total contains 6 free parameters, namely:
θ~ = {Mb , Md , ad , bd , ρs , rs } ,

(3.34)

where the first four are related to the baryonic distribution that we wish to
marginalized over, while the last two describe the DM density profile. For all the
parameters describing baryonic distributions I use broad non-informative (i.e.
1I

explicitly checked that for the combination of exponential thin and thick disk, that
were traditionally used within the literature, a Miyamoto-Nagai approximation of the total
gravitational potential could be found, which deviates less then 15% from the true one for
any value of R and z. An even better match can be found by restricting to R & 2 kpc, which
is the relevant range for present analysis.
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flat) priors, which can be safely established according to the existing literature,
as described above (for a more comprehensive review see, e.g., [228]):
Mb

≤ 1.8 · 1010 M ,

10 M ≤ Md

≤ 1.5 · 1011 M ,

0≤
10

1 kpc ≤

ad

≤ 5 kpc ,

0.1 kpc ≤

bd

≤ 1.5 kpc .
(3.35)

On the other hand, for DM parameters I used the most generous range of priors,
i.e. demanding ρs , rs > 0 and imposed that the scale radius is within the range
of data, namely rs ≤ 100 kpc, since for larger values it becomes fully degenerate
with ρs . Additionally, the scale density was sampled in the logarithmic space,
expressed in terms of variable ρ̃s ≡ log10 ρs /M pc−3 . The analysis was then
performed using the following likelihood function:

!2 
NVc
Y
~
1 Vc,k − Vc (Rk ; θ) 
1
√
exp −
LMW ≡
±
2
σV±c ,k
2π
σ
Vc ,k
k=1

!2 
NKz
Y
~
1
1 Kz,l − Kz (Rl , zl ; θ) 
√
·
,
(3.36)
exp −
±
±
2
σK
2π
σ
Kz ,l
z ,l
l=1
where Vc,i (Kz , i) are the binned rotation curve (vertical force) measurements,
±
with total of NVc (NKz ) points, and σV±c ,i (σK
) the corresponding upper/lower
z ,i
~
~ are the predictions of our
standard deviations, while Vc (Ri ; θ) (Kz (Ri , zi ; θ))
model at the radial distance of the bin Ri (and its vertical height zi ), given
~ For the exploration of parameter space I used a Python impleparameters θ.
mentation of Goodman & Weare’s affine invariant MCMC Ensemble sampler,
delivered in emcee package [232]. The sampling was done using 200 walkers,
where each of them evolved for 20000 steps. The first half of each chain was
discarded as part of burn-in period.
The resulting posterior distributions of the parameters, as well as their pairwise correlations, for the two considered DM profiles are presented in figure 3.12.
The results give a good fit to the data, as can be seen in figure 3.13 for NFW
and 3.14 for Burkert case. The latter shows a preference for somewhat larger
disk mass, while the rest of baryonic parameters show reasonable agreement and
fall within the inferred uncertainties. The corresponding DM parameters match
fairly well with the results of other recent studies, see, e.g., [12, 158, 200, 201],
establishing the following local DM densities for the two considered parametric
profiles:
−3
ρNFW (R ) = 7.4+1.3
M /pc3 ,
−1.3 · 10

ρBUR (R ) =

5.0+1.7
−1.1

· 10

−3

3

M /pc .

(3.37)
(3.38)

The derived values are somewhat lower with respect to the ones found in older
studies, see, e.g., [195, 196, 198, 199], which is most probably driven by recent
measurements of circular velocity that systematically yield lower and faster declining Vc (R), as can also been seen from figure 3.10. Furthermore, the local DM
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density inferred solely from rotation curve measurements can be significantly
affected by the assumptions regarding the baryonic modelling, as pointed out
in [201]. On the other hand, in our study we additionally make use of vertical
force measurements, which together with latest determinations of Vc (R) lead
to baryonic modelling that agrees fairly well with recent galactic microlensing
observations [233], pointing towards the “maximal disk” in Milky Way. The
inferred baryonic parameters are also in good agreement with the modelling
suggested by [234] on the basis of recent observations of galactic stellar populations.

3.3

Implications for the direct detection

Direct detection (DD) experiments provide a unique probe of a possible coupling
between baryons and DM. As already described in section 1.2.3, the key idea
is to measure nuclear recoils in target materials that are caused by scattering
with the galactic DM. Unlike indirect detection, they are performed in controlled
laboratory setups and, therefore, subjected to significantly smaller uncertainties
due to possible backgrounds. Consequently, for a fixed particle physics model,
they provide robust bounds on the interaction rate between DM and nucleons,
where typically the largest source of uncertainty is the local DM density and its
velocity distribution. For this reason, precise modelling of galactic DM phasespace distribution is crucial for accurate interpretation of experimental results
and legitimate exclusion of relevant parts of the parameter space in various DM
models. Furthermore, it was recently recognized that different velocity dependences of the scattering operators might arise in the effective non-relativistic
description of DM-nucleon scattering, additionally motivating the need for accurate modelling of the DM velocity distribution. As of now, most of the DD
experiments still cite their results on DM-nucleon cross-section assuming truncated Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution, however, the latter, as well as
approximations based on other spherically symmetric models [147,235–238], are
most likely a poor approximation of the actual DM velocity distribution in disk
galaxies, as was shown in the comparison with a axisymmetric modelling of a
sample disk galaxy in section 3.1.2. To overcome this issue, several recent works
suggested a halo-independent approach [239–242], expressing the DD constraints
as a product of the relevant cross-section times astrophysical factor, which must
be common to all the experiments, or by modelling DM velocity distribution
as a sum of streams [243–245] that minimize/maximize the astrophysical factors. While such techniques are fruitful in comparing possible tensions among
various DD experiments, they are not suitable for providing the most stringent constraints on the DM-nucleon cross-section, since they do not use the full
power of astronomical observations that provide us with the information regarding DM velocity distribution. In this work, I consider an alternative approach,
where a refined PSDF is invoked to describe the DM distribution and carefully
calibrated against the observables constraining dynamics within the Milky Way.
In the following, I will first briefly review the theory behind hypothetical
DM-nucleon scattering, starting with the standard spin-independent and spindependent cases and then turn my attention to the full set of possible nonrelativistic effective operators. This will be followed by a comparison of limits
on different DM-nucleus couplings, marginalized over the uncertainties related
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Figure 3.12: Single parameter posterior distributions and their pairwise correlations as obtained in the MCMC sampling for NFW (red) and Burkert (blue)
DM density profile. The vertical lines in the posteriors mark median as well
the 68% h.p.d. interval, while the contours correspond to 68% and 95% h.p.d.
regions.
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Figure 3.13: Observational data and the corresponding posterior distributions
obtained in the MCMC sampling of the galactic model with NFW DM density
profile. The thin lines correspond to 68% h.p.d. region.
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Figure 3.14: Observational data and the corresponding posterior distributions
obtained in the MCMC sampling of the galactic model with Burkert DM density
profile. The thin lines correspond to 68% h.p.d. region.
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with its 68% h.p.d. interval. The vertical dashed line marks the solar distance
R .
to the DM distribution. Finally, I will comment on implications for the annual
signal modulation, which is a characteristic signature of DM induced interactions and exhibits a particularly strong dependence on the galactic DM velocity
distribution.

3.3.1

DM-nucleon scattering

It seems reasonable to assume that at some level baryons couple to DM, possibly
leading to detectable nuclear recoil rates in direct detection experiments. Due to
their relatively cheap design, at least compared to colliders or satellite missions,
numerous highly sensitive detectors have been constructed, which are capable of
probing DM-nucleus cross-sections as small as 10−47 cm2 for spin-independent
interactions, while for spin-dependent cross-section the bound is only a few orders of magnitude weaker. Consequently, the absence of undisputed detections
of DM induced events puts stringent limits on various phenomenological DM
models and motivates the exploration of alternative scenarios, where leading order velocity independent cross-sections are parametrically suppressed or absent.
In the following, I will briefly review the standard lore of DM-nucleon scattering, which assumes that the leading order interactions are mediated either
through spin-independent (SI) or spin-dependent (SD) operators. However,
these do not exhaust all the possibilities, and other conceivable operators exist,
which can become important in the absence of strong parametric suppression
of the SI and SD interactions. It has been recently recognized that in the nonrelativistic limit of elastic scattering a total of 16 distinct effective operators
can arise up to the quadratic order in the momentum transfer and scattering
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velocity. While their derivation is rather a laborious task, I will only provide a
brief overview and discuss their implications.
Spin (in)dependent cross-section
Elastic scattering of DM on target nuclei is commonly assumed to be mediated
through either SI or SD interactions, depending on the microphysics of the DM
candidate. In general, one can write the interaction term of the Lagrangian as:
Lint = λq (χ̄Γα χ)(q̄Γα q) ,

(3.39)

where λq is the relevant quark coupling constant, χ is the DM field and q
the relevant quark field to which it couples, while Γα is the appropriate 4 × 4
matrix corresponding to the interaction, namely 14 (γ µ ) in case of SI interactions
mediated by scalar (or vector) particle and γ µ γ5 for SD interactions mediated
by pseudo-vector particle. While in general also other Γα can appear, they are
typically velocity or mass suppressed and only relevant in case of vanishing SI
or SD interactions. The scattering matrix element can be obtained by inserting
Lint between the initial and final states:
M = λq hχf ; Af | (χ̄Γα χ)(q̄Γα q) |χi ; Ai i
= λq hχf | χ̄Γα χ |χi hAf |hNf | q̄Γα q |Ni i|Ai i

(3.40)

where |Ai/f i is the relevant nucleus states build from nucleon states |Ni/f i.
Using the explicit expression for Dirac spinors and applying the non-relativistic
limit, in which p~  p0 ≈ m, one can show that:
ūr (p)us (p) = 2m δr,s ,
r

µ s

ū (p)γ u (p) ≈ 2m δ0,µ δr,s ,
r

µ

s

i

ū (p)γ γ5 u (p) = 4m s δµ,i δr,s .

(3.41)
(3.42)
(3.43)

where m is the particle mass and ~s its spin. From the above expressions it
is clear that in the first two cases the resulting matrix element must be spin
independent, while for pseudo-vector it depends on particle spins. The first
bra-ket term in equation (3.40) can therefore be written as:


Γµ = 1
2mχ ;
µ
,
(3.44)
hχf |χ̄Γ χ|χi i = 2mχ δ0,µ ;
Γµ = γ µ


µ
µ
~
2mχ hSχ iδµ,i ; Γ = γ γ5
where nχ is the DM number density and hSχi i its spin expectation value,
The nuclear part of the computation is somewhat more complicated. In the
zero momentum transfer limit, i.e. q = pχ,f − pχ,i → 0, one can show that in
the scalar and axial case one simply gets a coherent scattering on all nucleons,
while for pseudo-vector case it depends on the spin structure of the nucleus:


Γµ = 1

[Zfp + (A − Z)fn ] ĀA ;
Γ µ = γµ
hAf |hNf | q̄Γµ q |Ni i|Ai i = [Zf
h p + (A − Z)fni] Āγµ A ;


~p i + an hS
~n i |J|
~ −1 hAf |J i |Ai i δµ,i ; Γµ = γµ γ5
 ap hS
(3.45)
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In the above expression Z and A are the atomic and mass numbers of the
nucleus, while fp and fn are the appropriate combinations of quark coupling
constants. In the expression for axial interaction ap/n are constants determined
~p/n i the expected values of the spin content
from the nuclear spin structure, hS
of the protons/nucleons in the nucleus and J~ is the total angular momentum
of the nucleus. This lead to the standard SI and SD cross-sections in the zero
momentum transfer, i.e. q = 0, limit:
4µ2Aχ
[Zfp + (A − Z)fn ]2 ,
π
16µ2Aχ J + 1
~p i + an hS
~n i]2 ,
[ap hS
=
π
J

SI
σ̃Aχ
=

(3.46)

SD
σ̃Aχ

(3.47)

where µAχ is the reduced DM-nucleus mass. To account for non-zero momentum
transfer one needs to correct the above cross-section by the appropriate form
factors |F (Er )|2 . In the case of SI scattering, they can be simply approximated
by an exponential [246]:
|FSI (Er )|2 = exp(−Er /E0 )

where

E0 =

3
.
2mA R02

(3.48)

Above mA is the nucleus mass, while R0 is its effective size. For SD interactions
the form factors take more complicated form and need to be computed from
nuclear shell models. Combining everything together one finds:
SI
SI
dσAχ
mA σ̃Aχ
= 2 2 |FSI (Er )|2 ,
dEr
2v µAχ

(3.49)

SD
SD
dσAχ
mA σ̃Aχ
= 2 2 |FSD (Er )|2 ,
dEr
2v µAχ

(3.50)

where v is the magnitude of DM-nucleus relative velocity and µAχ is the DMnucleus reduced mass:
mA mχ
µAχ =
.
(3.51)
mA + mχ
Complete set of effective operators
The SI and SD interactions, discussed above, are usually expected to be the
leading order terms in DM-nucleus scattering. This is motivated by the fact
that other operators vanish in the limit of zero momentum transfer. However,
they can become the leading order terms if the SI and SD cross-sections are parametrically suppressed or vanish. This can occur, e.g., in models where DM is a
Majorana fermion coupled through anapole moment to a massive dark photon
field A0µ that undergoes kinetic mixing with the SM photon, or if DM is a composite neutral particle, but its constituents are charged under A0µ . Furthermore,
under the assumption of SI and SD interactions there exists severe tensions between several DD experiments claiming successful detections and others yielding
null results, which can be reduced by considering certain combinations of more
general scattering operators. These generically depend on momentum transfer, as well as relative velocity between DM and nucleus, which additionally
highlights the need for careful DM velocity distribution modelling.
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In recent works [247–250] all possible non-relativistic effective operators for
elastic scattering were systematically studied in order to produce a general
framework for the analysis of DD experimental results. Imposing Galilean invariance and requiring that the operators are Hermitian, the relevant quantities
for scattering reduce to:
i~q ,

~v ⊥ ≡ ~v +

~q
,
2µN χ

~χ ,
S

~N .
S

(3.52)

It can be shown that in total 16 independent elastic scattering operators can
be constructed from these quantities, by keeping terms up to second order in
momentum transfer ~q and relative velocity ~v . Additionally, upon acting on
nuclear states, six different response functions can appear. As anticipated in the
introductory discussion regarding direct detection in section 1.2.3, all of these
operators are characterized by one of the two possible v dependences, which need
to be convoluted with the DM velocity distribution, namely the one appearing
in equation (1.11), which arises for relative velocity independent operators, such
as the standard SI and SD ones, as well as the one appearing in equation (1.12),
which is relevant for operators with additional power of v 2 . In general, also
higher-order operators could be considered; however, they are further suppressed
in the non-relativistic limit and have a negligible contribution. The precise
mapping between the UV and non-relativistic operators, which includes running
of the couplings, can be found in [251].
In this work, I will consider only eight further scattering operators, in addition to the SI and SD ones, which cover all the possible couplings of fermionic
DM to quarks through a spin-0 or spin-1 mediator. These are:




~q
~q
~χ ·
~N ·
× ~v ⊥
,
O5 = iS
× ~v ⊥ ,
O3 = iS
mN
mN



~N · ~q
~N · ~v ⊥ ,
~χ · ~q
S
,
O7 = S
O6 = S
mN
mN


~N × ~q
~χ · ~v ⊥ ,
~χ · S
O8 = S
O9 = iS
,
mN
~N · ~q
~χ · ~q .
O10 = iS
,
O11 = iS
(3.53)
mN
mN

3.3.2

Differential event rates

DM is expected to produce a characteristic energy spectrum of nuclear recoils,
which is being actively searched for in many direct detection experiments. As
can be seen from equation (1.9), the differential recoil rate depends on the particle physics parameters, namely the DM and nucleus mass, their differential
cross-section and DM phase-space distribution. In order to constrain the particle nature of DM, one needs to accurately determine its distribution, which can
be conveniently encoded in terms of functions g(vmin ) and h(vmin ), defined in
equations (1.11) and (1.12). These functions cover all the velocity dependences
of the cross-section that can arise up to the second order in momentum transfer
and relative velocity, convoluted with the DM PSDF. Going beyond the standard
modelling approach, which relies on simplistic Maxwellian velocity distribution,
I evaluated g(vmin ) and h(vmin ) using the two-integral axisymmetric PSDF for
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1000 randomly picked samples from the MCMC scan of the galactic mass models, described in section 3.2.2. This allowed me to compute a posterior distribution of g(vmin ) and h(vmin ), derived directly from the observational constrains
on galactic kinematics. To consistently include also the uncertainty stemming
from the local DM density itself, I did not normalize g(vmin ) and h(vmin ) by
ρ as determined by particular parameters of the sample under consideration,
but rather by its median value over the entire set of samples. As such, the obtained g(vmin ) and h(vmin ), presented in figure 3.16, provide a novel insight into
the uncertainty regarding DM phase-space distribution, which has been previously done only through rough estimates, either assuming standard halo model
(SHM), where the local DM density, velocity dispersion and escape velocity are
treated as independent, as for example in [162, 252, 253] and used by most experimental collaborations, or relying on spherical symmetry [235–238]. On the
contrary, results presented here are built on a fair assumption that the galactic
DM can be described by axisymmetric equilibrium PSDF, parametrized by two
integrals of motion, namely relative energy and angular momentum around the
axis of symmetry. As can be seen from the plots, assuming cored Burkert profile leads to a larger number of high velocity particles, as g(vmin ) is enhanced
(suppressed) at large (small) vmin and h(vmin ) takes larger values over the entire
range of vmin , relative to the cuspy NFW profile. Furthermore, the latter yields
smaller spread in the local DM density and, therefore, also bands corresponding
to the 68% h.p.d. regions of g(vmin ) and h(vmin ) are significantly narrower and,
at small vmin , fall inside the bracketing of Burkert profile. Additionally, the
axisymmetric modelling used in these work allows for self-consistent treatment
of rotating halos and results for mildly co-rotating DM with the baryonic disk
are shown, assuming typical spin parameter found in simulations, λ = 0.05, and
azimuthal velocity profile defined in equation (3.24). For co-rotating halos the
corresponding g(vmin ) and h(vmin ) are suppressed at large vmin and fall to zero
quicker, since the relative velocity between DM particles and the detector is
reduced, while g(vmin ) is enhanced at low vmin . For the convenience of future
analyses the tabulated values of obtained astrophysical factors are available on
my website 2 .
Having g(vmin ) and h(vmin ) the corresponding differential nuclear rate can
be easily evaluated. In figure 3.17 I present the results for SI scattering on 131 Xe,
assuming DM with mass mχ = 100 GeV and σ̃nSI = 10−46 cm2 , as obtained for
the two-integral PSDF in case of NFW and Burkert density profiles with no
rotation, as well as mildly co-rotating halos. From the plots one can see that
the results for NFW profile lead to noticeably larger differential event rates
over the entire recoil energy range, which is a consequence of the fact that it is
associated with larger local DM density. The difference is most significant at
low Er , leading to a larger total number of expected events and correspondingly
stronger limits on the coupling between DM and nuclei for large mχ .
Using the tabulated values of g(vmin ) one can easily obtain the limits on
standard SI and SD cross-section through the use of existing tools, such as DDCalc [254]. In figure 3.18, I present the upper limits obtained from Xenon1T null
results for the discussed axisymmetric PSDF models along with the reference
SHM, used in the original interpretation of data by Xenon collaboration [106].
While the differences between various models seem small due to the logarithmic
2 https://people.sissa.it/∼mpetac/
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scale, there can be significant deviations, especially at low DM masses, where
the bounds derived from SHM are typically over-constraining due to the thick
tail of the velocity distribution around vesc . By using the lower 95% confidence
values of g(vmin ), the bounds on cross-section at mχ . 5 GeV are relaxed by
a factor of 4 for non-rotating halos and almost two orders of magnitude for corotating halos, where the relative velocity between the target and DM particles
is reduced. The difference between results obtained for NFW and Burkert profiles is much smaller, however, it is most significant just below the DM masses
corresponding to the peak sensitivity of the detector, mχ ∼ 30 GeV, where
Burkert profile leads to roughly 15% stronger limits then the NFW one. For
large DM masses, mχ & 100 GeV, SHM again leads to over-constraining limits,
which can be relaxed by roughly a factor of 1.5 for NFW and 2 for Burkert
density profile.
The differences between various DM distribution models also shows up when
one considers the general set of non-relativistic effective scattering operators, for
which also function h(vmin ) becomes important. To illustrate the effect, I show
in figure 3.19 the expected number of events in Xenon1T and CDMSlite experiments (where the former is currently most constraining detector for mχ & 5 GeV
while the latter has significantly lower recoil energy threshold and is, therefore,
more sensitive at lower DM masses) for several operators with distinct scattering velocity dependences, assuming the aforementioned DM distribution models.
Similarly as for the SI case, the co-rotating halos show strong suppression of the
event rate at low DM masses, while the non-rotating Burkert halo can lead to
significant enhancement of recoil rate at mχ ∼ 10 GeV for Xenon1T experiment
and mχ ∼ 3 for CDMSlite. At large DM masses, all of the considered models
predict lower scattering rates compared to the SHM, while the exact amount of
suppression depends on the considered operator and target material.

3.3.3

Annual signal modulation

As already mentioned in the introduction, a hallmark signature of DM-nucleon
interactions in direct detection experiments is expected in the form of an annual modulation of the nuclear recoil rate. Since the Earth is on a circular orbit
around the Sun with a significant velocity, which amounts to more than 10% of
the movement speed of the local standard of rest, one needs to account for it
appropriately when mapping the DM phase-space distribution into the detector’s rest frame – for more details see, e.g., [255]. Upon successful detection of
DM induced recoils, a sinusoidal modulation of the signal with a period of one
year should appear, clearly distinguishing it from any conceivable background
noise. Further interest for this phenomena comes from the well established
DAMA/LIBRA measurement of signal modulation [112, 113], which is, however, virtually impossible to reconcile with null results of other direct detection
experiments. As could be expected, the amplitude of modulation crucially depends on the velocity distribution of DM, which again stresses the need for
accurate modelling of the galactic DM halo. In figure 3.20 I present the annual
modulation rate as obtained for the considered benchmark models, namely the
PSDFs computed through the HQ method for NFW and Burkert DM density
profiles with and without halo co-rotation. As can be seen from the plot, NFW
case leads to significantly larger modulation amplitude than the Burkert one,
while the rotation of halo along with the disk leads to suppression of the mod-
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Figure 3.16: Astrophysical factor entering differential event rate in direct detection experiments as a function of the minimum scattering velocity for the two
relevant velocity dependences of the cross-section, defined in equations (1.11)
and (1.12). Lines show the median value, while the bands correspond to 68%
credibility regions, as derived from the sampling of galactic mass decomposition,
which was presented in section 3.2. The results are shown for NFW and Burkert
density profiles, assuming non-rotating halos, as well as rotating ones with spin
parameter λ = 0.05 and azimuthal velocity profile given by equation (3.24).
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Figure 3.17: Expected differential event rate obtained for 131 Xe target, assuming
SI scattering with zero momentum transfer cross-section σ̃nSI = 10−46 cm2 and
DM mass mχ = 100 GeV. Lines show median values for non-/co-rotating halos
with NFW and Burkert density profile, while the bands correspond to 68%
credibility regions.
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Figure 3.18: The Xenon1T upper limits on SI (left) and SD (right) cross-section,
as obtained for the SHM [106] and non-/co-rotating axisymmetric models fit to
the kinematic data using NFW and Burkert density profile. For the latter, exclusion limits corresponding to the lower 95% credibility bound on g are shown.
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Figure 3.19: The expected event rates as a function of DM mass in Xenon1T
(left) and CDMSlite (right) experiments for non-/co-rotating axisymmetic models, normalized to the SHM rates. The results are shown for distinct velocity dependences appearing in non-relativistic effective operators listed in equations (3.53).
ulation signal for both density profiles. On the other hand, larger spread in the
DM parameters, found in the case of Burkert profile, lead to larger uncertainties
in the amplitude of modulation. Non-the-less, the two considered DM densities
still yield results that are distinguishable within the 68% confidence regions.
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Figure 3.20: The annual modulation rate as obtained for different galactic DM
phase-space models, normalized by the yearly average. The bands mark the
68% confidence region as obtained from the MCMC sampling of the galactic
potential and DM density distribution. The minimum/maximum recoil rates,
corresponding to t = 0 and t = 0.5 year, respectfully, is expected in beginning
of June/December.

4. Annihilating Dark
Matter
With the accumulation of the evidence for the existence of DM, significant research efforts were dedicated to exploring its particle nature. It was soon realized
that one of the most promising channels for observing its non-gravitational signatures is through its annihilation [256, 257] or decay products in environments
with high DM density, found in the centres of galaxies. While DM decays are
strongly constrained by the fact that vast majority of DM survived from very
early times until today, implying that its lifetime must be greater than the age
of Universe, DM annihilations are generally allowed in a wide range of phenomenological models and the inverse processes (i.e. pair-creation) can be used
to explain the production of DM within the early Universe, along with visible
matter. Furthermore, in many well-motivated extensions of the SM, DM annihilations into SM particles can occur at tree-level, which typically leads to
appreciable annihilation signals in dense DM environments, even if the responsible coupling is relatively small compared to the known forces. In practice, a
key requirement for successful detection is that the daughter particles carry a
characteristic feature in the spectrum, which can be successfully distinguished
from emissions generated by various astrophysical processes taking place in the
central regions of galaxies.
As already discussed in section 1.2.2, efforts to detect products of DM annihilations fall within the domain of indirect searches and can be pursued through
various channels, among which γ-rays play the central role, however, with rapid
advancements in the precision measurements of anti-matter and neutrino fluxes,
even these are becoming increasingly relevant. This chapter will be devoted to
the reassessment of the experimental bounds on DM annihilation cross-section,
focusing primarily on the γ-ray fluxes from dwarf spheroidal satellites of the
Milky Way, which currently provide the strongest and most robust constraints.
In the following I will first mention few possible modifications of the simplest
WIMP paradigm, which was introduced in sections 1.1.2 and 2.2, focusing in
particular on non-perturbative Sommerfeld enhancement effect, which can substantially increase the expected DM annihilation rate. This will be followed by
the analysis of different phase-space distribution models that can be used for
describing galactic DM, paying particular attention to spherical systems, with
the intention of addressing the Milky Way’s dwarf satellite galaxies. In the final
part of the chapter, the expected signals from the latter will be scrutinized in
detail, with the purpose of marginalizing the astrophysical uncertainties in the
expected annihilation flux that stem from DM phase-space distribution within
89
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these objects. Special care will be given to boosts in the signal due to the
presence of non-perturbative Sommerfeld enhancement.

4.1

Model dependence of DM annihilation rates

The standard WIMP paradigm leaves us with little freedom regarding DM properties. This was initially seen as a virtue of the model, leading to concrete and
testable predictions, however, today it is becoming increasingly constrained by
various experimental results. Furthermore, given the complexity of the standard model of elementary particles, it seems perhaps over-simplistic to assume
that the DM consists of a single particle species. This led to numerous generalizations of the WIMP paradigm and paved way to new, but equally successful,
models of describing the origin of the dark sector. One of the possible generalizations are the scenarios, in which several interacting dark fields are present,
see e.g. [258–263], allowing for additional processes, such as conversions, semiannihilations and/or co-annihilations, which can have important implications
for the parameter space resulting in the correct DM abundance. Another possibility is the presence of particle-antiparticle asymmetry in the dark sector,
analogous to the observed baryon asymmetry, which can allow for substantially
larger hσann vi, as discussed, for example, in [264, 265]. Additional possible differences in the relic abundance computation might arise due to modified thermal
history of the Universe [266–268], that could be caused either by early phase of
matter domination or increase in the Hubble expansion rate before the onset
of radiation dominated era, encountered in various inflationary models and/or
modifications of General Relativity. Furthermore, one can also drop the assumption regarding thermal equilibrium between visible and dark sector within
the early Universe, which allows for an alternative DM production mechanism
known as freeze-in [269], that has important similarities, but also differences,
with respect to the standard freeze-out picture. Finally, changes in the expected
annihilation signals within the late Universe can also occur, either due to the
absence (or suppression) of velocity independent s-wave annihilations or onset
of Sommerfeld enhancement, which is a non-perturbative effect that generically
arises in the non-relativistic limit of annihilations mediated by light force carrier. In particular, the latter will be further scrutinized in the context of DM
annihilations signals coming from dwarf spheroidal galaxies, as it can lead to
several orders of magnitude stronger exclusion limits on the DM annihilation
cross-section.

4.1.1

Sommerfeld enhancement

Above I have mentioned various classes of phenomenological DM models, which
can lead to significant departures from the standard WIMP annihilation crosssection. With the possible exception of strongly coupled DM, which can be
realized in case of large dark asymmetry or dominant co-annihilations, where
the late-time annihilations are halted by depletion of a relevant dark component, most of the models rely on the perturbative description of particle interactions. This indeed sounds reasonable, given the existing evidence for smallness
of coupling between dark and visible sectors. In the following, however, I will
address an important non-perturbative effect, which generically arises in the
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non-relativistic limit of theories with a light force mediator and an attractive
potential. In the context of DM, it can lead to a strong enhancement of late time
annihilation cross-section (i.e. for highly non-relativistic DM) and can, therefore, have a profound effect on the indirect detection signals. Furthermore, it
makes the expected annihilation flux strongly dependent on the full DM phasespace distribution and not just the density profile, as it is often approximated
for s-wave annihilations. Due to these reasons, particular attention will be paid
to the so-called Sommerfeld enhancement [270], and its interplay with the DM
phase-space modelling will be further scrutinized throughout this chapter.
The enhancement effect is quantum in its nature and stems from distortion of the wave-function of incoming particle states due to the exchange of a
mediator sufficiently light to establish a regime of long-range interactions [271,
272]. Sommerfeld enhanced cross-sections for DM particle χ that can annihilate through the mediator φ, with mχ  mφ , can be computed by solving
a non-relativistic Schrödinger equation with a potential related to long-range
forces or by resummation of ladder φ-exchanges in the diagrammatic field theory approach [273, 274]. The induced enhancement of cross-section is linearly
proportional to the absolute square of the ratio of wave functions in presence
2
and absence of the long-ranged force, i.e. S = |χ(0)/χ(∞)| where χ(∞) is the
unperturbed wave-function at spatial infinity, effectively quantifying the distortions induced by long-range interactions. In the following I will restrain myself
from making assumptions regarding the nature of the new force; however, the
coupling of Yukawa type will be used as the reference case, while the other possible interactions follow analogously. In general there is no analytical solution
for scattering in presence of the Yukawa potential, but the latter can be very
well approximated by Hulten’s potential [275, 276], for which one finds:


rel
sinh 12v
παχ ξ
παχ
!,
(4.1)
S(vrel ; ξ) =
r


2

vrel
12vrel
6vrel
6
cosh παχ ξ − cos 2π π2 ξ − π2 αχ ξ
where ξ ≡ mφ / (αχ mχ ) and the long-range force strength dictated by the coupling constant αχ . The above expression provides an enhancement of the DM
annihilation rate for small vrel and ξ, while it becomes negligible at large velocities or when mφ & αχ mχ , leading to S ≈ 1. In the case of vanishing mediator
mass, which is often referred to as the Coulomb regime due to its analogy with
the electromagnetic force, one finds:
S(vrel ; ξ  1) ≈

παχ
.
vrel

(4.2)

A different limiting behavior occurs at resonant values of ξ, where the enhancement becomes even stronger for low relative velocities. From equation (4.1) one
finds the following:

S vrel ; ξres

6
= 2 2
π n


≈

αχ2
2 n2
vrel

where n ∈ N .

(4.3)

In practice, when addressing annihilation signals coming from galactic DM,
one needs to convolute S(vrel ; ξ) with the PSDF of annihilating particles, as
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dictated by equation (1.5), where vrel = |~v1 − ~v2 | is their relative velocity. As
will be discussed in the last part of the chapter, this can lead to several orders
of magnitude larger annihilation fluxes compared to the non-enhanced case.
The possibility of enhancing annihilation signals in the non-relativistic limit
has several important phenomenological motivations. In the context of DM,
it was initially conceived as a way of boosting the annihilation rates in the
non-relativistic limit to explain the galactic positron excess, as observed by
PAMELA and later confirmed by Fermi-LAT and AMS-02 data, without significantly modifying the evolution of WIMPs in the early Universe [277]. Today,
astrophysical explanations of the positron excess are preferred due to the lack
of associated diffuse γ-ray emissions [278]. However, Sommerfeld enhancement
is still a generic prediction of many popular DM models. For example, in many
concrete realizations of Supersymmetry, it can have a significant impact on the
behaviour of DM candidates, not only affecting the late time signals, but also
the course of its decoupling from primordial plasma [279]. Analogously, one
needs to be careful to correctly account for Sommerfeld enhancement in all DM
models, where DM couples to light force mediator with attractive potential,
fulfilling the criterion ξ . 1.

4.2

DM distribution models

The expected DM annihilation signal in indirect experiments crucially depends
on DM distribution, as can be seen from equation (1.6). While in case of s-wave
annihilations only the spatial distribution is relevant, this is no longer true in
more general settings, where the annihilation cross-section times relative velocity can no longer be approximated as a constant and hence also the velocity
distribution of DM becomes important. In the past Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution was often assumed for DM, which however corresponds to the
equilibrium solution of the Boltzmann equation only for DM isothermal sphere
with ρ(r) ∝ r−2 . In recent studies, it was recognized that Eddington’s inversion
formula (2.14) is capable of providing much more accurate description of the
velocity distribution for realistic DM profiles, particularly in the central part of
galaxies. On the other hand, Eddington’s inversion still assumes fully isotropic
DM orbits, while the actual orbital anisotropy of DM within halos remains
unknown.
Following our recent publication [280], I will provide a comparison of MaxwellBoltzmann approximation of the PSDF and solutions of the Eddington’s inversion for cuspy and cored DM density distributions. Furthermore, I will also
compare the resulting velocity distributions of isotropic models with several
anisotropic generalizations of Eddington’s approach, which can provide a handle
on the effect of DM orbital anisotropy. Since the Milky Way’s dwarf spheroidal
satellites, described in greater detail in section 4.3.1, represent one of the prime
targets for indirect detection, I will mainly focus on spherical modelling which
is a reasonable approximation for these dispersion supported objects. In the
final part of the section, few implications of axisymmetric models, discussed
in section 3, will be addressed. This can be relevant in the light of claims for
γ-ray excess in the centre of Milky Way and Andromeda galaxies, where p-wave
annihilating DM could reconcile these observations with null signals from dwarf
satellites.
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Spherical systems

Numerous analyses of indirect detection signals for velocity-dependent crosssections have been preformed assuming Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution, as partially motivated by the isothermal sphere model. The latter is defined
by a constant velocity dispersion and results in Maxwellian velocity distribution at all radii. While the assumption of constant velocity dispersion is in
general too crude for modern analysis, given the wealth of observational data,
one can readjust it to a dynamical model at hand by applying the spherical
Jean’s equation for the second moment (2.16). For isotropic DM, i.e. β(r) = 0,
one can express the radially-dependent velocity dispersion for arbitrary density
distribution ρ(r) and total gravitational potential Φ(r) as:
Z ∞
dΦ
1
dr0 ρ(r0 ) 0 .
(4.4)
σ 2 (r) =
ρ(r) r
dr
The corresponding PSDF can be then written in the following form:


ρ(r)
v2
fMB (r, v) =
· exp − 2
,
2σ (r)
(2πσ 2 (r))3/2

(4.5)

where v is the modulus of the velocity. One must note, however, that such PSDF
does not represent a stationary solution of the collisionless Boltzmann equation,
so it can not describe the relaxed galactic DM. As discussed in the following,
exact equilibrium configurations for spherical systems can be obtained through
Eddington’s inversion or its generalizations, applicable to certain anisotropic
systems.
Isotropic modelling
Eddington’s inversion formula, introduced in section 2.1.1, provides a unique stationary solution of collisionless Boltzmann equation for an ergodic (i.e. spherically symmetric and isotropic) system with a given density distribution and
total gravitational potential. The resulting PSDF is a function of single integral
of motion, usually expressed as relative energy E, and can be in principle computed for any density-potential pair. However, the solution is not automatically
guaranteed to be physical; the resulting fEdd (E) has to be checked a posteriori
for positive definiteness. Additionally, it has to be monotonic in E to be a stable
solution.
In practice further complications in evaluation of fEdd (E) might arise due to
the second term in the second line of equation (2.14), which might lead to a
singularity if the derivative of dρ/dΨ does not approach 0 quickly enough in the
limit Ψ → 0. While this is generally not a concern for infinite systems, a nonvanishing derivative usually appears for finite objects. This is indeed the case
when reconstructing the phase-space distribution in Milky Way dwarf satellites
since the latter are embedded in a much stronger gravitational potential of the
host galaxy, which strips the dwarfs of any matter beyond the truncation radius
rt through tidal forces. In this case, the issue might be mitigated by adopting
a smooth truncation function for the density profile:


r < rc
1 ;
ρ(r) → ρ(r) · s(r) ; rc ≤ r < rt ,
(4.6)


0;
r > rt
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where rc is the innermost point at which the smoothing has an effect, while s(r)
must satisfy:
s(rc ) = 1,

s(rt ) = 0,

ds
dr

=1
rc

&

ds
dr

=0.

(4.7)

rt

The lowest order polynomial function satisfying these conditions is:
s(r) = 3

(rt − r)3
(rt − r)2
−2
.
2
(rt − rc )
(rt − rc )3

(4.8)

Choosing rc too close to rt might lead to non-positive definite f (E), however,
in most cases a reasonably large rc can be found to not significantly modify the
density profile, but as the same time provide a well behaved PSDF function.
Anisotropic PSDFs
Going beyond the standard lore, one should also consider spherical models which
do not rely on the assumption of isotropic DM velocity distribution. In fact,
similar approaches to Eddington’s inversion allow to reconstruct DM phasespace distributions with non-vanishing anisotropy profiles [145] and can lead to
significantly different velocity distributions, then the one found for the isotropic
model.
For spherically symmetric systems, Jean’s theorem implies that the PSDFs
can be parametrized in terms of two integrals of motion, namely the relative
energy E and the magnitude of angular momentum L, i.e. f = f (E, L). The
DM particles in such distributions follow orbits that can be either radially or
tangentially biased, determining the sign of orbital anisotropy parameter β(r),
defined in (2.17). Since the latter can not be inferred from observations, we
have very limited information regarding this quantity. N -body simulations
within the ΛCDM paradigm find only modest net departure from the isotropic
limit [281–286], with slight preference for radial orbits in the outskirts, however, this can greatly vary from galaxy to galaxy and depends on the particular
merging history of the object. There exists also the cusp slope-central anisotropy
theorem, which states that at the center of a system 2β ≤ − d ln ρ/d ln r [287],
prohibiting radially biased orbits in the center of cored systems and imposing
β ≤ 1/2 for NFW density profile. With these guidelines in mind, one can hope
to account for the systematic uncertainty entering the astrophysical J-factors
due to the unknown DM orbital anisotropy.
In the following section, radially biased anisotropy will be studied by adopting the so-called Osipkov-Meritt model [288, 289]. This choice corresponds to
a halo that is isotropic in the centre, while the DM orbits become increasingly
radial in the outskirt:
β(r) =

r2

r2
,
+ ra2

(4.9)

where ra is the anisotropy scale radius. Even in this case the PSDF still depend
on a single integral of motion, namely the variable Q ≡ E − L2 /(2ra2 ) and
consequently equation (2.10) can be inverted analogously to the Eddington’s
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case [288, 289]:
Z Q
1
d
dΨ dρQ
√
Q − Ψ dΨ
8π 2 dQ 0
"Z


Q
dΨ d2 ρQ
dρQ
1
1
√
√
=√
−
Q − Ψ dΨ2
Q − Ψ dΨ
8π 2 0

fOM (Q) = √

#
,

(4.10)

Ψ=0

where the rescaled density ρQ (r) ≡ ρ(r) · (1 + r2 /ra2 ) was introduced.
Finally, unique solutions exist also for DM particles following tangentially
biased orbits. Here the central anisotropy theorem is automatically fulfilled
for all phenomenologically motivated density profiles, and one can adopt the
simplifying assumption of constant velocity anisotropy β(r) = βc , with βc < 0.
A simple choice for such a setup is the one in which the PSDF can be factorized
as [145]:

fβc (E, L) = gβc (E, L0 ) ·

L
L0

−2βc
.

(4.11)

The procedure to invert equation (2.10) is again similar to the one of Eddington’s
formula. It becomes particularly simple for βc = −1/2, when gβc takes the
following form:
 
L0 d2 ρ
g− 12 (Ψ, L0 ) =
.
(4.12)
2π 2 dΨ2 r
Analytic solutions can be derived also for other half-integer values of βc , while
the inversion could even be performed numerically for an arbitrary constant
value using Abel integral transform (2.12). In this work we, however, focus only
on the case of βc = −1/2, since this choice proves sufficient for exploring the
trends and, at the same time, stronger deviations from the isotropic configuration seem unlikely. Indeed significant J-factor boosts are found, compared
to the isotropic case, already by considering such moderate values of orbital
anisotropy, while we explicitly checked that by going to lower values of βc one
finds even larger enhancements.
Comparison of velocity distributions
The four PSDF models listed above are all based on a given DM density profile
and its corresponding gravitational potential. Therefore, one should obviously
recover the same initial ρ(r) after applying equation (2.10). However, the differences among them can be appreciated by looking at the corresponding velocity
probability distributions:
Z
v2
P(v; r) =
dΩv fDM (r, ~v ) ,
(4.13)
ρDM (r)
where dΩv denotes the integral over the direction of the velocity vector ~v (it
reduces to a factor of 4π for isotropic PSDFs). In figure 4.1 I show P(v; r)
for the four PSDFs under assumption of the two parametric density profiles
(NFW on the left panel and Burkert on the right) at a fixed ratio of r/rs = 0.3,
chosen as representative radius, since in both cases a significant contribution
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Figure 4.1: Velocity probability distribution in sample dSph for various PSDF
models. The left (right) plot corresponds to a NFW (Burkert) DM density
profile; in both cases results are shown for r/rs = 0.3, with rs being the scale
radius. The velocities are normalized to the escape velocity vesc .

towards the total J-factor originates around this portion of the density profile,
as will be demonstrated in the following section. We can see that the standard
isotropic modelling, using Eddington’s inversion formula or Maxwell-Boltzmann
approximation, yields similar P(v; r), with the MB approach typically predicting
somewhat warmer particles. The difference gets more pronounced at smaller
r/rs , which leads to greater enhancement of J-factors for cuspy profiles, since
there the contribution towards total annihilation flux peaks at r = 0. On the
other hand, anisotropic PSDFs have distinct velocity distributions, deviating
significantly from the isotropic case for both ρ(r) considered. Osipkov-Merritt
model yields velocity distributions with more power at high velocities1 , which
can be heuristically understood by the fact that particles on radial orbits reach
their terminal velocities at the centre of the halo. On the contrary, for β(r) =
−1/2, where the orbits are circularly biased, one finds significantly colder central
velocity distribution. This can be elucidated by the fact that circular velocity
scales as vcirc ∝ r(3−γ)/2 for a density profile with the central slope γ (i.e.
ρ(r) ∝ r−γ for r  rs ) and therefore leads to diminishing tangential velocities
as r → 0 for any realistic density profiles.
The trends sketched here for single-particle velocity distributions are to some
extent representative also of the scalings with the relative velocity in particle
pairs, which is the relevant quantity when addressing J-factors in the presence
of velocity-dependent annihilation cross-sections. In the following section, we
apply our analysis to observational data of dSphs and examine the implications
of various phase-space distribution models.
1 The

secondary peak close to vesc arises in connection to the radial truncation of the profile.
A sharp peak in the plots appears when the smoothing function (4.8) is introduced, while it
would be less pronounced for (ill-defined) sharp cut-off. Due to the nature of Sommerfeld
enhancement, this truncation artefact at high velocities has, however, no sizeable impact on
the results.
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4.2.2

Axisymmetric systems

While the above discussion was centred around spherical objects, its natural to
wonder how the situation changes in the case of flatted systems, such as spiral
galaxies. This is particularly interesting in the light of γ-ray excess in the centre of Milky Way and Andromeda galaxies, which is, however, inconsistent with
observations of dSphs under the assumptions of velocity independent WIMP annihilations. To accurately predict signals from velocity-dependent annihilations
careful phase-space modelling becomes important and refined approaches, like
the HQ method discussed in chapter 3, have to be used, as can be seen from the
velocity distributions plotted in figure 4.2. The results are shown at galactocentric radius r/rs = 0.1 for spherical PSDFs and at corresponding points along R̂
and ẑ directions for the axisymmetric model (i.e. at {R = rs /10, z = 0} and
{R = 0, z = rs /10}), assuming either NFW or Burkert DM density profile and
sample baryonic setup introduced in section 3.1.2. The standard halo model
(SHM) can be seen to provide a distorted shape of the velocity distribution in
the central part of the system with respect to the other more realistic models;
for NFW case the truncation occurs relatively close to the peak of the distribution and predicts much larger abundance of high-velocity particles compared
to the other two PSDF models, while for Burkert case the peak of distribution
is shifted to significantly lower velocities, resulting in higher abundance of slow
particles. On the other hand, Eddington’s inversion and HQ method predict
much more similar velocity distributions. However, some differences are still
present, especially when considering the particles above/below the disk (i.e. at
{R = 0, z = rs /10}). There the peaks of P(v) obtained through the HQ method
are shifted to noticeably lower velocities compared to the spherical modelling,
and in the case of Burkert profile, the resulting distribution is also broader.
These differences naturally affect the predictions for velocity-dependent annihilations, which are determined by a convolution of two single-particle velocity
distribution, presented here, with the appropriate function of the relative velocity of the annihilating particles. The exact impact of the axisymmetric PSDF
modelling on the astrophysical J-factors will not be discussed further within
this thesis, leaving the precise analysis for future works.

4.3

Reassessment of J-factors and the Sommerfeld enhancement

In the previous section, differences in the single-particle velocity distributions of
various PSDF models were demonstrated. This can naturally lead to important
changes in the anticipated DM annihilation flux for velocity-dependent (σann v).
In the light of Sommerfeld enhancement, this is expected to be particularly
important in the analysis of dwarf galaxies, since they are typically associated
with low DM velocities due to their small dynamical masses. Furthermore,
recent observations allow us to constrain the DM content of these objects with
unprecedented accuracy, which, together with the rapidly improving sensitivity
of indirect DM searches, drives the need for refined modelling.
In the following, I will briefly present Milky Way’s dwarf spheroidal satellites
(dSphs) and demonstrate how Jean’s analysis, introduced in section 2.1.1, can
be used to connect the observations of stellar kinematics with the underlying
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Figure 4.2: Velocity probability distribution in sample disk galaxy for various
PSDF models. The left (right) plot corresponds to a NFW (Burkert) DM density
profile; in both cases results are shown for r/rs = 0.1 in case of spherical models
and points {R = rs /10, z = 0} and {R = 0, z = rs /10} for HQ model (denoted
as HQ (R̂) and HQ (ẑ), respectfully), with rs being the scale radius. The
velocities are normalized to the corresponding escape velocity vesc .
DM density profile. This will be followed by Bayesian inference of the DM distribution within the classical dSphs, which host a sufficiently large number of
stars for performing Jean’s analysis, using recent measurements of their stellar
line-of-sight velocity dispersion profiles. The fits will be performed for two different density profiles, namely the cuspy NFW and cored Burkert parametric
forms, while a highly general ansatz for stellar anisotropy will be used, allowing
for marginalization over this poorly constrained quantity. Once the posterior
distributions of DM density parameters are obtained, the above-described models will be used to construct the full 6D phase-space distribution of DM. This
will then allow us to derive the corresponding posterior distribution of the Jfactors, which are essential for the interpretation of indirect DM searches in
dSphs, based either on γ-ray and/or neutrino fluxes.

4.3.1

The Milky Way’s dwarf satellites

The cold DM paradigm predicts the existence of the nearly scale-invariant cosmic web, in which small structures are hierarchically embedded into larger ones.
This is indeed consistent with the observations of galaxies and galaxy clusters.
However, the sub-galactic structures have proven difficult to detect, since they
often host negligible amounts of visible matter. Classical dwarf satellites of the
Milky Way fall on the lower end of the mass spectrum at which star formation
is still possible and are, therefore, DM dominated systems, with mass-to-light
ratio typically more than an order of magnitude larger than in spiral galaxies.
Recently several ultra-faint satellites of Milky Way were discovered, which are
expected to provide even larger mass-to-light ratios. However, precise analysis
of these objects turns out to be problematic, since they host only very few stars,
making it very difficult to determine their mass and its distribution accurately.
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Therefore, we restrict our attention to the classical dwarf satellites, as they pose
as a unique laboratory for observing signatures of DM annihilations; their low
baryonic content and negligible star formation rates guarantee small contamination of the signal with backgrounds related to astrophysical processes, while
their stellar content still allows for robust determination of their mass.
In the following, I will first present the details of statistical analysis, performed on the available kinematic dataset of eight Milky Way classicals in order
to constrain the DM halo density profile in dSphs. For this purpose Bayesian
Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) approach was used along with two phenomenologically different functional forms for the DM density, namely cuspy
NFW and cored Burkert profiles, given by equations (3.32) and (3.33) respectfully, which are both parametrized by scale density ρs and scale radius rs . In
the second part of the section, posterior distributions of DM density profiles
will be used to evaluate the corresponding J-factors. The results for standard
velocity independent case, as well as for Sommerfeld enhanced annihilations,
will be presented. For velocity dependent cross-sections, special attention will
be given to different possible choices of the PSDF modelling, and novel results
for anisotropic DM configurations will be discussed.
Analysis of stellar kinematics
The moderate ellipticities and the lack of evidence in favour of tidal disruption
in the eight classical dSphs give reasonable support to the assumptions of spherical symmetry and dynamical equilibrium. This allows one to apply standard
spherical Jeans modelling, introduced in section 2.1.1, to study these objects.
Starting with equation (2.16), one can show that the formal solution for P? (r)
(where I have introduced subscript ? to distinguish quantities related to the
stellar component from the DM ones) takes the following form:
 Z x

Z ∞
β? (y)
ρ? (x)Mtot (x)
exp
2
dy
,
(4.14)
P? (r) = G
dx
x2
y
r
r
with G being the gravitational constant. At this point one can approximated total mass profile of the system with the one of DM component only, Mtot ' MDM ,
given the large mass-to-light ratio exhibited by dSphs. To make connection with
the actual measurements, namely the stellar line-of-sight (l.o.s.) velocity dispersion profiles σlos (R), equation (4.14) is projected along the l.o.s. according
to:


Z ∞
1
R2
dr2
2
√
σlos
(R) =
1 − β? (r) 2 pr ? (r) ,
(4.15)
Σ? (R) R2 r2 − R2
r
where we have introduced the surface brightness profile of the system, Σ? (R).
Note that the stellar density can be traced via an Abel transform of the surface brightness under the approximation of a constant luminosity profile for the
stars in the galaxy. Once equation (4.14) is plugged into equation (4.15), such
normalization drops out. For an adequate description of the surface brightness
profile of the classical dwarfs, we rely on the Plummer model [290, 291], characterized by the projected half-light radius R1/2 , which provides good fits to the
available photometric dataset for these objects [292]:
−2
−5/2
Σ? (R) ∝ 1 + (R/R1/2 )2
⇔ ρ? (r) ∝ 3/(4R1/2 ) 1 + (R/R1/2 )2
.
(4.16)
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In the study we included two independent sources of uncertainty lying in the
observational determination of R1/2 (which is to a very good approximation
given by R1/2 ' α1/2 D), namely the error from determination of the heliocentric
distance of the object, D, and the one from analysis of the photometric data
when determining the angular half-light distance, α1/2 . The nominal values D,
α1/2 and corresponding estimated errors ∆D, ∆α1/2 were adopted from the
compilation of ref. [293].
In order to predict l.o.s. velocity dispersion profiles, equations (4.14) and (4.15)
require the modelling of the stellar orbital anisotropy and the DM halo mass. In
an attempt to derive conservative bounds on DM halo parameters, we avoid the
use of over-simplified stellar anisotropy profiles, e.g. a spatially constant parameter [294–296]. In light of the poor indications concerning β? (r) in dSphs, both
from the side of N-body simulations [297, 298] and present observations [299],
we rather advocate a 3-parameter fiducial model of the form:
β? (r) =

β0 + β∞ (r/rβ )2
,
1 + (r/rβ )2

(4.17)

i.e. the Baes-Van Hese parametrization [300], characterized by a transition from
an inner regime governed by β0 to an outer one set by β∞ , with characteristic
scale rβ and slope ηβ = 2, which we for simplicity kept constant throughout our
analysis.
The adopted combination of stellar Plummer model, stellar velocity dispersion anisotropy in equation (4.17), and the cuspy/cored DM halo profile defined
in equations (3.32) and (3.33), fully characterize our study of dSph galactic dynamics with the spherical Jeans equation. The test-statistic we define in order
to perform our analysis on the measured stellar kinematics in MW satellites
reads as follows:

 !2 
N
Y
σ los (k) − σlos α(k)
1
1
 . (4.18)

√
 exp −
Lkin ≡
2
∆σlos (k) α(k)
2π ∆σlos (k) α(k)
k=1
The above likelihood is suitable for a binned data analysis of dSph kinematics,
as for instance previously done in [301]. For each bin k ≤ N , with angular
annulus α(k) ' R(k) /D, we can compare theory predictions, σlos α(k) , against
spectroscopic measurements, denoted here by σ los (k) ; in doing so, we also take
into account the observational uncertainty on the dataset binning, namely:
r

2 1 

2
δσlos (k) +
∆σlos (k) α(k) ≡
σlos α(k) + ∆α(k) − σlos α(k) − ∆α(k) ,
4
(4.19)
where δσlos (k) corresponds to the observational error stemming from the spectroscopic measurement of the l.o.s. velocity dispersion, while ∆α(k) stands for
the angular distance uncertainty associated with the k-th bin. Equipped with
equation (4.18), we performed a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) analysis exploiting the stellar kinematic dataset presented in [296].2 The full model
2 We are deeply grateful to M.G. Walker, who has provided us stellar l.o.s. velocity dispersions for the classical MW satellites in bins of angular annuli. We wish to refer to [296, 302]
and more specifically to [303–306] for the details on the compilation of the spectroscopic
measurements characterizing the dataset analysed in this work.
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under scrutiny by means of Bayesian inference is defined by seven parameters:
θ~ = {ρs , rs , rβ , β0 , β∞ , α1/2 , D} .

(4.20)

We explored the model parameter space restricted to the following set of ranges:

−5 ≤ ρ̃s ≡ log10 ρs /[GeV cm−3 ] ≤ 5 ,
−5 ≤

r̃s ≡ log10 (rs /[kpc])

≤ 2,

−3 ≤

r̃β ≡ log10 (rβ /[kpc])

≤ 1,

1≤
0≤

β0 /(β0 −1)

≤ 1.95 ,

β∞ /(β∞ −1)

≤ 1.95 .

b0 ≡ 2
b∞ ≡ 2

(4.21)

Non-informative (i.e. flat) prior distributions were assigned on the set of parameters {ρ̃s , r̃s , r̃β , b0 , b∞ }, according to the intervals reported in equation (4.21),
while for the heliocentric distance D and the half-light angle α1/2 Gaussian
prior with mean and standard deviation matching the corresponding observational information available, i.e. D ± ∆D and α1/2 ± ∆α1/2 , were assumed.
In light of the well-known mass-anisotropy degeneracy plaguing the spherical Jeans analysis [307–310], some comments on the ranges appearing in equation (4.21) are in order. First, we note that the adopted prior on r̃s involves a
quite conservative upper-bound in relation to the size of halos in dSph, which
are expected to be within O(10) kpc, while for what concerns the lower-bound,
smaller radii than that fall way below the resolution of data. We remained
quite agnostic also on the normalization of the DM halo, assigning a range to ρ̃s
that covers ten dex in ρs . For what regards the orbital anisotropy parameters,
by definition β? (r) ≤ 1 and the central-cusp anisotropy theorem [287] further
restricts the physical range of β0 . We also exploited the parametrization of
limiting orbital anisotropies by b0,∞ , introduced in equation (4.21), in order
to equally weight tangential-like and radial-like stellar motion, however, delimit
the description of tangential orbits to values β? 0,∞ & −25 due to numerical limitations. Finally, we found it reasonable to restrict rβ to the range essentially
probed by the stellar kinematic dataset, namely O(1) pc–O(10) kpc.
To perform our MCMC analysis, we make usage of the emcee package [232],
which implements the affine invariant algorithm of ref. [311] as the basic tool
to build up the proposal distribution for the random walk of the chains. For
each of the eight considered galaxies, we let 500 walkers evolve for 2000 steps,
starting from a neighbourhood of the best-fit point in the seven-dimensional
parameter space, collecting a total of 106 samples. We remove the first half of
them to account for the burn-in period and further check the auto-correlation
length of the parameters in order to assess convergence. As a final validation of
our numerical analysis, we test the possible appearance of multi-modal solutions,
which are challenging to sample within an ordinary MCMC sampling algorithm.
In order to do that, we repeat the full analysis of the eight objects by applying
the default nested sampling method available with the pymultinest library [312],
which implements the importance sampling algorithm proposed in ref. [313]. We
used 1000 live points subjected to the same prior distributions as discussed above
and adopted the default tolerance of 0.5 for the estimated remaining evidence as
a stopping criterion. For all the NFW and Burkert fits, we found a remarkable
agreement between the affine-invariant ensemble MCMC and the important
nested sampling analyses, resulting in nearly identical posterior distributions.
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Figure 4.3: MCMC output of the estimated parameters from NFW and Burkert
fits, respectively red and blue triangle plots, for Draco (upper panel) and Sculptor (lower panel). For each parameter, we report with dashed lines the 16-th,
50-th, 84-th percentile on the histogram of the marginalized posterior distribution. Correlations among the seven model parameters are also shown with
the corresponding 68% and 95% highest probability regions. The parameter
labels are defined as follows: ρ̃s = log10 (ρs /GeVcm−3 ), r̃x = log10 (rx /kpc) and
bx = 2βx /(βx −1) , while α1/2 and D are in units of arcmin and kpc respectively.
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Figure 4.4: Predicted l.o.s. velocity dispersion profile and related kinematic data
for Draco (upper panels) and Sculptor (lower panels) in terms of the angular
distance from the centre of the dSph galaxy. In dark (light) colour we show
respectively the 68% (95%) highest density probability region obtained assuming
a NFW (left panels) or a Burkert (right panels) halo profile when fitting the
spectroscopic measurements.
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In figure 4.3 the outcome of our Bayesian fit on Sculptor and Draco datasets
is shown, describing the underlying DM halo with the NFW (red triangle plot)
or with the Burkert (blue triangle plot) profile. We report the one-dimensional
marginalized posterior p.d.f. for each of the estimated parameters, highlighting
the 16-th, 50-th, 84-th percentiles, and their joint probability distribution with
the 68% and 95% highest probability density (h.p.d.) contours. While a strong
correlation between the DM halo parameters emerges in all our fits, we can
observe for the case of Draco and Carina that the NFW scenario is sensitive to
the physically motivated upper-limit assigned on rs . As a general trend, we find
in NFW fits a non-negligible correlation among DM halo parameters and β0,∞ ,
while for the fits with Burkert profile the correlation of the halo parameters with
the inner trend of the stellar anisotropy gets substantially milder. Heliocentric
distance and half-light angle show overall mild correlations in the bi-dimensional
joint distributions with the rest of the fitted parameters. Finally, to provide a
qualitative picture of the goodness of our fits, in figure 4.4 the 68% and 95%
h.p.d. intervals for the predicted l.o.s. velocity dispersion profile in Draco and
Sculptor are shown, together with their binned data points. As has been noted
by previous authors, see, e.g., [295, 301, 314], both cuspy and cored profiles can
provide an optimal description of the present stellar kinematics in MW classical
dwarfs, if one allows for a flexible enough stellar anisotropy profile.
Bracketing the uncertainties
The main motivation for this research project was to accurately predict the expected prompt γ-ray emission from DM annihilations in a general setting, where
the relevant cross-section can be velocity dependent. As already motivated in
the introduction, the net effect can be nicely captured in a velocity-averaged
enhancement factor:
Z
Z
1
d~v1 fDM (r, ~v1 ) d~v2 fDM (r, ~v2 )S(|~vrel |) ,
(4.22)
hS(vrel )i(r) = 2
ρDM (r)
which crucially enters the expression for generalized J-factor, as defined in equation (1.6), and simply reduces to 1 in case of velocity-independent annihilations.
The concrete scenario that was addressed applies to models in which Sommerfeld effect is present, motivated by numerous DM phenomenological models,
see e.g. [315–317], while arbitrary velocity dependence of the annihilation crosssection could be addressed in analogous manner. In this perspective, the key
feature is the strong enhancement of the annihilation cross-section for highly
non-relativistic (slow) particles that are charged under a force with light or
massless mediator. In correspondence to these three regimes a subscript nota−α
tion for the J-factors will be used, where Jα−X denotes its value in the S ∝ vrel
regime for phase-space model abbreviated by X (E for Eddington’s inversion,
MB for Maxwell-Boltzmann approximation, OM for Osipkov-Merritt model and
βc for the βDM (r) = −1/2 case). As an additional note, all of the results below
were computed for αχ = 1/100 and aperture of α = 0.5◦ in the instrument
acceptance cone ∆Ω, unless stated otherwise.
Figure 4.5 shows the dependence of J-factors on the combination of particle
physics parameters ξ. The two panels refer again to the case of Draco (left panel)
and Sculptor (right panel), while the three bands displayed are all computed
under the assumption of isotropic velocities for PSDF given by Eddington’s
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Figure 4.5: J-factor dependence on the parameter ξ ≡ mφ / (αχ mχ ); the bands
displayed correspond to the 68% highest density probability region obtained
assuming a NFW, a Burkert or a non-parametric halo profile in case of Draco
(left panel) and Sculptor (right panel).

inversion formula: they correspond to the 68% h.p.d. interval, derived from the
above statistical analysis for the NFW and Burkert parametric profiles and by
consistently propagating the errors on R1/2 and D. The same plot also contains
the results for “non-parametric” DM profile, which was obtained via Jean’s
inversion procedure under the assumption of flat stellar l.o.s. velocity dispersion
and in the limit of circular stellar orbits, β? → −∞; more details regarding the
derivation of this profile can be found in [318]. Each of the three bands in
the plots shows the three limiting regimes of the Sommerfeld effect: for large
values of ξ the standard, non-enhanced, values of J-factors are recovered. By
decreasing ξ one first encounters the resonance peaks, at which huge boost can
be obtained, up to factors of O(105 ), with the peak at the largest ξ (i.e. the one
corresponding to n = 1 in equation (4.3)) providing the largest enhancement.
By going to even lower values of ξ one enters the Coulomb limit, where the
enhancement saturates at factors of O(103 ); while the corresponding boost is
notably smaller than on the resonances, this regime requires less fine-tuning on
particle physics parameters. In the same plot, the three bands clearly exhibit
slight differences that arise among the considered density profiles. For both,
Draco and Sculptor, we see larger net enhancement for cuspy density profiles
(i.e. the NFW and reference non-parametric case), since they typically imply
deeper potential wells and therefore these halos host colder particle populations
at their centres. At the same time, the effect one finds for a given dwarf cannot
be rigidly applied to another object since details of the enhancement depend
on the preferred region in the parameter space. In general the larger the halo
concentration, the larger the flux increase: e.g., in Draco we found that the fit
in case of the NFW profile points to significantly larger rs and lower ρs than
for Sculptor, see figure 4.3, while for the Burkert profile the preferred regions in
parameter space are closer one to the other; correspondingly we find a smaller
relative boost in the NFW versus Burkert comparison for Draco, while it is
appreciably more significant for Sculptor.
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Figure 4.6: Rescaling of the velocity dependent factor hS(vrel )i in case of a
given PSDF with respect to the result obtained assuming Eddington’s inversion
formula, as a function of the radial distance r from the centre of the halo (thick
coloured curves). To illustrate where such rescalings are relevant, we also show
the normalized integrands in the formula for the J-factor, assuming the Eddington’s model and the Coulomb regime for the Sommerfeld-enhancement, when
the J-factor for an instrument pointing towards the centre of a spherical object
is rewritten in terms of an integral over r; three different instrument angular
apertures α are considered, having fixed the ratio of the object distance D to
the scale length rs to 100 (thin black lines). The upper (lower) panel assumes
an NFW (Burkert) density profile for the DM halo.
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As illustrated in the following, the choice of phase-space modelling also has
a significant impact on the extrapolated enhancements, both when considering
an approximation to the isotropic case, such as for the MB model introduced
above, and even more drastically when one allows for anisotropic velocity distributions. In figure 4.6 we consider the ratio hS(vrel )i(r)/hS(vrel )iE (r), comparing
the velocity averaged enhancement of a given PSDF to the Eddington’s case at
the radial distance r from the centre of halo. The angular and line-of-sight
integrals appearing in the definition of J-factor, see equation (1.6), when pointing towards the centre of a spherical object, can be reduced to an integral on
r, while performing the other integrals
R r analytically, as shown in the appendix
of [318]. After rewriting J as J = 0 b dr dJ/dr(r), where rb is the outer truncation radius, the appropriately normalized ratio dJ/dr over J, assuming the
Eddington’s PSDF and the Coulomb regime for the Sommerfeld-enhancement,
is plotted in figure 4.6 with thin black lines (with corresponding vertical axis
scale at the r.h.s. of the plots; note that this scale is logarithmic). The three
lines in each plot are for three different apertures α of the instrument acceptance cone ∆Ω. The curves for the NFW profile peak all at r = 0, while for the
Burkert profile the largest contribution to J shifts towards r ≈ rs ; analogous
trends, but sharper, would also appear in the resonant regime of the Sommerfeld enhancement. This check provides visual guidance to the plots, indicating
the intervals in r over which there is a significant impact on the expected annihilation flux, would a different DM velocity distribution provide a significantly
different hS(vrel )i(r). In figure 4.6 thick lines show this quantity as computed
for the MB, OM, βc PSDF over the result for the Eddington’s case (now the vertical reference scale is on the l.h.s. of the plots). From the plot one can see that,
for the NFW profile, the Maxwell-Boltzmann approximation gives a systematic
(but numerical-friendly) underestimate of the true result in the isotropic case,
since the corresponding curve is smaller than 1 at the peak of the contribution to J1 (and even more so for J2 ), while it gets marginally above 1 at large
radial distances that are, however, practically unimportant for the J-factors.
On the contrary, MB approximation performs much better for Burkert profile
and, as will be shown later, provides very accurate estimates of the J-factors
in both regimes of enhancement. Regarding the anisotropic PSDFs, one sees
that even the very small bias on circular velocity introduced by the model with
βDM (r) = −1/2, which increases the abundance of slow particles at the centre
of the systems, leads to a significant boost of J1,2−βc for both density profiles.
Finally, for what regards Osipkov-Merritt model, J1,2 tend to be smaller then in
the isotropic case, which however becomes significant only when the suppression
in hS(vrel )i(r), which is maximized at r slightly below ra , gets within the radial
range relevant for the computation of J1,2 , namely if we consider ra close to rs
for Burkert and ra . rs for NFW profile.
With the general trends delineated in figure 4.6, we can now quantify the
effect of Sommerfeld enhancement on annihilation fluxes coming from Milky
Way classical dSphs for various DM phase-space models. From the samples
obtained in the MCMC analysis described in section 4.3.1, the J-factor posterior
distributions can be computed. Note that evaluation requires the non-trivial
computational task of performing multidimensional integration for each of the
recorded MCMC steps. In order to make the demanding numerics feasible, we
resorted to the scaling relations explained in greater detail in appendix B. In
figure 4.7 we show the J-factor p.d.f. for our benchmark galaxies, Draco and
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Figure 4.7: Posterior distributions of J-factors in the three regimes of enhancement. The upper and lower figures are respectively representing the study cases
of Draco and Sculptor under the assumption of NFW (left) and Burkert (right)
DM density profiles. The histograms with coloured 68% and 95% highest density probability regions were obtained using Eddington’s inversion. Also, we
report with grey lines the posterior related to the Maxwell-Boltzmann scenario,
while with dark (purple for NFW and dark blue for Burkert) coloured lines the
Osipkov-Merritt model, while we show with light coloured lines (pink for NFW
and cyan for Burkert) the case of βDM = − 21 modelling.
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Sculptor. The foreseen trend from figure 4.6 is nicely met in our findings for
J-factors, applied to dSph kinematic data. We see significant shifts in the peak
of the distributions for the βc model, and for the MB model with NFW profile,
as well as the for OM model in the Burkert case. We also note that the width of
distributions depends on the PSDF under consideration, most clearly visible by
the increased spread for MB approximation in NFW case and OM model in the
Burkert case. On the contrary, βc model yields slightly narrower distributions,
as the enhancement effect is dominated by the centre of halo resulting in lesser
dependence on the structural parameters.
Most importantly, a summary of all the results is presented in figure 4.8.
The obtained J-factors for the eight classical dSphs in the non-enhanced (left
panel), as well as the enhanced regimes (right panel) are displayed. In the figure
68% h.p.d. intervals are shown, as extracted from the marginalized posterior
distribution, while their exact numerical values, as well as 95% h.p.d. intervals,
are given in table 4.1. In the left panel of figure 4.8, we also compare our results
in the non-enhanced regime to some recent results in the literature; the good
agreement with these — despite the several sources of differences concerning the
parametrization of the stellar surface brightness profile, of the stellar anisotropy
profile and the choice DM parametric profile, together with the prior adopted
in the corresponding MCMC studies — comes as further validation of our analysis, as well as provides an illustration of the impact which these modelling
assumptions can have. The results obtained for the non-parametric profile, derived under the assumption of circular orbits for stars, are reported in the plot
as 68% lower limits since it was shown in [318] that this DM profile could be
used to extrapolate conservative lower limit on (non-enhanced) J-factors. From
the right panel of figure 4.8 we can read off the following trends: for NFW fits
the difference between isotropic and OM model tends to be small, especially for
objects that prefer large rs (in particular, Draco and Carina), which we also
adopted as the characteristic scale for the velocity anisotropy, i.e. ra = rs , to
avoid the introduction of additional length scale that can not be constrained
by observations. On the other hand, for the Burkert profile, we find stronger
dependence on the PSDF anisotropy, which stands out in the same fashion for
all the eight objects. In this respect, the prime targets for detection among
the eight classical dSphs remain essentially the same as in the non-enhanced
case, with slight improvement for Sculptor and Sextans, which we find to have
more concentrated DM halos.3 The effect of phase-space modelling turns out
to be significant, as it is comparable to, or in some cases even exceeds, other
uncertainties in the spherical Jeans equation approach and can be summarized
as follows: when considering the Sommerfeld enhancement regimes, the OM
model may indeed induce up to ∼ 30% decrease in J-factors, compared to estimates with Eddington’s inversion formula, while βDM = −1/2 can lead up to
50% increase. The use of MB approximation implies, in general, an underestimate of the flux, particularly in the case of singular or very concentrated DM
profiles, while it is reasonably accurate for DM cores. Finally regarding the non3 Regarding the peculiar shape of J errors for Sextans assuming a NFW profile we need
2
to underline that in this case our results are actually affected by choice of the inner cut-off
radius rmin we need to introduce for numerical convergence: a significant number points in
the MCMC chain end up at rs < rmin , leading to nearly identical J-factors; this results in
central values lying right at the upper boundary of the 68% h.p.d. region, with the exception
of OM model for which the contribution around rs is suppressed.
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Figure 4.8: Left: comparison of our results for non-enhanced J-factors with
previous works. Right: results for Sommerfeld-enhanced J-factors for different
PSDF under consideration in the Coulomb regime (lower points) and resonant
regime (upper points).
parametric approach of ref. [318], 68% h.p.d. intervals are shown in the right
panel of figure 4.8, for which only the isotropic PSDF modelling was considered.
Note that these do not correspond anymore to the most conservative cases for
the extrapolated J1 and J2 , which is due to the fact that this profile is still
singular towards the centre and therefore receives a prominent gain in the expected flux from the Sommerfeld effect, compared to the cored profile. A more
general analysis would be needed to find the new conservative lower limits in
the two enhanced regimes; this is technically and numerically very challenging
and beyond the scope of this work. Another flaw of this density profile is the
fact that we cannot actually exploit the OM model to treat radially anisotropic
DM configurations since one finds positive-definite PSDF only for ra /rs & 10,
being essentially equivalent to the Eddington’s case. For this reasons we mostly
find the lowest J-factors in the enhanced regime for the Burkert profile, which
has a flatter central gravitational potential and can be eventually even further
suppressed by adopting Osipkov-Merritt’s DM orbital anisotropy. As for what
regards βc models in the context of non-parametric density profile, they are
physical and can be computed, however, would yield higher J-factor, irrelevant
for what concerns the problem of addressing conservative upper bound on the
DM pair annihilation cross-section.
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Table 4.1: J-factors with 1σ (2σ) errors for the 8 dSph with NFW and Burkert density profile.
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5. Hunt for Dark Matter
substructures
One of the characteristic predictions of the cold (i.e. heavy non-relativistic and
collisionless) DM paradigm is its hierarchical clustering. Observations, spanning
scales from several Gpc down to a fraction of Mpc, give an excellent match to
the matter power spectrum predicted within the standard cosmological model,
as can be seen from figure 1.3. However, the study of galactic DM distribution
turns out to be much more demanding, since it, on one side, requires highly
precise astronomical measurements and, on the other, dealing with non-linear
structure growth and baryonic processes. None-the-less, constraining the behaviour of DM on small scales seems a promising way of obtaining new insights
into the particle properties of DM, since many alternatives to the cold DM
hypothesis involve suppression of DM clustering on small scales, among which
most prominent examples are warm [46, 319, 320], self-interacting [321] or fuzzy
DM [62, 63]. Additionally, the study of DM through its gravitational effects has
proven to be essential, given that no undisputed detection has been achieved so
far in direct and indirect searches or particle colliders, despite decades of efforts.
At the same time, a better understanding of sub-galactic DM distribution could
help further improving the constraints on its non-gravitational interactions with
ordinary matter, either through improved DM modelling in direct detection or
discovering new prime targets for indirect searches.
Significant progress in addressing the DM clustering properties on small
scales has been recently made through strong lensing observations, sensitive to
substructures down to 108 M [67, 68]; this is expected to improve even further
in the near future with upcoming sky surveys [322, 323]. Similarly, valuable
new astrometric data opened novel opportunities for studying DM distribution
within the Milky Way. In section 3.2 a compilation of recently updated stellar
kinematics was used to constrain two sample phenomenological DM density
profiles. The latter assume smooth DM distribution over the entire galaxy,
which is, however, in disagreement with the prediction of the cold DM paradigm.
Thanks to the significant improvements in observations, new insights came from
various probes, ranging from searches for gravitationally bound groups of metalpoor stars [324–326], as was traditional done to identify dwarf satellite galaxies
and/or globular clusters, to more recently proposed techniques, such as analysis
of gaps in stellar streams left behind accreted objects [128, 129], searching for
wakes in the distribution of stars [327, 328] or detecting tidal heating of bound
structures [130].
This chapter will be devoted to a novel approach in the efforts to shed light on
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galactic DM substructure. Similarly to the techniques mentioned above, it relies
on gravitational signatures left by DM subhalos in the distribution of surrounding stars. As it was already noted in [327], subhalos with masses Msub & 107 M
should induce observable features in the phase-space distribution of galactic stellar populations. With the recent release of Gaia’s astrometric data [329], it has
become possible to search for subhalo signatures over a significant portion of
our galactic neighbourhood with unprecedented precision. Additionally, new
modern tools for reducing large and complex datasets have been developed,
which allow us to go step further than the standard likelihood analyses. For
the problem at hand perhaps the most interesting progress comes from the field
of computer vision, where highly efficient convolutional neural network (CNN)
models have been introduced, allowing for incredibly sophisticated extraction of
information from image-like data – for a review on the topic see, e.g., [330,331].
After briefly discussing the DM properties that could be addressed through the
study of DM subhalo abundance, I will explore the possibility to detect dark
substructure in the galactic stellar field through the use of CNNs. While further
research is required in order to apply it to real observations, the study of mock
datasets, presented at the end of this chapter, indicates good prospects for such
an approach.

5.1

Particle properties encoded in small scale
distribution of DM

Non-linear gravitational clustering of cold DM particles is expected to produce
self-similar structure over a vast range of scales [332, 333]. While the size of
the largest perturbations is effectively set by the Hubble scale, since superhorizon modes are protected from gravitational collapse, their minimal size is in
many models determined by the temperature of DM, establishing a scale below
which the DM is expected to “free-stream”. Furthermore, any DM structure
existing below the free-streaming length is expected to be washed out by the
thermal motion of DM particles, which would results in a sharp cut-off in the
matter power spectrum below that scale. For standard WIMPs the dynamics of
thermal decoupling typically implies existence of DM subhalo with masses well
below Msub = 10−4 M [334, 335], which is much smaller then the foreseeable
accuracy of astronomical measurements. On the other hand, in models of hot
DM, which is assumed to decouple ultra-relativistic and became non-relativistic
only in the matter-dominated era, the free-streaming length can be estimated
as [336]:


keV
−1/3
,
(5.1)
λFS ≈ 36 kpc · gd
mχ
where gd is the number of relativistic degrees of freedom at the time of decoupling. While hot DM has already been ruled out, warm DM, which decoupled
relativistic and became non-relativistic soon thereafter, is still in agreement with
observations. While the latter requires more careful treatment in order to obtain the corresponding λFS , the effect on structure formation is analogous to the
one of hot DM and typically leads to the suppression of matter power spectrum
below the scales ranging from several to a fraction of kpc. These estimates are,
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however, valid only for thermally produced DM. On the contrary, in the case
of non-thermally produced light bosons, the formation of condensates generally
allows them to be consistent with cold DM predictions even at much lower DM
masses. As already mentioned in the introduction, this changes for mχ . 10−22
eV, where the quantum effects start dominating the behaviour on kpc scales.
The minimal possible clustering size for such ultra-light bosons can be estimated
to lie around the corresponding de-Brogli wave-length, give by equation (1.4).
Additionally, the small scale properties of DM clustering could also be affected
by elastic scatterings within the dark sector. In particular, such self-interactions
could lead the central part of DM halos, which reach sufficiently large densities,
to form isothermal cores. In this work, I will avoid addressing the vast range of
concrete scenarios that could be realized in nature – a comprehensive approach
for mapping different classes of particle physics models into the corresponding
matter power spectrum has, for example, been formulated within the framework
of Effective Theory of Structure Formation (ETHOS) [337].

Besides the microphysics of DM, the small scale matter power spectrum also
crucially depends on the resilience of substructure against tidal disruption and
violent baryonic processes, which are both expected to dominate the subhalo
abundance in the central parts of galaxies. Dedicated high-resolution numerical
simulations suggest that cuspy DM subhalos can survive tidal shocks caused
by the gravitational potential of host halo and/or baryonic disks [175, 179, 338],
even though they lose the majority of their mass during the successive crossings
of the perihelion. The predicted mass and number densities of DM subhalos in
the Milky Way for a recently suggested model [169], assuming cold DM with
minimum halo mass Msub = 10−4 M , is shown in figure 5.1, for two extreme
cases of tidal disruption efficiencies (the latter is defined as the ratio between
the corresponding tidal and scale radius,  = rt /rs , at which the object is
considered as disrupted; “fragile subhalos” are defined to be disrupted when
 ≤ 1, while “resilient subhalos” are defined to survive until  ≤ 0.01). On the
contrary, cored DM subhalos tend to be disrupted much more easily and their
abundance in Milky Way-like galaxies is expected to be strongly suppressed
within the galactocentric distance of D ∼ 10 − 20 kpc – see, e.g., [178, 180, 339],
where unresolved central structure effectively makes the subhalos behave as
cored [179, 338]. Consequently, the detection of sub-galactic DM structures
would be a strong indicator in favour of cold DM hypothesis, casting doubt on a
wide range of alternative candidates, ranging from sterile neutrinos, ultra-light
bosons to self-interacting DM models, which all predict DM cores. Furthermore,
potential newly discovered nearby subhalos could serve as excellent indirect
detection targets due to their proximity and weak gravitational field, harbouring
minimal amounts of baryonic contaminants. Detection of nearby DM subhalos
could also provide essential corrections to the models of local DM distribution,
used in the interpretation of direct detection experiments, implying larger local
DM density and modifications in its velocity distribution.
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Figure 5.1: The predicted mass (left plot) and number (right plot) densities of
subhalos as a function of galactocentric radius, assuming cold DM with minimum mass of subhalos Msub = 10−4 M and two different mass function indices.
The full line corresponds to subhalos, which are highly resilient to tidal disruption effects (defined as bound until tidal radius reaches 1/100 of their scale
radius), while the dashed line shows the result for halos fragile subhalos (considered disrupted when the tidal radius becomes equal to halo’s scale radius).
The results are taken from [169]
.

5.2

A look at the galactic stellar field through
computer vision

Recent Gaia’s second data release (DR2) allows for unprecedented precision in
the study of Milky Way’s stellar field. The improvements over previous catalogues are two-fold: primarily, it provides the largest dataset ever compiled,
covering several millions of stars in our galactic neighbourhood, and secondly,
it provides the most accurate global measurements of stellar positions and parallaxes, typically reducing the uncertainty by order of magnitude compared to
older surveys. Gaia-era data, therefore, grants us a new window into the details
of dynamics and evolution of our galaxy.
While the importance of the Gaia mission for astrophysics has been well
recognized, its possible implications for the studies of DM have received lesser
attention. Interesting claims have been made in the context of Milky Way formation, by identifying several populations of stars that were most probably
accreted through past mergers. Based on numerical simulations, it was argued
that these stars should exhibit similar kinematic properties as the DM that was
accreted along with them [191,192]. Apart from this, several attempts have been
made to asses the amount of DM subhalos through the study of tidal streams of
globular clusters [340, 341], however, such approaches had limited results, since
they are sensitive only to relatively small volume around the stream and perturbations similar to the ones sourced by DM subhalos could be produced by
various other galactic structures. In this section, I will explore the possibility of
inferring information about DM substructure by means of full 6D stellar phase-
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space measurements. Such possibility was previously considered by Buschmann
et al. [328]. However, their proposed analysis relies on the assumptions that
DM subhalos have a cored Plummer density profile and that the surrounding
stellar field is homogeneous with isotropic Gaussian velocity distribution, which
are very restraining approximations. Instead, the approach advocated here is
applicable to the number density and velocity distributions as measured by Gaia
satellite, as well as an arbitrary DM density distribution within the subhalos.
Furthermore, in contrast with the work of Buschmann et al., which relied on
likelihood-based analysis of the data, I will instead make use of the state-of-theart computer vision tools, which allow for highly accurate extraction of features
from extensive datasets at a relatively small computational cost. In particular, the ability of deep CNNs to recognize the characteristic subhalo-induced
patterns in spatial and velocity distributions of stars will be explored. As it
is typically the case in virtually all practical applications of machine learning,
the success crucially depends on the quality of training data. Since the results
presented here are only the first step in the exploration of possibilities that
CNNs offer in this particular context, a simplified problem will be addressed,
where additional perturbations of the stellar field due to, e.g., globular clusters
or giant molecular clouds will be neglected. Furthermore, only homogeneous
stellar field with Gaussian velocity distribution will be considered, however, a
generalization to an arbitrary stellar distribution can be easily achieved.
In the following, I will first discuss the feasibility of detecting small perturbations in stellar kinematics sourced by DM substructures. This will be followed
by a discussion of the algorithm for generating the mock realizations of the stellar catalogue in presence/absence of DM subhalos, which will serve as training
data for the CNN. This will be followed by details regarding the implementations of a simple classifier network, designed to detect the number of subhalos
in a specific mass range within a sample dataset. Finally, an empirical criterion
for the detectability of substructure with CNN will be proposed, estimating the
smallest DM subhalo mass that can be found in a stellar field with a given
number density and velocity dispersion.

5.2.1

Detectability of subhalos

The existence of DM, and our present knowledge about it, was inferred from
various observations that are sensitive to its gravitational influences, while its
coupling to other forces remains elusive. Therefore, exploring the possibilities
of detecting perturbations induced by DM substructure in the galactic stellar
field seems a promising way of learning new insights into the nature of DM
particles. There is a number of factors that determine whether such signatures
can actually be found in observational data. Evidently, the mass of the subhalo
plays a crucial role, since it is directly proportional to the force exerted on
surrounding stars. However, stellar number density and kinematic properties
are also important, as they determine the sample size and noise level for studying
the perturbations. Finally, when addressing real observations, one needs to take
into account also measurement errors, which make convincing detections even
more difficult.
To get an estimate of the gravitational perturbation caused by a DM subhalo,
one can simply compute the variation in stellar kinetic energy in the vicinity of
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a compact clump with mass Msub :
GMsub
−1
−1
with
∆r−1 = rmin
− rmax
,
(5.2)
∆r
where rmin and rmax are the minimal and maximal distance of the considered
star to the centre of subhalo, while G is the gravitational constant. To detect
the perturbation of size δT the signal must be at least of the same order as
the noise. Given a stellar population with velocity dispersion σ? and typical
measurement error δv? , one can estimate the uncertainty in kinetic energy:
δT =

δT ∼ σ? · δv? .

(5.3)

Since the velocities of individual stars are just random samples from their overall
probability distribution, not much can be learned from the trajectories of single
star. Observations become useful only when nearby stars are binned together
and local variations of kinematic properties are studied. This, however, induces
additional shot noise due to extracting average quantities from a finite sample.
For a Gaussian distribution, one can show that the variance in inferred velocity
dispersion equals to:
2σ?4
,
(5.4)
Nb − 1
where Nb is the number of stars in a given bin. Therefore, by demanding that
the signal is of the same order as the combined noise of measurement errors and
binning in volume elements with characteristic length δr, one obtains:
r
2
GMsub
2
∼ σ? · δv? + σ? ·
,
(5.5)
δr
Nb − 1
r


σ? · δr
2
⇒ M̂sub ∼
δv? + σ?
.
(5.6)
G
Nb − 1
Var(σ? ) =

The above expression provides an order-of-magnitude estimate for the minimum
subhalo mass, M̂min , that could be detected in a particular catalogue of stars.
Furthermore, from the above expression one can also obtain an estimate for
the optimal bin size δr in the corresponding stellar field with average mapped
number density n? :

2/3
σ?
δr ∼ √
,
(5.7)
2n? δv?
where the number of stars per bin in equation (5.6) was approximated by Nb ≈
n? · δr3 . Note that for successful application of the suggested method δr must
be smaller then extent of the mapped stellar field. Gaia’s second data release
provides us with accurate 6D phase-space measurements for several million stars
within a radius of nearly 10 kpc from Earth, which amounts to average stellar
density n? ∼ 103 kpc−3 , with the accuracy of velocity measurements δv? ∼ 5
km/s, while the typical velocity dispersion of galactic stars is in the range of
σ? ∼ 50 km/s. This implies:

2/3 
−2/3 
−1/3
σ?
δv?
n?
δr ∼ 0.4 kpc ·
,
(5.8)
50 km/s
5 km/s
103 kpc−3

5/3 
−1/3 
1/3
σ?
n?
δv?
.
(5.9)
M̂min ∼ 107 M ·
50 km/s
5 km/s
103 kpc−3
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As can be seen from the above estimates, there is good hope to detect DM
subhalos with masses down to 107 M through the high quality data that has
recently became available. Successful detection of a single subhalo in this mass
range could rule out many alternatives to the cold DM hypothesis, while the
absence of compelling signals would be harder to interpret due to large uncertainties in the expected abundance of subhalos and their distribution within the
Milky Way. Fortunately, significant improvements in the coverage and accuracy
of observations are expected with the future Gaia data releases [342], but also
upon combining their results with other surveys such as the ones planned for
LSST [323,343] and other large telescopes [69], increasing the probability to encounter a subhalo with Msub & M̂sub in the mapped stellar field. On the other
hand, from equation (5.9) one can see that the smallest detectable subhalo mass
strongly depends on the σ? and hence studying cold stellar populations, such as
α-rich disk stars, could lead to significantly lower M̂sub . However, this comes at
the cost of reducing the probed region of the galaxy and hence lower probability
to find a subhalo in the considered volume, while the corresponding decrease in
the number of tracer stars with respect to the entire catalogue should have a
sub-dominant effect due to the weak (inverse cubic root) dependence of M̂sub
on n? .

5.2.2

Generation of mock data

The Gaia mission provides stellar positions, parallaxes and proper motions for
several hundred millions of stars. However, to pursue our goal, the full 6D
phase-space information of the stellar field is needed. The latter is unfortunately available only for a subset of stars, for which also the radial velocities are
determined. This amounts to roughly 7 million objects, most of which lie within
10 kpc of Earth. There are several publicly available catalogues, e.g. the official
Gaia DR2 online archive 1 , a catalogue with computed galactocentric distances
and velocities in the standard galactic coordinates, compiled by Marchetti et
al. [344], or the one by Sanders et al. [345], which combines Gaia DR2 astrometry and spectroscopic measurements of APOGEE, GALAH, LAMOST, RAVE
and SEGUE.
In order to produce mock stellar field, which contains dark subhalos with
known abundance and properties, there are several possible approaches. Buschmann
et al. [328] derived an equilibrium distribution function for stars in the vicinity
of a DM subhalo with Plummer density profile. However, their solution assumes
homogeneously distributed stars with isotropic Gaussian velocity distribution.
For the task at hand, I will make use of a different approach, in which the distribution of stars can be similar to the one inferred from observations. Such
mock dataset can be constructed by dividing the observed volume of the galaxy
in bins, where each of them is populated with stars following some given net
properties, namely the number density and velocity distribution, at the corresponding location. These can be inferred from the observations, however,
they need to be averaged over scales much larger than the expected size of DM
perturbation, in order to avoid including unknown structures in the synthetic
stellar field. In practice, this can be achieved by binning the mapped stars in
relatively large spatial bins and then smoothly interpolating the number den1 https://gea.esac.esa.int/archive/
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sity and moments of velocity distribution over the finer grid that is used for
constructing the mock dataset. Such smoothed stellar field then needs to be endowed by DM substructure and its phase-space distribution updated according
to the gravitational effects of the inserted subhalos. This can be done in the following steps: first one picks the subhalo position, ~rsub , velocity, ~vsub and mass,
Msub , which allows one to determine the characteristic radius, rg , at which the
gravitational potential of the subhalo is comparable to the typical uncertainty
in stellar velocity. Making use of the relation (5.5), one can define:
rg ≡
σ?



GMsub
,
q
δv? + σ? Nb2−1

(5.10)

which is to be used for determining whether a given star at position ~r? is considered as perturbed or the gravitational effects of the subhalo can be neglected.
While such criterion guarantees that the change in stellar kinetic energy is below
the typical measurement error, one could worry that there is a non-negligible
effect on the direction of its velocity, if the star passed sufficiently close to the
subhalo in the past. The probability for such a close encounter, however, falls of
as (~r? − ~rsub )−2 and can also be safely neglected. On the other hand, stars that
are within the characteristic radius (i.e. |~r? − ~rsub | < rg ) receive non-negligible
correction, which can be computed according to the standard results for scattering in a central potential. For each such stars first the elapsed time, t0 , and
the corresponding position, ~r0,? , since entering the radius of influence of the
subhalo is determined:
|~rrel + t0 · ~vrel | = rg

where

~rrel = ~r? − ~rsub and ~vrel = ~v? − ~vsub

⇒ ~r0,? = ~r? − t0 · ~v? ,
q

1 
2 (r 2 − r 2 ) .
t0 = 2 ~rrel · ~vrel ± (~rrel · ~vrel )2 + vrel
g
rel
vrel

(5.11)
(5.12)

From the point ~r0,? one can then compute the stellar trajectory under the influence of an arbitrary gravitational potential Φ(r). The problem can be simplified
by moving to the scattering plane, where the trajectory becomes two dimensional and can be described in terms of the azimuthal angle φ and time t as a
function of radial distance r (i.e. distance from the center of the potential) [346]:
Z r
dx
p
φ(r) = b
,
(5.13)
2 1 − b2 /x2 + Ψ(x)
x
rmin
Z r
1
dx
p
t(r) =
,
(5.14)
|~v? − ~vs | rmin 1 − b2 /x2 + Ψ(x)

where b = |~r0,? × ~vrel | / |~vrel | and rmin

s


2
2
b vrel
GMsub 
=
1+
− 1
2
vrel
GMsub

are the impact parameter and the distance of closest approach, respectively. By
evaluating this solutions for the elapsed time since entering in the gravitational
range, rg , and mapping it back to the galactic coordinate frame, one can then
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determine the actual position and velocity of each perturbed star. For a Keplerian potential (i.e. subhalos approximated by a point-mass) the above integrals
admit an analytical solution, while the modified stellar positions and velocities
can be obtained numerically for an arbitrary spherical gravitational potential.
Additionally, this procedure of synthesizing the Milky Way stellar field is relatively robust against the inhomogeneities in fiducial distribution, provided that
they correspond to scales sufficiently larger then rg . Furthermore, it is also
capable of accounting for spacial dependence of the stellar velocity distribution,
which does not need to be Gaussian nor isotropic. Note that none of these
features are possible in the analytical approach developed by Buschmann et
al. [328]. In the following, however, the simplified case of homogeneous stellar field with Gaussian velocity distribution will be considered for the sake of
comparing the generated datasets to the analytical solution. An example of
the produced dataset is presented in figure 5.2, along with predictions of the
analytical model.
Search for DM subhalo signatures using CNN
Identifying gravitational perturbations induced by DM subhalos traversing the
stellar field turns out to be a rather complicated task. The observations, as well
as faithful mocks, form a 6D phase-space populated with millions of individual
stars. There are several possible approaches for detecting subtle patterns in
such datasets. In astronomy, the wavelet transform was probably one of the
most extensively used techniques and represents the standard tool for identifying globular clusters and dwarf satellite galaxies from photometric images,
see, e.g., [347–349], however, as such is sensitive only to stellar number density.
Another possibility are algorithms designed to detect clusters in the higherdimensional parameter spaces, e.g., Gaussian mixture models or their refined
variations such as extreme deconvolution [350]. On the other hand, modern
techniques of machine learning have recently lead to major advances in the
analysis of such high-dimensional datasets. For the task at hand, CNNs are
particularly convenient as they are highly efficient for detecting characteristic
features in noisy input data and exhibit translational invariance (for recent reviews see, e.g., [330, 331]). Furthermore, the machine learning algorithms use
training data to teach themselves what are the relevant patterns, while in case
of the wavelet transform or Gaussian mixture models additional manual input
and/or further assumptions are often required.
The CNN used in this study is constructed in such a way that it takes stellar
number density distribution and first two moments of the velocity distribution
as its input and returns the probabilities for a given dataset to contain a certain number of subhalos. Since not more then a few detectable DM clumps are
expected within the portion of galaxy mapped by Gaia, one can use a classifier
network, where each output class corresponds to a fixed number of subhalos
contained in the given volume. The input data, therefore, comprises of seven
3D grids, which can be from the machine learning perspective interpreted as
images, and correspond to spatially binned information regarding the stellar
number density, as well as average velocities and velocity dispersions along the
three coordinate axes. These seven grids are referred to as channels, since in
the conventional application of CNNs to images they represent different colour
channels of the image. An especially useful feature of CNNs is the fact that
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Layer
Conv3D
BatchNormalization
Dropout
MaxPooling
Conv3D
BatchNormalization
Dropout
MaxPooling
Flatten
Dense
Dense
Dense

Output shape
(20,20,20,32)
(20,20,20,32)
(20,20,20,32)
(10,10,10,64)
(8,8,8,32)
(4,4,4,32)
(20,20,20,32)
(4,4,4,32)
64
64
32
3

Number of parameters
6080
80
0
0
27680
16
0
0
0
131136
2080
99

Table 5.1: Simple CNN used for classifying the amount of DM subhalos in a
give stellar field. The expected inputs are seven 22 × 22 × 22 grids, containing the spacial information regarding the stellar number density and the three
components of the first two moments of the velocity distribution. In total the
model has 167091 trainable parameters.

they simultaneously cross-correlate the signals at a given spatial position in the
image across all the channels, which results in surprisingly high sensitivity for
the characteristic patterns exhibited by the stellar field perturbed by the DM
subhalos. Furthermore, the translational invariance of CNNs greatly reduces
the number of required training samples, since the spatial position of signals
becomes irrelevant, and the network is automatically capable of recognizing it
anywhere within the grid. Besides just extracting the number of dark subhalos
in a given dataset, there is good hope to transform the described neural network
from a classifier into a regression model, able of quantifying the mass of perturber, as well as its location and velocity. In this preliminary study I, however,
consider only the simpler case of classification network, since regression models
can be constructed only for a known fixed number of embedded subhalos and
would, therefore, serve as second step in the analysis of data.
The above network was constructed through Python implementation of Keras
library [351]. It uses 3D convolutional layers, each followed by batch normalization, drop-out and max-pooling layer, which then connect to final dense layers.
Each convolutional layer contains a number of filters, which are trained to produce positive signals when convoluted with the part of the stellar field that
contains the sought-after pattern. By stacking multiple convolution layers, one
increases the robustness and the range of features that can be learned. The subsequent normalization and drop-out layers are used to assure effective training,
while the max-pooling is used to reduce the amount of data passing through
each step of convolution. The latter is necessary in order to end up with a
manageable amount of weights in the dense layers, which are responsible for
final classification of the inputs. Precise summary of the network layout is presented in table 5.1. For training of the network Keras implementation ADAM
optimizer with learning rate lr = 10−4 was used, along with the categorical
cross-entropy metric. 20% of the input samples served as a validation set, while
the rest 80% was used for training.
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5.2.3

Results

Addressing the actual stellar field, as mapped by Gaia satellite, is a complex
task. Besides non-trivial, position-dependent, phase-space distribution of stars,
the data contains numerous features which are not sourced by DM substructure,
such as spiral arms, globular clusters, giant molecular clouds, etc. Therefore,
in the first step of applying computer vision for detecting DM subhalos, I will
focus on a simplified case, assuming homogeneous stellar field with Gaussian velocity distribution and neglect the possibility of non-DM induced perturbations.
Relaxing these assumptions naturally requires much more careful generation of
training data, but also makes the extraction of DM signatures more difficult.
However, the perturbations induced by DM substructure are fortunately rather
unique and can not be easily mimicked by any other galactic structure or perturber, due to the expected spheroidal morphology and high central density of
the surviving DM subhalos. In principle, this makes it possible for the CNNs
to distinguish them even in presences of other phase-space features over the
scales of interest, but to obtain quantitative results for such realistic datasets
further improvements in the generation of mock stellar fields will be needed.
In the simplified setting used here, each dataset can be characterized by the
number of embedded subhalos, their masses and velocities, and additionally the
stellar number density and velocity dispersions along with the three spatial directions. A sample realization of the stellar field with a single DM subhalo with
Msub = 107 M , moving in positive x̂ direction with |~vsub | = 100 km/s through
stellar field with n? = 103 kpc−3 and σ?,x = σ?,y = σ?,z = 10 km/s, is shown in
figure 5.3. As can be seen, the features induced by the presence of DM subhalo
are very subtle and nearly impossible to spot by eye.
To test the efficiency of CNNs in extracting the number of subhalos in a
given stellar field, I first generated 32000 training samples, which contained
between 0 and 2 point-mass subhalos with Ms = 107 M and velocity drawn
from isotropic Gaussian distribution with σsub = 50 km/s. The stars were then
binned in 22 bins per spatial dimension and corresponding 3D maps of number
density and velocity moments were created. Finally, the obtained maps were
used to train the CNN, which typically took about 20 epochs (i.e. iterations
through the entire set of maps). The network’s loss function and accuracy versus the number of training epochs are shown in figure 5.4. Once the training of
network converged, I used it to extract the number of subhalos from a collection of independent stellar field realization, which was not used in the training
procedure, serving as a test dataset. The network reached an accuracy of more
than 99.9%, miss-classifying one sample out of several thousand.
With decreasing Msub , it becomes increasingly difficult to detect the signatures of substructure, since both, the magnitude of perturbations and effected
number of stars, decrease. However, after repeating the training procedure
with stellar fields containing subhalos with Msub = 5 · 106 M the network
reached only slightly worse accuracy of 99.8%. Similar results were found for
Msub = 3 · 106 M , while the network failed to train when Msub . 2 · 106 M .
The efficiency of CNNs to recognize substructure of a given mass is nicely captured in receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves, measuring the rate of
correct classification versus the rate of false classifications as the threshold value
of signal needed for assigning it to a certain category is being varied. They are
shown in figure 5.5 for networks trained with datasets containing aforementioned
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mono-chromatic subhalo masses, as well as a network trained on dataset with
uniformly distributed subhalo masses in the range Msub ∈ [3 · 106 , 107 ] M ,
which is a step closer to the realistic setting, since galactic DM substructures
are expected to vary in mass. As can be seen from the plot, CNN performed
well in all the cases where Msub ≥ 3 · 106 M , yielding the worst performance
for datasets with varying subhalo masses, but still reaching decent accuracy of
97.1%. Interestingly enough, the network was not able to train on datasets with
Msub < 3 · 106 M and exhibited a behaviour reminiscent of a phase-transition,
reaching precision better than 97% above the threshold value of Msub and failed
to train below it.
To further explore the dependence of subhalo detection efficiency on the
Msub , but also stellar parameters, I trained CNNs for several combinations of
Msub /σ?2 , characterizing the strength of the signal, and n? , determining noisiness
of the data. Results are shown in figure 5.6, where the green crosses mark
parameter values at which network trained successfully, reaching accuracy above
95%, and red crosses where it failed, resulting in accuracy ∼ 33%, which equals
to random guessing between the three possible answers regarding the number
of contained subhalos. In the same plot also the sensitivity threshold estimate
from equation (5.5) is shown, where δv? was set to 0 since the mock datasets did
not include measurement uncertainties in the stellar velocities. As can be seen
from the figure 5.6, the derived estimate leads to better expected sensitivity
then the one found in practice, which implies that the perturbations in stellar
distribution need to be somewhat larger then the shot noise induced by binning
of the stars, in order for the CNN do detect them. At intermediate values of
GMsub /σ?2 ∼ 0.2, for which the δr that was used for binning the stellar field is
near the optimal choice, a correction factor of less then 2 is needed, however,
the discrepancy gets more sever at larger and smaller values of GMsub /σ?2 . This
could be perhaps mitigated by choosing more appropriate δr, but that would
also imply changing either the sizes of network layers or the considered stellar
field volume.
Finally, also the case of anisotropic stellar velocity distributions was explored
by setting different velocity dispersions along the three spatial directions. In this
case, I found that the sensitivity mostly depends on the smallest velocity dispersion component, denoted by σ?,3 , yielding only slightly worse accuracy than
in isotropic setting with similar velocity dispersion along all three spatial components, i.e. σ? ∼ σ?,3 . This result is particularly important for the application
of the discussed technique to real data, as it tells us that it is probably best to
look for the perturbations in thin disk stars (or more accurately speaking, the
α-rich population), which are typically characterized by small velocity dispersion in the direction perpendicular to the galactic disk, allowing for detection
of smaller Msub then through thick disk and/or halo stars.
In summary, the results presented here show good prospects for detecting
dark subhalos with Msub & 107 M through the gravitational imprints they
leave in the distribution of surrounding stars using CNNs. Astrometric data of
adequate quality for such analyses has only recently become available, however,
in the near future even more extensive and accurate catalogues are expected
to be released. This opens a new window into the distribution of DM on the
sub-galactic scales, which could contain valuable hints for the particle nature of
DM. For detection of the smallest DM clumps, the cold stellar populations (i.e.
the ones with small velocity dispersion), such as the galactic α-rich stars, are
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particularly important, since they offer the best signal-to-noise ratio. On the
other hand, before addressing the real data, still significant improvements are
needed in the generation of mock stellar catalogues to include possible features,
which are not directly sourced by DM substructure. Furthermore, improvements
are also possible on the side of the deployed neural network models. In future
research, it would also be interesting to explore the possibilities of applying
regression CNNs for extracting the mass, location and velocity of a given subhalo
or directly inferring quantities related to the DM mass function on sub-galactic
scales.
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Figure 5.2: Stellar number density perturbation (hδn? /n? i) and average velocities perpendicular (hvy i) and parallel (hvx i) to the subhalo’s movement direction.
In the plots on left hand side, generated according to the procedure described
section 5.2.2, DM subhalo is assumed to have a mass of Msub = 5 · 107 M
and |~vsub | = 100 km/s along x̂ direction, while for stars n? = 104 kpc−3 and
σx = σy = σz = 30 km/s were chosen. On the right hand side the results
obtained by Buschmann et al. [328] using the analytical expression are shown,
with the difference that Msub = 2 · 107 M and |~vsub | = 200
√ km/s was assumed,
along with n? = 5 · 103 kpc−3 and σx = σy = σz = 100/ 2. Larger Msub , n?
and lower σ? were chosen in generated stellar maps to emphasize the features,
since these contain shot noise due to the binning procedure, which makes its
harder to observe the characteristic patterns by eye. The green dashed circle
(and dot in the left hand side plot) only serve as a guidance for the location of
the subhalo, whose center lies at x = 0 and y = 0.
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Figure 5.3: Bin-averaged stellar number density and first two moments of their
velocity distribution obtained from a mock catalog with a single DM subhalo of
Msub = 107 M , moving in the positive x̂ direction with 100 km/s. The fiducial
values of stellar parameters are n? = 103 kpc−3 and σ? = 10 km/s, while green
circle marks the subhalos range of influence, rg .
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Figure 5.4: CNN accuracy and normalized loss function for training (solid lines)
and validation (dashed lines) datasets as a function of elapsed training epochs.
The above results were obtained for homogeneous isotropic stellar field with
nsub ∈ [0, 2] point-masses of Msub = 107 M and stellar field with n? = 103
kpc−3 and σ? = 10 km/s.
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Figure 5.5: ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curves for CNNs trained
on datasets with different subhalo masses Msub , but same fiducial stellar field
parameters, namely n? = 103 kpc−3 and σ? = 10 km/s.
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Figure 5.6: The ability of CNN to successfully train at given point in the subhalo
mass over stellar velocity dispersion, GMsub /σ?2 , versus stellar number density,
n? , plane. Green crosses mark the points where network successfully trained
and reach accuracy above 95%, while red crosses mark the points where network
failed to train, resulting in accuracy ∼ 33%. The red region marks the part of
parameter space, where the CNN approach is expected to fail, while the black
line denotes
√ the sensitivity threshold estimate from equation (5.5), assuming
δv?  σ? / Nb .
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6. Closing remarks
The endeavour of understanding and successfully detecting DM remains a bustling
field of research. In this thesis I provide several novel results regarding the DM
phase-space distributions within galaxies and explore their impacts on the direct and indirect searches. Such refined analyses are particularly welcome in the
light of latest astronomical observations, which allows us to asses the dynamics
within galaxies with unprecedented precision, but also needed for the legitimate
exclusion of relevant parameter space in various particle physics models.
In chapter 3 a sophisticated method for modelling equilibrium phase-space
distribution functions in axisymmetric systems was invoked and for the first
time applied to the DM component of spiral galaxies. The differences between
axisymmetric method and previous approaches, relying on spherical symmetry,
were carefully examined, along with additional features that can be consistently
included in the refined approach, such as flattening of the DM halo and its rotation. Significant deviations were found on the level of the velocity distribution
of DM particles, even when keeping the same density profile in all of the considered models, which are most notable in the central parts of systems, where
the impact of flattened stellar disk is the largest. Furthermore, I also briefly
presented possible ways how to extend the equilibrium modelling, which tacitly
assumes smooth DM halo, to more realistic setups, where also DM substructure and non-thermalized DM component accreted with recent mergers can be
included. The axisymmetric modelling of DM was then applied to Milky Way
through a careful mass decomposition of our galaxy, taking into account most
recent measurements of circular velocity and vertical motion of stars. An important advantage of this approach, with respect to the traditional modelling,
is the fact that phase-space distribution of DM encodes all the information regarding the system, correlating the local DM density with velocity distribution
and corresponding escape velocity, which were previously often treated as independent. Finally, the obtained PSDFs for two phenomenologically motivated
DM density profiles, namely the cuspy NFW and cored Burkert, were used to
investigate their impact on the interpretation of direct detection experiments.
Additionally, the universal astrophysical factors entering the analysis were computed and made available for the convenience of future analyses. As it was
shown for the case of detectors based on liquefied Xenon, the refined approach
can lead to significantly weaker bounds on the DM-nucleon cross-sections at
low (sub-GeV) DM masses, where the difference can be larger then an order of
magnitude, while it reduces to a factor of a few for larger DM masses. Furthermore, also the impact on annual modulation of the recoil rates was explored,
where different models were shown to induce notable changes in the amplitude
of signal modulation.
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Subsequently, in chapter 4, the prospects of indirect detection of DM through
its annihilation products was discussed. In particular, I focused on classical
dwarf satellites of the Milky Way, which provide one of the most promising
and robust targets for indirect searches in the γ-ray band. While most of the
existing studies were performed under the assumption of velocity independent
hσann vi, the analysis presented in this work was done for a general setting,
where non-trivial dependences on the relative velocity of annihilating particles
can be included. Special attention was paid to the Sommerfeld enhancement
of the perturbative cross-section, which generically arises in the non-relativistic
limit of models where DM annihilates through a light force mediator. Similarly,
as in the case of Milky Way, recent measurements of stellar kinematics were
used to constrain the distribution of DM within the dwarf satellites, which
was then utilised to construct phase-space models needed for computing the
astrophysical factors entering the predictions for DM annihilation fluxes. A
good match with previous works was obtained for the velocity independent
annihilations, while novel results were presented for the case of Sommerfeld
enhancement. It was shown that the DM velocity anisotropy, which is entirely
unconstrained by observations, can have a significant impact on the expected
signals and induces uncertainties, which are of the same magnitude as the ones
stemming from observations of stellar velocity dispersion, leading to uncertainty
in the amount of DM within these objects. On the other hand, the ordering
of prime targets for detection remains the same as in the non-enhanced case,
however, the expected signals are significantly enhanced, namely by three orders
of magnitude in the Coulomb regime and up to five orders of magnitude for
resonant values of particle physics parameters.
Finally, in chapter 5 I discussed an alternative approach to gain new insights
into the nature of DM through careful study of the galactic stellar field. More
precisely, cold DM is expected to form structure down to very small scales,
which should also be present within our galaxy and could cause detectable perturbations in the kinematic properties of the surrounding stars. Such studies
have only recently become possible thanks to the new generation of precise
astrometric surveys, such as the Gaia mission, on the one hand, but also sophisticated tools for their analysis, on the other. I explored the possibilities
of applying supervised machine learning through the use of deep convolutional
neural networks to detect the subtle patterns in the distribution of stars caused
by DM subhalo flybys. For a simplified setup, where the presence of additional
structures, such as spiral arms or giant molecular clouds, was neglected, the network performed surprisingly well, reaching accuracy above 97% in classifying the
number subhalos included in a given stellar field. My findings give substantial
support to estimates that such approach could be sensitive to subhalo masses of
Msub & 107 M , entering regime where the amount of substructure is expected
to be modified with respect to the standard cold DM hypothesis in many alternative models, such as warm, self-interacting or ultra-light bosonic DM. Furthermore, thin disk stars were identified as a prime target in such searches, since
they exhibit particularly low velocity dispersion in the direction perpendicular
to the disk, allowing for easier recognition of the characteristic perturbations.
On the other hand, further improvements in the modelling of mock stellar fields,
used for training of convolutional networks, are needed before it could be applied
to the actual observations.

A. Closing the contour
integral
The HQ method is rather efficient in numerically computing phase-space distribution functions for isolated self-gravitating populations, i.e. when the gravitational potential Ψ(R2 , z 2 ) is self-consistently generated by the system density
profile ρ(R2 , z 2 ). In this case, the proposal by Hunter & Qian, as reproduced in
Eqns. (3.5) and (3.6), for the contour C(E), entering critically in the evaluation
of the integral in Eqn. (3.4), is a good choice. The reason for which it works
well is that it generally avoids the inclusion of additional singularities and/or
dρ
in the complex
crossing of branch cuts which the analytic continuation of dΨ
plane may introduce (see the discussion in [149] for details). However, when
addressing configurations in which the total gravitational potential is not entirely sourced by the density under consideration, but there are also additional
contributions from other components, the method may encounter difficulties.
For example, in the case considered in this paper of a DM halo combined with
an external Myamoto-Nagai potential, Eqn (3.11), an additional branch cut in
Ψ(R2 , z 2 ) occurs along the real axis at z 2 < −b2d . As a consequence the Jacobian
for the change of variables from ρ(R2 , z 2 ) to ρ(R2 , Ψ) contains a discontinuity,
due to which it is not always possible to invert the potential at every point ξ(θ)
along the contour in Eqns. (3.5) or (3.6). The inverse for ξ(θ = 0) does exist by
construction, however for larger values of θ, there is no guarantee that one can
find z 2 such that:


L2z
2
ξ(θ) = Ψ
,z
.
(A.1)
2(ξ(θ) − E)
This indeed does not happen for certain values of E and Lz , depending also
on the choice of the “thickness” of the contour h. It is sometimes possible
to mitigate the problem by adjusting the value of h, or by choosing a different
contour shape, in order to avoid values of ξ for which the inversion breaks down.
For finite potentials an alternative choice of the upper half of the contour is a
boxy path parametrized by:
ξ1 (s) = ψenv + i h s ,

(A.2)

ξ2 (s) = ψenv (1 − s) + i h ,

(A.3)

ξ3 (s) = i h (1 − s) ,

(A.4)

with s ∈ [0, 1]. Again, by tuning the parameter h one can try to avoid the
values of ξ where the inversion fails. If this is not possible even along this second path (e.g. it requires again such a small h that one faces loss of numerical
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precision when integrating around the pole), an approximate solution is to pick
out h in such a way that the discontinuity occurs along ξ3 (s). Indeed, it turns
out that the contribution to the integral along ξ3 (s) is negligible, being orders
of magnitude smaller then the ones from ξ1 (s) and ξ2 (s), as it approaches the
value of potential at infinity (i.e. < [ξ3 (s)] = 0, ∀s), where ρ(R2 , z 2 ) and it’s
derivatives vanish. We explicitly checked that f (E, Lz ) computed through this
approximation successfully reproduces the initial density. Furthermore, in practice the error of neglecting the ξ3 (s) contribution is much smaller then the errors
coming from the numerical integration along the rest of the contour.

B. Scaling relations of
J-factors
Precise evaluation of J-factors turns out to be too computationally demanding
to run it for all the samples produced by the MCMC walkers, even when using the shortcut discussed in previous section. Therefore we resort to scaling
relations which allow us to extrapolate the values to arbitrary halo parameters
without the need of recomputing the nested numerical integrals in Eq. (??).
More precisely, it is possible to obtain exact scaling relations for a change in the
DM scale density ρs → µρs and physical length scale r → λr, which also applies
to all distance parameters e.g. rs and D. For all spherically symmetric density profiles of the form ρDM (r; ρs , rs ) = ρs · f (r/rs ), where f (x) is an arbitrary
function, it is possible to show the following relation:

2

µ λ
J(rs /D ; µρs , λrs , λD) = J(rs /D ; ρs , rs , D) × µ3/2


µ/λ

for ξ  1 ,
for ξ  1 ,

for ξ = 6/ π 2 n2 .
(B.1)

While the effect of varying ρs is quite clear, the scaling with λ is somewhat less
expected and is in fact broken by the radial cut-offs which we kept constant. We
numerically checked the deviations from the above relation and found excellent
agreement except for resonantly enhanced NFW profile where we found scaling
exponent of ∼ −0.8 instead of −1. This is a consequence of using static inner
cut-off which removes an increasingly significant amount of the DM cusp for
decreasing values of λ. We present the comparison of power-law scalings with
the numerical results in Fig. B.1. Some deviations also arise at small/large
values of λ where the effect of cut-offs again becomes noticeable, however when
considering dSphs one mostly deals with λ ∼ O(1). Using this shortcut the
J-factors can be thought of as only a function of rs /D for which however we
found no analytical form. Instead we interpolated J(rs /D) which, together with
scaling relations, allowed us to compute accurate J-factor posterior distributions
from the entire MCMC sample.
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Figure B.1: J-factor scaling under change of physical length r → λr for NFW
and Burkert profiles with nominal values of rs = 1 kpc, D = 100 kpc and ρs = 1
GeV/cm3 .
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